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The movement of organisms in spatially structured landscapes is affected by constraints 
imposed by geographic and physical properties of the environment, and by the response of the 
organisms to this environment (i.e., ecological requirements). Freshwater environments, 
especially rivers, are known for imposing stronger movement constraints than terrestrial and 
marine environments. These constraints are associated with the isolation of different river 
drainages and the properties of a river itself, such as shape and water flow. Because of these 
unique characteristics of riverine landscapes (riverscapes), our understanding of neutral 
demographic processes in these environments is still lacking relative to that of other 
environments. This dissertation research aims to help fill this knowledge gap by advancing the 
understanding of the effects of riverine environments on neutral demographic processes. I 
combine simulated and empirical data to ask how riverine basins over spatial scales (i.e., local 
and regional) and temporal scales (i.e., present and past) interact with organisms to promote the 
observed patterns of genetic diversity in freshwater fishes. The Brazilian coastal drainages are an 
ideal area for this study as a series of isolated basins that were cyclically connected and 
disconnected because of Pleistocene sea level changes lead to a great diversity of endemic fishes. 
In my dissertation, I first demonstrate that paleodrainage structure during the Pleistocene is the 
main factor explaining population genetic differentiation in one species. Then, I give insights 
about how riverine landscapes and their physical properties (including during past time periods) 
structure genetic diversity within drainages. Finally, I used a comparative approach to elucidate 
whether sea level changes in coastal areas affected the freshwater community as a whole, or if 
responses were species-specific. The work presented here advances knowledge pertaining to the 
evolution of freshwater fishes, particularly those of the Neotropics. Overall, by exploring 
relevant hypotheses in order to identify processes that structure genetic variation within and 
between basins and species, my dissertation distinguishes the evolutionary mechanisms 
operating at different spatial and temporal scales, and provides insights into patterns of genetic 





 Understanding the processes leading to patterns of genetic diversity and differentiation in 
organisms is crucial for elucidating the extent to which populations are isolated in terms of 
geographic and time scales. Dispersal has been identified as a mechanism for genetic 
differentiation among populations in both theoretical (Slatkin, 1987; Excoffier et al., 2009) and 
empirical studies (Lester et al., 2007; Row et al., 2010). The movement of organisms in spatially 
structured landscapes is affected by constraints imposed by the environment in terms of 
geography and physical properties (Lee and Mitchell-Olds, 2011), and by the response of the 
organisms to this environment (i.e., ecological requirements). However, when correlations are 
made between levels of genetic differentiation and particular characteristics of the landscape, the 
underlying mechanisms responsible for the observed patterns are unclear (i.e., whether observed 
genetic differentiation reflects the environment constraints on population sizes and/or movement 
patterns).  
 Freshwater environments, especially riverine environments, are known for imposing 
stronger movement constraints on organisms in comparison to terrestrial and marine 
environments. River basins are frequently compared to island-like systems (i.e., island 
biogeography theory; MacArthur and Wilson, 1967) given the low levels of migration between 
basins, the small population sizes and rapid divergence between populations (Tedesco et al., 
2012). These demographic processes are a result of the physical subdivision of populations 
between drainages and the riverine properties, such as the dendritic shape and the water flow 
direction. Because of these unique features of riverine landscapes (i.e., riverscapes), a better 
understanding of the neutral processes in these environments over time and space are still lacking 
in comparison to other environments. This dissertation research aims to help fill this knowledge 
gap by advancing our understanding of the effects of riverine environments on demographic-
neutral processes. For that, I combined simulated and empirical data to focus on how riverine 
basins over different spatial (i.e., local and regional) and temporal (i.e., past) scales interact with 
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organisms to produce observed patterns of genetic diversity. By taking this approach I provide 
insights to why freshwater fishes are among the most diverse vertebrate groups (~20-25% of all 
vertebrates and >40% of all fishes), even though they inhabit the less abundant environment on 
the planet, with fresh waters occupying less than 0.01% of all the water available (Lundberg et 
al., 2000). In addition, besides advancing knowledge on phylogeographic processes shaping 
genetic diversity of freshwater fishes, it also provides insights into conservation of riverine 
ecosystems, with a direct application to a biodiversity hotspot - the Atlantic Coastal Rainforest of 
Brazil. 
 
Freshwater Fish Phylogeography 
 The term phylogeography was coined with the study of freshwater fishes. Although the 
term phylogeography was introduced in 1987 (Avise et al., 1987), the seminal work of 
Bermingham and Avise in 1986 can be considered as the first phylogeographic study (although 
they used the term “Molecular Zoogeography”). It used a comparative approach to characterize 
population structure of freshwater fish species in the southeastern United States and compare it 
with geologic information. Since then the field of phylogeography largely developed (e.g., Avise 
2000; Knowles, 2009) by incorporating environmental properties rather than strict physical 
properties (e.g., ecological and climatic; Neuenschwander et al., 2008; Carnaval, 2009; Bemmels 
et al., 2016) and adding a statistical framework to test hypothesis on the top of descriptive 
patterns (Richards et al, 2007; Fagundes et al., 2007; Ray et al., 2010; He et al., 2013). However, 
given the constraint riverine environments impose on dispersal and migration, most of these 
newly developed tools and methods do not apply well to these systems, indicating the necessity 
to adapt these methodologies for restricted environments such as rivers (but see Neuenschwander 
et al., 2008)  
 The most studied cases of genetic diversification and rapid speciation in freshwater fishes 
are in lake organisms and marine-freshwater transitions, in which adaptation and selection are 
pointed as the main process in their evolutionary history (e.g., cichlids in Africa, salmon and 
sticklebacks, summarized in Seehausen and Wagner, 2014). Research on riverine fishes has 
mostly focused on the role of allopatry and river captures in promoting speciation (Albert and 
Reis, 2011; Day et al., 2013). For example, in the two most studied regions of the world, the 
phylogeographic patterns inferred for freshwater fishes are mostly related to the glacial history. 
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In North America, the northern area was glaciated, presenting a depauperated ichthyofauna, 
while the Mississippi basin has the highest diversity (Lundberg et al., 2000) with a history of 
postglacial dispersal among drainages (e.g., darters; Bossu et al, 2013). In a similar way in 
Europe, the refugia hypothesis during glaciations and posterior dispersion by watershed 
crossings is largely accepted (e.g., Cottus gobio; Vonlanthen et al., 2007; Neuenschwander et al., 
2008). However, in regions where species distributions and dispersal capability were not directly 
affected by the presence of a glacier, understanding the phylogeographic processes may be a 
little more challenging, especially when the region is the more diverse region for freshwater 
fishes in the world – the Neotropics. 
 
Freshwater Fish Phylogeography in the Neotropics 
 The Neotropics is by far the region with the highest diversity of freshwater fishes in the 
planet. The region currently has more than 5,000 freshwater fish species described, which 
represents one-third of all freshwater fishes in the world (Reis et al., 2016), and lots of diversity 
still remains to be described. Phylogeography can be an important tool to unveil the processes 
responsible for this high diversity. 
The first paper in phylogeography of Neotropical fishes dates back to 1998, and used a 
comparative approach to understand the Great American Interchange (Bermingham and Martin, 
1998; see also Dergam et al., 1998). In the almost 20 years since the start of phylogeography of 
freshwater fishes in the Neotropics, the field largely focused on delineating species boundaries, 
given the high necessity to describe the undocumented ichthyofauna in the Neotropics (as 
summarized by Willis, 2017) and to use gene sequences to help in identifying lineages (e.g., 
DNA barcoding; Pereira et al., 2013).  
While historical biogeography is helping to understand the deeper history of suprageneric 
groups in the continent (e.g., family level; Montoya-Burgos 2003; Bloom et al., 2013; 
Tagliacollo et al., 2015; Silva et al., 2016), phylogeography can give us important insights about 
the processes driving speciation and uncovering the recent history of lineages during the 
Pliocene-Pleistocene (e.g., Willis et al., 2010; Hubert et al., 2007; Cardoso and Montoya-Burgos 
2009). Addressing broader hypotheses of riverine evolution in the Neotropics rather than 
focusing on species-specific questions can help us to build a better understanding of recent 
diversification of the ichthyofauna. For example, the primary riverine hypothesis tested at the 
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population level in the Neotropics is the color adaptation in the Amazonian rivers (i.e., Negro 
basin), which seems to be supported by an array of species (e.g., Cooke et al., 2014).  
While there have been several phylogeographic studies in the Neotropics, they have 
focused on the Amazon region, therefore, are usually restricted with large gaps in sampling of 
the species, given the difficulties with access to the region. Moreover, a large array of 
geomorphological events may contribute to patterns of genetic variation in Amazonian fish, and 
these are not yet fully understood (Hoorn et al., 2010). These difficulties impose challenges to 
model evolution of the ichthyofauna in the region. Studying an area with fewer cofounding 
variables (e.g., outside migration) and with a better understanding of its geological and climatic 
history may be a good start to understand 
diversification in tropical areas.  
 
Study Region 
The Brazilian coastal basins are 
characterized by a series of small and isolated 
rivers that drain directly to the Atlantic Ocean 
(Figure I.1). The area studied here ranges from 
Patos drainage in southern Brazil to Caravelas 
drainage in the northeast, across a transect of 
approximately 2,000 Km. The region has one 
of the world’s hotspot of diversity – the 
Atlantic Rainforest. While the terrestrial 
diversity has been focus of several studies 
because it is highly endangered (e.g., Carnaval 
et al., 2009), the freshwater ecosystems in this region remain understudied, even though they are 
also endangered and face additional human disturbances like water pollution.  
The area is ideal to understand demographic processes in rivers at the regional and local 
scale because it is formed by a series of isolated basins. The steep mountain slope of the Serra do 
Mar (Figure I.1) divides the coast from the inland basins of Brazil. Thus, the freshwater fishes in 
the coastal basins have infrequent migration from other areas, allowing a long-term isolation 
with a unique biogeographic history (Weitzman et al., 1988; Ribeiro, 2006). Because of this 
 
Figure I.1. Map of the Brazilian coastal drainages with 
each coastal drainage system shown in a different blue-
green shade and inland drainages shown in shades of 
grey. Map in the lower-right corner shows the elevation 
difference between coastal and inland areas. 	
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geological history, the region has 528 valid species of freshwater fishes (Figure I.2; unpublished 
data). Therefore, although the region is characterized by relatively low species diversity 
compared to the Amazon basin, the geographic isolation promoted diversification within this 
region, leading to high levels of endemism. For example, 78% of the species in this region are 
endemic (unpublished data). Given the impressive endemic diversity found in this long but 
narrow hotspot area, my dissertation will use this region as a model to understand evolutionary 
processes that led to this diversification.  
 
Figure I.2. Pictures demonstrating the diversity of freshwater fishes in the Brazilian coastal drainages: 
Microglanis cottoides (a; standard length = 43.2mm SL); Heptapterus sp. (b; 89.2mm SL); Phalloceros sp. (c; 
22mm SL); Deuterodon longirostris (d; 59.6mm SL); Scleromystax barbatus (e; 65mm SL); Pareiorhaphis 
splendens (f; 57.4mm SL); Spintherobolus ankoseion (g; 23.7mm SL); Cyphocharax sanctaecatarinae (h; 
46.9mm SL); Corydoras erhardti (i; 50mm SL); Mimagoniates lateralis (j; 30.5mm SL); Trichomycterus sp. (k; 
30mm SL); Parotocinclus maculicauda (l; 44.1mmSL); Probolodus heterostomus (m; 45mm SL); Mimagoniates 
rheocharis (n); Geophagus brasiliensis (o; 72.5mm SL); Characidium pterostictum (p; 55mm SL); Oligosarcus 
hepsetus (q; 65mm SL); Atlantirivulus sp. (r; 31.5mm SL); Gymnotus pantherinus (s; 186mm SL); 
Pseudotothyris ignota (t; 33.2mm SL). 
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Chapters Overview 
Historically, connectivity among coastal 
rivers was influenced by an increase in the severity 
of glacial cycles caused by pronounced sea-level 
retreats during the Pleistocene (e.g., Last Glacial 
Maximum (LGM) = -120 m; Hewitt, 2000). These 
fluctuations are hypothesized to have provided 
connections between drainages that are isolated 
today (Weitzman et al., 1988), forming larger 
paleodrainages (Figure I.3). Chapter II tests this 
hypothesis and demonstrates the contribution of 
these paleodrainages during the Pleistocene as the 
main factor explaining observed genetic 
differentiation among populations in one freshwater fish species in the study area (Thomaz et al., 
2015). This work demonstrates that paleodrainage structure is key to interpreting biogeographic 
breaks in the fish fauna in rivers along the Brazilian coast. It also shows that genetic diversity is 
not evenly distributed among coastal basins, which have different geographical and physical 
properties. With the objective to expand from the paleodrainages proposed in chapter II and to 
clarify the contribution of rivers’ structure and test if there is general or unique responses 
between species on patterns of genetic diversity, the other three chapters of my dissertation focus 
on local and regional patterns of diversity. 
Chapters III and IV aim to understand how riverine landscapes and their physical 
properties structure genetic diversity of the organisms within drainages, since organismal 
dispersal is potentially affected by a variety of riverine properties. This research highlights the 
importance of incorporating riverine properties into phylogeographic studies more broadly, as 
has been established in terrestrial systems, e.g., the impact of habitat suitability on dispersal 
probabilities (He et al., 2013). This research has a theoretical and an empirical portion. For the 
theoretical portion in chapter III (Thomaz et al., 2016), I used computer simulations to generate 
expected patterns of genetic variation so the impact of specific river properties (e.g., the length of 
river segments, the number of connecting tributaries, and the flow regime) on movement patterns 
of a fish can be discerned. For the empirical study presented in chapter IV (Thomaz et al., in 
	
Figure I.3. Schematic draw showing current 
basins (brown area) and palaeo-rivers 
connections (light blue) during Last Glacial 
Maximum (LGM). 
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review), I apply fine scale genetic data (next generation sequencing) for the same species used in 
chapter II to expand the paleodrainages models and understand the reasons why genetic diversity 
is not evenly distributed among the coastal basins. For that I expand the simulated findings from 
chapter III by adding a past temporal layer to test if there is a signal of paleodrainages properties 
(i.e., area and number of rivers) explaining patterns of genetic diversity. 
Based on the findings from the local patterns of diversity, chapter V approaches the 
regional patterns of diversity using multiple species. The objective of this portion is to 
understand the effect of dynamic environments, such as coastal areas, that are constantly being 
affected by geological and climatic processes, have on different species and their impact on 
regional patterns of genetic diversification. By applying a comparative phylogeographic 
approach, this chapter addresses matches and mismatches in the regional genetic structure among 
four co-distributed species of tetras (Characidae) and broadly discusses timing and potential 
processes that culminated in the endemic and species-rich groups of freshwater fishes in the 
eastern coastal drainages of Brazil. 
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Testing the effect of paleodrainages versus habitat stability on genetic divergence in 
riverine systems: study of a Neotropical fish of the Brazilian coastal Atlantic Forest. 
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Abstract 
Aim: Patterns of genetic variation within freshwater fish populations may reflect the historical 
impact of climate change on either sea-level or environmental conditions. Sea-level changes 
enlarged paleodrainages and so connecting currently isolated rivers, whereas changes in 
environmental conditions reduced forest cover and may have constrained the movement of fish 
specialised to this habitat. We assayed genetic variation in Hollandichthys multifasciatus, a 
freshwater fish endemic to the Atlantic Forest of coastal Brazil, to test the relative importance of 
these factors in shaping current patterns of genetic divergence. 
Location: River drainages along the southeastern Brazilian coast. 
Methods: GIS was used to reconstruct paleodrainages during the Last Glacial Maximum 
(LGM). Niche modelling was used to infer areas of stability for the southern Atlantic Forest 
sensu stricto (present and LGM). The contribution of river connections inside or outside areas of 
stability was evaluated using a calibrated phylogeny, analyses of molecular variance, and 
Bayesian skyline plots from two mtDNA loci. 
Results: Analyses of 182 individuals from 26 populations and 12 paleodrainages indicated that 
structure associated with paleodrainages explains 75% of the genetic variation among 
populations, with estimated divergence times occurring within the Pleistocene. The variation 
explained by paleodrainages and estimated population sizes was unrelated to the ecological 
stability of the region. 
Main Conclusions: This study demonstrates the importance of Pleistocene paleodrainages in 
structuring genetic divergence patterns. The analyses suggest that past connections due to sea 
level retreat played a significant role in the diversification of the ichthyofauna along the 
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Brazilian coastal drainages. Moreover, the lack of a signature of habitat stability in structuring 
genetic variation suggests that refugia may be less important in structuring genetic diversity for 
freshwater species than for terrestrial species. In addition, our work highlights the utility of a 
GIS-based approach to recover past connections among coastal basins. Understanding these 
connections is crucial for studying diversification of riverine organisms and for identifying areas 
of conservation priority. 
 
Introduction 
Many studies try to understand how historical shifts in species distributions contribute to 
current patterns of genetic variation, but the factors taken into account tend to depend on the 
ecosystem of interest. For example, both geological and ecological processes are recognised as 
key factors structuring genetic variation in terrestrial organisms. This joint emphasis is apparent 
in the variety of methodologies used to test hypotheses, such as the coupling of ecological niche 
models and genetic models (e.g., He et al., 2013), and in comparative studies attempting to 
identify species-specific versus shared-community effects of past distributional shifts (e.g., Soltis 
et al., 2006; Papadopoulou et al., 2009; Massatti & Knowles, 2014). However, in riverine 
organisms, studies of genetic variation focus primarily on the role of allopatry related solely to 
geological events (i.e., past drainage connections; Bermingham & Martin, 1998; Carrea et al., 
2013, Pereira et al., 2013). As such, these investigations tend to focus on patterns expected when 
geological events dictate the composition of regional species pools, as emphasised in the classic 
work on southeastern United States fishes (e.g., Bermingham & Avise, 1986). This emphasis is 
expected considering the constraints associated with the riverine lifestyle, where dispersal is 
restricted to past and present river connections. 
In contrast, an alternative approach may consider how taxon-specific characteristics 
interact with geological events to produce species-specific structure of population genetic 
variation. For example, dispersal in riverine organisms may be constrained by ecological 
requirements related to the physical habitat (e.g., water depth and flow), or to the surrounding 
terrestrial vegetation and soil, which influences turbidity and food availability (Muneepeerajul et 
al., 2007; Cooke et al., 2014). In addition to ecological requirements, the inherent dispersal 
capabilities and behaviours of taxa may result in species-specific dispersal patterns (Whiteley et 
al., 2004; Burridge et al., 2008). As a consequence, the level of population connectedness 
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experienced by riverine organisms may differ among taxa and across geographic regions (Crispo 
et al., 2006; Neuenshwander et al., 2008). 
Regions that experienced simultaneous shifts in hydrographic connectivity and habitat 
stability (e.g., Pleistocene forest habitat fragmentation) are ideal systems for studying how 
geological and ecological factors influence routes of population connectedness over time, and 
hence, the structure of genetic variation in freshwater organisms. The coastal drainages of the 
Atlantic Forest in southeastern Brazil are an example of such a region where both factors may be 
important. 
The coast of Brazil was impacted by lower sea levels during Pleistocene glacial periods 
that exposed paleodrainages and connected currently isolated riverine basins (Weitzman et al., 
1988; Dias et al., 2014). Climatic changes also resulted in shifts in the distributions of terrestrial 
ecosystems. In particular, the coastal Atlantic Forest is thought to have gone through pronounced 
shifts, with large portions transformed into grasslands; only small, isolated forest patches were 
stable over geological time (Behling, 2002; Carnaval & Moritz, 2008; Carnaval et al., 2014). 
Both geological and ecological conditions may have influenced past distributions of the local 
endemic ichthyofauna associated with forested habitats, such as the freshwater tetra 
Hollandichthys multifasciatus (Eigenmann & Norris, 1900) (Characiformes: Characidae). This 
species is endemic to small coastal rivers within the Atlantic Forest sensu stricto of southeastern 
Brazil (i.e., lowland Serra do Mar forest or Dense Evergreen Forest; Olson et al., 2001; 
Fundação SOS Mata Atlântica, 2011; Figure II.1). Its distribution is restricted to rivers with 
dense canopy cover, where it inhabits crevices among plant roots along the river banks, and the 
bulk of its diet consists of terrestrial plants, spiders, and insects (Esteves & Lobon-Cervia, 2001; 
Abilhoa et al., 2009). Therefore, we hypothesise an important role for forest habitats in 
constraining the past distribution of H. multifasciatus. 
However, patterns of population connectivity in H. multifasciatus were also potentially 
tied to past geological events that affected dispersal among the network of rivers dissecting the 
Atlantic Forest. Specifically, pronounced sea level retreat along the wide coastal plain during the 
Pleistocene glaciations (Fleming et al., 1998; Miller et al., 2011) is predicted to have connected 
small and currently isolated rivers that rise on the eastern slope and flow directly into the ocean. 
Conversely, rises in the sea level of several meters above the present level during the Last 
Interglacial (LIG, c. 125 ka) and the early Holocene (c.12-7 ka) (Smith et al., 2011; Dutton & 
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Lambeck, 2012) may have reduced the connectedness of the small coastal rivers, especially in 
the north of the species’ distribution where the coastal plain is currently narrow. Therefore, sea-
level changes during the Pleistocene may have had profound effects on the dynamics of these 
populations, potentially promoting isolation and reducing population sizes during marine 
transgressions, while providing connections and possibly increasing population sizes during 
marine regressions. 
 
Figure II.1 – Geographic distribution of haplotypes among the 26 populations of Hollandichthys multifasciatus 
sampled along the Brazilian coast. Circle size represents the number of individuals sampled per population and 
circles are divided proportionally according to the number of individuals with a particular haplotype. Haplotypes 
restricted to the sampled population are shown in green, and haplotypes shared between two or more populations 
are correspondingly marked in yellow, orange, brown or red. Two regions with dense population sampling are 
shown in close-up (panels a and b) for better visualisation. 
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In this paper we test hypotheses related to how genetic diversity and structure might 
reflect several scenarios: (i) recent diversification of H. multifasciatus during the Pleistocene; (ii) 
opportunities for dispersal among currently isolated rivers by way of temporary routes provided 
by paleodrainages during glacial marine regressions in the Pleistocene; (iii) population size 
reductions and isolation of current basins because of interglacial marine transgressions; and, (iv) 
ecological constraints imposed by the association of H. multifasciatus with the Atlantic Forest, 
highlighting the importance of regions of habitat stability. To generate and test specific 
expectations for the structure of genetic variation during the Pleistocene, we couple analyses of 
genetic variation with modelling of both paleodrainage distribution based on bathymetric data 
analysed using GIS techniques, and modelling of Atlantic Forest stability using Environmental 
Niche Models (ENMs). If glacial periods provided corridors for dispersal among currently 
isolated basins due to sea level retreat, we predict that the structuring of genetic variation will 
correspond to regional patterns reminiscent of projected paleo-river basins (i.e., paleodrainages). 
Specifically, fish from rivers within a shared paleodrainage are expected to be genetically more 
similar to each other compared to fish collected from rivers from different paleodrainages. 
However, if genetic variation is dictated by isolation due to the current configuration of rivers, 
there should not be a significant contribution of paleodrainage in an analysis of the molecular 
variance among populations. Lastly, if the ecological association between the fish and the 
Brazilian Forest affected the fish’s distribution over time, we expect to see a signature of habitat 
stability on patterns of genetic variation in a comparison of the proportion of genetic variation 
associated with paleodrainages from regions containing versus not containing forest refugia. If 
ecological stability plays an important role in structuring genetic diversity in H. multifasciatus, 
the persistence of long-term populations is more likely to be associated with ecologically stable 
areas (as determined by comparisons of ENMs for the present and the LGM). Hence, populations 
from ecologically stable regions would be more likely to show a general agreement with the 
paleodrainages model and the signature of larger historical population sizes than populations 







Material and Methods 
Inference of Paleodrainages 
 Paleodrainages during the LGM were inferred from topographic and bathymetric 
information extracted from the Digital Elevation Model (DEM) GEBCO_08 at 30 arc-second 
resolution (c.1km; http://www.gebco.net/) in ARCGIS10 using Hydrological tools. Past 
connections between current riverine basins and paleodrainages were identified from the inferred 
flow directions based on topographic relief. First, the land area exposed during the LGM, which 
corresponded to a maximum shift in sea level of -125m, was identified using the tool Contour 
followed by Mask. The Fill option was used to cover localised depressions in the surface. The 
Flow Direction tool was then used to identify the steepest descent from each cell, followed by 
the Basin tool to identify ridges between the basins that delineate the basins’ borders. With the 
Flow accumulation tool, a raster of accumulated flow in each cell was calculated, after which 
putative rivers were estimated using the Stream order function. This method for inferring 
paleodrainages generally corresponds to paleochannel reconstruction methods used in other 
world regions (see Dias et al., 2014), and was used here because paleochannel data for this 
region of Brazil are scarce (e.g., Conti, 2009). 
 
Atlantic Forest Niche Modelling 
The current and past distribution of the Atlantic Forest sensu stricto (defined as the 
lowland Serra do Mar Forest physiognomy; Olson et al., 2001) was inferred for the study area 
using MAXENT 3.3 (Phillips et al., 2006). Specifically, 1,000 points were randomly selected 
within the area of the present forest’s distribution. These points were used to generate the 
present-day ENM based on 19 bioclimatic variables from the WorldClim 1.4 database (Hijmans 
et al., 2005). Then, the present-day model was projected onto the corresponding paleoclimatic 
data from ECHAM3 (Roeckner et al., 1992) for the LGM, interpolated to a 30 arc-second 
resolution (c.1km). Because over fitting is a known problem for large study areas (Anderson & 
Raza, 2010), we restricted our niche modelling inferences to a rectangle immediately 
surrounding the biome, which encompassed all localities in our study. The robustness of the 
modelling results was checked by subsampling 50 independent runs, with 75% of points used for 
training and 25% for testing in each run. 
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Areas of stability were characterised as regions where the Atlantic Forest persisted during 
both the present and the LGM (see also Carnaval & Moritz, 2008; Carnaval et al., 2014). The 
suitability threshold applied to differentiate stable from unstable areas was based on the stability 
score that maximised the area under the curve (AUC) values and minimised omission rates, and 
that better predicted the current distribution of the forest (i.e., less over or under fitting = 
maximum training sensitivity plus specificity logistic threshold). This threshold was applied to 
the LGM and present-day ENMs. Note that it was not possible to project the occurrence of the 
forest onto the coastal plain exposed when the sea-level dropped. However, such regions would, 
by definition, represent unstable areas (i.e., not continuously occupied over time), which is the 
primary factor being tested here given that stable forest areas have been proposed as targets of 
conversation and considered key in structuring genetic variation in terrestrial inhabitants of the 
Atlantic Forest.  
 
Tissues and molecular genetic methods 
Populations across the entire H. multifasciatus distribution were sampled. Specifically, 
182 individuals from 26 populations were collected. Tissues were preserved in 96% ethanol and 
catalogued in the collections of the ichthyology laboratory in the Universidade Federal do Rio 
Grande do Sul (UFRGS), Museu de Ciências e Tecnologia, Pontifícia Universidade Católica do 
Rio Grande do Sul (MCP) and Museu de História Natural Capão da Imbuia (MHNCI) (see Table 
A.1). DNA was extracted following the modified salt-precipitation protocol (Medrano et al., 
1990). Two mitochondrial genes, cytochrome oxidase I (COI) and NADH dehydrogenase 2 
(ND2), were amplified and sequenced following standard protocols (for details see Thomaz et 
al., 2010), with forward and reverse chromatogram assembled and visualised using 
PHRED/PHRAP/CONSED (Ewing et al., 1998; Gordon et al., 1998). Sequences were aligned using 
the MUSCLE 3.6 (Edgar, 2004), checked by eye, and deposited in GenBank (see Table A.1). 
Standard population genetic summaries were calculated for each population and paleodrainages 
using DNASP (Librado & Rozas, 2009) and ARLEQUIN 3.5 (Excoffier & Lischer, 2010).  
 
Phylogenetic inference and demographic dynamics 
Haplotype sequences from the two concatenated mitochondrial genes were used to 
estimate a tree in BEAST 1.8.0 (Drummond et al., 2012) under a coalescent constant size prior 
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and HKY+G model that was selected using Akaike’s information criteria (AIC) in 
PARTITIONFINDER (Lanfear et al., 2012). The tree was estimated from two independent runs; 
each run was performed with 200 million MCMC iterations and 10,000 trees were retained with 
10% discarded as burn-in. No fossils were available for calibration to assess the timing of 
diversification within Hollandichthys. To test whether this timing occurred during the 
Pleistocene, we calibrated the phylogeny with a relatively conservative substitution rate for fish 
mtDNA (1% per Myr; e.g., Bermingham et al., 1997; Zardoya & Doadrio, 1999; Strecker et al., 
2004; Ornelas-Garcia et al., 2008) under a strict clock model and locus specific rates with a 
uniform prior [1E-7, 1E-9]. This procedure is justified within species or closely related species 
(Li & Drummond, 2012). 
 Population sizes through time were estimated with Bayesian Skyline plots (BSP – 
Drummond et al., 2005), using the same parameters as above. These analyses were used to 
contrast the population dynamics over time for the stable area (i.e., the northern clade in the tree 
estimated with BEAST) and the unstable area (i.e., the southern clade in the tree estimated with 
BEAST). Note that the population from the Guaraqueçaba drainage was excluded from these 
analyses because it resides within an unstable area, even though it is more closely related to 
populations from stable areas in the northern clade (see results below). The stable area analysis 
included 108 individuals, whereas the analysis of the unstable region included 63 individuals. 
Several runs were performed to confirm the robustness of the results to different priors. 
 
Testing the effect of paleodrainages and habitat stability 
A series of nested analyses of molecular variance (AMOVA; Excoffier et al., 1992) were 
performed in ARLEQUIN 3.5 to evaluate the contribution of paleodrainages and forest stability 
(inferred from the ENMs as described above) to population genetic structure. Specifically, an 
AMOVA was performed with populations nested within paleodrainages (= groups), as well as 
two additional AMOVAs with only those paleodrainages from either (a) stable areas or (b) 
unstable areas. Comparison of the results from the AMOVAs for stable and unstable areas 
provide insights into whether the stability of forest coverage has been important in structuring 
genetic variation in the fish, as with their terrestrial counterparts (e.g., Carnaval et al., 2009; 
Martins, 2011). Because a minimum of two populations per paleodrainage (i.e., group) is 
required in such hierarchical analyses of molecular variance, some populations had to be 
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excluded (see Table II.1 for details). For each AMOVA, significance was evaluated with 10,000 
permutations. Pairwise genetic distances between paleodrainages were also calculated using 
ARLEQUIN 3.5 under a Jukes and Cantor substitution model. 
 
Results 
A total of 1,704 base pairs of COI (639 bp) and ND2 (1,065 bp) sequenced in 182 
individuals resulted in 70 haplotypes, the majority of which were unique among populations 
(Figure II.1). Haplotype sharing is limited to a couple of the northern populations separated by a 
narrow coastline (e.g., the Bertioga, Ilhabela and Upper Tietê populations - see Figure II.1 and 
Table A.1). As a result, a very high partitioning of genetic variation was observed among 
populations (96.7%), compared with low variation represented within populations (3.3%). There 
was neither a substantial difference in genetic diversity among populations, nor an obvious 
latitudinal cline in genetic diversity (Table II.1), with the exceptions of two northern populations, 
Peruíbe and Upper Tietê, which are characterised by a single haplotype (Figure II.1). 
Divergences among H. multifasciatus populations date to the Pleistocene (mean = 2,161 kya and 
95% HPD = 1,671-2,272 kya) based on the calibrated phylogeny (Figure II.2a and Figure A.1). 
Note that the estimated Pleistocene divergence is robust to other rates of molecular evolution that 
have been suggested in the literature (e.g., Zardoya & Doadrio, 1999; Strecker et al., 2004), 
including some that are exceptionally low (i.e., 0.8%; Ornelas-García et al., 2008), although the 
absolute timing of divergence would differ.  
The 26 populations sampled from the current basin system correspond to 12 
paleodrainages (Figure II.3) inferred using the GIS procedure described above. The ENMs 
inferred a forest-wide refugium region during the LGM that coincides with the northern 
Hollandichthys populations (Figure II.4), generating an area of stability (AUC = 0.87) that 
encompasses 14 of 26 sampled populations and 8 of 12 inferred paleodrainages. Note that this 
estimate of the Atlantic Forest during the LGM corresponds to the one proposed by Carnaval et 
al. (2009) and others (Amaro et al., 2012; Porto et al., 2013), but not Carnaval & Moritz (2008) 
and Carnaval et al. (2014). Estimations of population dynamics through time using the Bayesian 
skyline plots showed no discernable difference between populations of the stable (i.e., northern) 
and unstable (i.e., southern) clades (Figure II.2b and d). Instead, the analyses suggest that both 
regions underwent a recent population expansion that began around the end of the LGM (but see 
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Grant, 2015 for cautions about Bayesian Skyline plot inferences). One alternative explanation for 
the inferred increase in population size is a high degree of population structure. The 
preponderance of unique haplotypes across drainages (i.e., haplotypes that are not shared among 
populations; Figure II.1), would contribute to an elevated estimated population size. In other 
words, the recent structuring of populations within a region, even without significant population 
growth, may contribute to this apparent increase in the overall population size. 
 
Table II.1 – Summary of the genetic data and the location of all 26 populations sampled for this study, as well as 
genetic diversity for the paleodrainages and areas of stability. Membership of sampled populations in individual 
paleodrainages is highlighted by groupings of either grey or white, and the black line marks the split between 
northern stable (above) and southern unstable (below) areas. 
  Population N # Haplotypes Pop. π Paleodrainages π Stability π 
1 Paraty 1 6 2 0.33   
2 Paraty 2 2 2 4.07 2.2 (±2.64)   
3 Toca do Boi* 8 3 0.79 0.79  
4 Ubatuba 1 2 2 < 0.001    
5 Ubatuba 2 3 3 1.34 0.67 (±0.95)   
6 Ilhabela 9 3 0.67   
7 São Sebastião 1 2 2 < 0.001   
8 São Sebastião 2 8 5 1.77 0.81 (±0.89)  
9 São Sebastião 3 9 3 0.22    
10 Bertioga 15 5 2.85 1.54 (±1.86)   
11 Upper Tietê 14 1 0   
12 Santos 10 4 0.94 0.47 (±0.66)  
13 Peruíbe* 14 1 0 0.00   
14 Ribeira de Iguape* 6 3 3.42 3.42 1.2 (±1.36) 
15 Guaraqueçaba 11 6 4.2   
16 Paranaguá 6 4 5.08 4.64 (±0.62)   
17 Guaratuba 2 2 1   
18 São Francisco do Sul 3 3 4.08   
19 Babitonga 3 3 2.02 2.37 (±1.57)  
20 Garopaba* 1 1 0    
21 Florianópolis 1 3 2 0.67     
22 Florianópolis 2 11 5 1.8     
23 Florianópolis 3 6 2 3.28 1.44 (±1.44)   
24 Araranguá 4 2 0.5   
25 Mampituba 12 4 0.92   
26 Maquiné 12 2 0.34 0.59 (±0.3) 2.0 (±1.74) 
    182 of 70 1.55     




 Pairwise genetic differences vary among paleodrainages (Figure II.5), ranging from 
relatively high levels in the southern paleodrainages to fairly low levels of differentiation among 
some of the northernmost paleodrainages. Differentiation between paleodrainages was generally 
higher compared to pairwise genetic difference within paleodrainages (shown along the diagonal 
in Figure II.5). The only exception was an exceedingly high pairwise genetic difference between 
populations of the paleodrainage associated with the Paranaguá estuary (the Paranaguá and 
Guaraqueçaba populations: Table II.1 and Figure II.5). These populations, despite their 
geographic proximity and assignment to the same paleodrainage based on bathymetric data, are 
distantly related (i.e., they are assigned to divergent clades in the phylogenetic tree, with a 
divergence time of ~2 Ma; Figure II.2a and Figure A.1).  
 
Figure II.2 – Lineage diversification and population dynamics over time estimated for individuals sampled from 
the stable northern area (in green) and unstable southern area (in orange) from (a) calibrated phylogenetic tree of 
H. multifasciatus haplotypes (with the excluded Guaraqueçaba population shown in black; see results for 
details). Population size was estimated with BSP for the (b) stable (green) and (d) unstable (orange) areas, with 
the corresponding (c) changes in sea level for the last 150 kya shown (Miller et al., 2011), and grey shading 
marks the LGM period (26 – 19 kya). 
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 Tests of the partitioning of genetic variation showed that paleodrainages account for 75% 
of the genetic variation, while populations within paleodrainages explaining 22% (Table II.2). 
Comparing the AMOVAs for the stable region (80 individuals in 11 populations and 5 
paleodrainages) and unstable region (73 individuals in 11 populations and 4 paleodrainages) 
shows that paleodrainage explains a substantial proportion of the genetic variation in both areas 
(i.e., 59% versus 47%, respectively; Table II.2 and Table A.2).  
 
Figure II.3 – Map of the 12 paleodrainages (each shown in a different blue-green shade) identified by the area 
exposed with the retreat in sea level during the LGM (see methods for details) and associated populations 
sampled in this study (black dots). The black line indicates the current Brazilian shoreline and the three coastal 
islands with sampled populations: Florianópolis, São Francisco do Sul and Ilhabela, relative to what the 
shoreline would have been during the LGM (note that the grey areas in the exposed coast correspond to 







Figure II.4 – The ENM prediction for the (a) current distribution of the Atlantic Forest sensu stricto, (b) the 
LGM prediction, and (c) the stable area identified as the area of overlap (i.e., region of persistent forest cover). 
The distribution of the forest is shown in green. Grey lines identify the borders of paleodrainages considering a 
125 m drop in sea level (the dashed line marks the coast line during LGM). 
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Table II.2 – Summary of AMOVAs results*. 
Scenario Source % var. 
Entire region Among paleodrainages (Fct) 74.63 (p-value ≅ 0) 
 Among pops. within paleodrainages (Fsc) 22.15 (p-value ≅ 0) 
 Within pops. (Fst) 3.22 (p-value ≅ 0) 
Stable region Among paleodrainages (Fct) 59.26 (p-value < 0.05) 
 Among pops. within paleodrainages (Fsc) 33.56 (p-value ≅ 0) 
  Within pops. (Fst) 7.18 (p-value ≅ 0) 
Unstable region Among paleodrainages (Fct) 47.10 (p-value < 0.01) 
 Among pops. within paleodrainages (Fsc) 46.81 (p-value ≅ 0) 
 Within pops. (Fst) 6.08 (p-value ≅ 0) 
*153 individuals from 22 populations and 9 paleodrainages were analysed (i.e., only paleodrainages with at 
least two populations could be analysed in the hierarchical AMOVA). 
 
Discussion 
By applying an explicit 
hypothesis-testing approach, we 
identified paleo-connections during 
periods of Pleistocene sea level retreat 
as a major factor structuring recent 
divergence in Brazilian coastal 
freshwater fishes. By contrasting the 
influence of paleodrainages in regions 
of forest stability and forest instability, 
we show that stable forest refugia did 
not leave a discernable signature on 
patterns of population genetic structure 
in H. multifasciatus, a fish dependent 
upon the forest habitat in the Atlantic Forest. This lack of difference between stable and unstable 
areas contrasts with work on terrestrial organisms, where habitat stability appears to be a major 
factor structuring genetic diversity (Carnaval et al., 2009). Below we discuss the role of past 
riverine connections versus habitat stability in structuring genetic variation in riverine organisms, 




Figure II.5 – Percentage of pairwise genetic difference 
between palaeodrainages. Lighter colours indicate low genetic 
difference, while darker colours indicate larger genetic 
difference. Squares along the diagonal represent the average 
genetic distance within each palaeodrainage, with the 
comparison for the Paranaguá palaeodrainage (Paranaguá and 
Guaraqueçaba populations) marked by an asterisk. 
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Paleodrainages as key in structuring patterns of genetic variation 
The role of paleodrainages in structuring the diversity of fishes has traditionally been 
inferred based on patterns of biodiversity, and in particular, on faunal boundaries (Weitzman et 
al., 1988; Hubert & Renno, 2006; Abell et al., 2008). The critical role of paleo-connections due 
to sea level retreat in structuring biodiversity patterns has been corroborated by recent 
inventories of global freshwater fish diversity and compositional similarity of coastal basins 
(Dias et al., 2014). In contrast to such unambiguous results based on faunal surveys, results from 
molecular analyses have been more equivocal. For example, whether a study does or does not 
support the role of paleodrainages may simply be a consequence of the limitations of the 
methodology applied, as highlighted by differences in the apparent role of paleodrainages when 
studies are conducted at different geographic scales or in different regions of the world (Swartz 
et al., 2007; Schultz et al., 2008; de Bruyn et al., 2013; Unmack et al., 2013). 
Generally, congruence between monophyly and hypothesized historical riverine 
connections caused by sea level retreat has been interpreted as providing support for the role of 
paleodrainages in structuring diversity (de Bruyn et al., 2013; Unmack et al., 2013). However, 
interpreting the importance of paleodrainages relative to other factors based on visual inspection 
of phylogenetic trees is problematic. In particular, the lack of concordance might simply reflect 
the particular timing of divergence (especially for Pleistocenic events), and therefore, patterns of 
incomplete lineage sorting should not be directly interpreted as conflicting with hypothesized 
barriers (Knowles, 2009). Nevertheless, such patterns (e.g., when individuals collected from a 
paleodrainage do not form a clade) are often interpreted as being signatures of alternative 
mechanisms, such as temporary connections among populations related with drainage 
rearrangements (river captures) or dispersal across low-relief drainage divides (e.g., Unmack et 
al., 2013). Rather than relying on strict concordance between the geography and phylogenetic 
position of individuals, other approaches, such as the partitioning of genetic variation (as applied 
here; see also Swartz et al., 2007), can be used to test for genetic signature of past connections 
associated with paleodrainages, especially when divergences are sufficiently recent that there 
could still be incomplete lineage sorting. For example, a strict reliance on concordance for 
corroborating the role of paleodrainages in structuring variation would lead to a rejection of the 
role of paleodrainages in structuring genetic variation for the northern region (Figure II.2) 
because of shared haplotypes among paleodrainages (Figure II.1) and a lack of monophyly 
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(Figure A.1). However, the AMOVA indicates that the northern region, like the southern region, 
shows significant partitioning of genetic variation associated with the inferred paleodrainages 
(Table II.2).  
While the results support a role for paleodrainages in structuring genetic variation across 
the entire distribution of Hollandichthys multifasciatus, additional factors might affect local 
population structure. For example, river captures between coastal and inland basins have been 
relatively well documented in the southeastern drainages of Brazil, including the river capture 
between Paraíba do Sul and Upper Tietê (Malabarba, 1998). However, these events predate the 
Pleistocene, in contrast to our genetic data, which supports population divergences that date to 
the Pleistocene – a period for which relatively few river captures have been documented (e.g., 
Upper Tietê/ Guaratuba and Iguaçú; Ribeiro 2006; Ribeiro et al., 2006; Menezes et al., 2008). 
Moreover, such river captures are limited to ichthyofaunal exchange between coastal and inland 
drainages, with geological evidence on their role among coastal drainages generally lacking. 
River captures may make contributions to patterns of divergence, as potentially indicated by 
local divergence patterns (e.g., the presence of a unique population of Hollandichthys 
multifasciatus in an inland drainage of the Upper Tietê). However, these events are not thought 
to be a general mechanism structuring population genetic variation across the species. In 
addition, our results demonstrate that emphasising current basin structure may be misleading, 
especially considering that isolation among rivers associated with current sea levels may be of 
less consequence given that their isolation may be relatively brief compared to the longer periods 
of connectivity during periods of low sea level that have dominated the Pleistocene (see Figure 
II.2c and Miller et al., 2011).  
 
The importance (or unimportance) of distributional stability 
Ecological factors are usually invoked to explain the disagreement between genetic 
diversity patterns and paleodrainage configuration when the organism of interest is specialised to 
certain habitats (Schultz et al., 2008; de Bruyn et al., 2013). Differential effects of climatic 
changes on taxa are also predicted when the vagility and environmental requirements of species 
vary (e.g., Massatti & Knowles, 2014).  
If forest instability had an effect on the persistence of forest-dependent riverine fish, we 
predicted that we would find an agreement between paleodrainages and genetic structure in the 
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stable, but not in the unstable areas; however, no significant difference in the genetic structuring 
was detected (Table II.1). While this result should be confirmed with multilocus data, it is 
unlikely that our analysis is problematic because of reliance on mtDNA. That is, there is no 
reason to suspect that the similarity in the structuring of genetic variation in stable versus 
unstable areas could be an artefact of mtDNA. Moreover, other studies based on mtDNA have 
supported a stability-extinction model for terrestrial forest-dependent organisms in the Atlantic 
Forest (for a summary see Martins, 2011). In addition, we cannot rule out the possibility that the 
Atlantic Forest extended into regions that were exposed by lower sea levels, because we could 
not include the coastal plain in our ENMs (as discussed in the methods). However, such regions 
would, by definition, represent unstable areas (i.e., not continuously occupied over time), and 
therefore would not contribute any bias to our tests on the importance of the stability of the 
Atlantic Forest. 
What do our results imply about using the stability of the Atlantic Forest as a criterion for 
targeting conservation efforts, given that we do not detect any significant difference between 
regions of stability and instability with respect to the processes structuring genetic variation? 
Several aspects of our data emphasise long-term localised persistence of H. multifasciatus: a 
large percentage of genetic variation is explained by paleodrainages (Table II.2); genetic 
distances among populations are high (Figure II.5); population dynamics inferred from the 
Bayesian skyline plots are similar; and divergence times are estimated to predate the LGM 
(Figure II.2). In the absence of similar studies, it is not possible to conclude whether these 
patterns will hold across other freshwater organisms in the region. However, our results highlight 
the possibility that aquatic organisms, even habitat specialists such as H. multifasciatus, may be 
less reliant than their terrestrial counterparts on stable areas (e.g., Carnaval et al., 2009). This 
suggests that different local conservation efforts are needed to preserve the genetic diversity of 
aquatic organisms, compared to targeting only areas of habitat stability as potential sources of 
colonists, as is done for terrestrial organisms. It is also worth noting that the contribution of 
forest refugia in promoting diversification in the Atlantic Forest is still controversial and taxon-
dependent, especially in the southern portion (Amaro et al., 2012; Porto et al., 2013; Carnaval et 





Processes structuring species diversity in coastal Brazil 
Paleodrainage configuration has implications for interpreting general patterns of diversity 
in riverine organisms along the southeastern coast of Brazil. Although the region is characterised 
by markedly high levels of endemism, with up to 95% of freshwater fish species representing 
local endemics (Bizerril, 1994), few population studies have been conducted (Torres & Ribeiro, 
2009; Pereira et al., 2013) that provide evidence for the processes contributing to divergence in 
the region. Nevertheless, links between the cyclical changes in sea level during the Pleistocene 
and the high frequency of endemism have been proposed (Weitzman et al., 1988). Our results 
lend strong support to this hypothesis. A general correspondence between some of the breaks 
observed in patterns of population genetic differentiation in H. multifasciatus with breaks in 
species distributions across the region suggest that processes structuring genetic variation might 
also parallel those structuring species diversity. For example, the southernmost paleodrainage is 
congruent with one proposed freshwater ecoregion, the Tramandaí-Mampituba ecoregion (Abell 
et al., 2008), suggesting the barrier between paleodrainages drives local endemism. Indeed, the 
H. multifasciatus populations in this southernmost paleodrainage (Maquiné, Mampituba and 
Araranguá populations) have recently been identified as a putative new species of 
Hollandichthys (H. taramandahy Bertaco & Malabarba, 2013). Future investigations looking for 
correspondences between population and species-level divergence will be key to determining the 
extent to which the phenomena we document within H. multifasciatus also structure patterns of 
species diversification more broadly.  
 
Summary 
Our findings demonstrate the importance of contrasting alternative hypotheses to 
determine the relative contribution of past connections among currently isolated populations 
compared to that of habitat persistence over time (as recently emphasised by Thomé et al., 2014). 
Our results demonstrate that habitat stability is less important in structuring genetic variation in 
the freshwater fish H. multifasciatus, and perhaps other aquatic organisms, than in terrestrial 
species. Proposals to conserve hotspots of diversity based on refugia models of the Atlantic 
Forest (Carnaval et al., 2009) are not appropriate for freshwater fishes. As an alternative, we 
propose the use of paleodrainages in conserving species and genetic diversity for freshwater 
organisms in coastal regions, especially given that the structuring of genetic variation in our 
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study is corroborated by faunal surveys supporting a role for paleodrainages in structuring 
freshwater fish biodiversity (Dias et al., 2014). Our study also highlights the general utility of 
using detailed bathymetric maps (i.e., GEBCO) with GIS techniques (i.e., Hydrological tools in 
ARCGIS 10) to make inferences about past connections among coastal basins in regions, when 
geological information about paleochannels is unavailable. 
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Supplementary material from Chapter II 
Table A.1 - Table with detailed sample information (haplotype, locality, description), including the exact 
coordinates of the localities where fish were sampled per population 
Population 
Voucher Lat. Long. Hap. GenBank Accession 
(Drainage) COI ND2 
Paraty 1 UFRGS 11776/TEC909A -23.04 -44.60 69 JF836527 JF836701 
 UFRGS 11776/TEC909B -23.04 -44.60 70 JF836528 JF836702 
 UFRGS 11776/TEC909C -23.04 -44.60 70 JF836529 JF836703 
 UFRGS 11776/TEC909D -23.04 -44.60 70 HM562850 HM562881 
 UFRGS 11776/TEC909F -23.04 -44.60 70 JF836531 JF836704 
  UFRGS 11776/TEC909G -23.04 -44.60 70 JF836532 JF836705 
Paraty 2 MCP 30665/174 -23.08 -44.70 67 JF836408 JF836591 
 MCP 30666/175 -23.04 -44.69 68 JF836409 JF836592 
Toca do Boi MCP 30664/387 -23.33 -44.68 64 JF836414 JF836597 
 MCP 30664/388 -23.33 -44.68 64 JF836415 JF836598 
 MCP 30664/389 -23.33 -44.68 65 JF836416 JF836599 
 UFRGS 11775/TEC908A -23.33 -44.68 66 JF836519 JF836696 
 UFRGS 11775/TEC908B -23.33 -44.68 64 JF836520 JF836697 
 UFRGS 11775/TEC908C -23.33 -44.68 66 JF836521 JF836698 
 UFRGS 11775/TEC908D -23.33 -44.68 66 JF836522 JF836699 
 UFRGS 11775/TEC908E -23.33 -44.68 64 JF836523 JF836700 
Ubatuba 1 UFRGS 11789/TEC866A -23.35 -44.87 63 JF836517 - 
 UFRGS 11789/TEC866B -23.35 -44.87 45 JF836518 JF836695 
Ubatuba 2 MCP 30663/170 -23.43 -45.13 60 JF836407 JF836590 
 UFRGS 11774/TEC900A -23.41 -45.11 61 JF836515 JF836693 
 UFRGS 11774/TEC900B -23.41 -45.11 62 JF836516 JF836694 
Ilhabela MCP 30661/358 -23.83 -45.36 57 JF836410 JF836593 
 MCP 30661/359 -23.83 -45.36 57 JF836411 JF836594 
 MCP 30662/383 -23.82 -45.36 57 JF836412 JF836595 
 MCP 30662/384 -23.82 -45.36 57 JF836413 JF836596 
 UFRGS 11773/TEC897A -23.82 -45.35 58 JF836511 JF836689 
 UFRGS 11773/TEC897B -23.82 -45.35 59 JF836512 JF836690 
 UFRGS 11773/TEC897C -23.82 -45.35 57 HM562849 HM562880 
 UFRGS 11773/TEC897D -23.82 -45.35 57 JF836513 JF836691 
 UFRGS 11773/TEC897E -23.82 -45.35 57 JF836514 JF836692 
São Sebastião 1 UFRGS 11788/TEC859A -23.82 -45.45 55 HM562848 HM562879 
 UFRGS 11788/TEC859B -23.82 -45.45 56 JF836510 - 
São Sebastião 2 UFRGS 11795/TEC1229A -23.77 -45.61 49 JF836502 JF836681 
 UFRGS 11795/TEC1229B -23.77 -45.61 52 JF836503 JF836682 
 UFRGS 11795/TEC1229C -23.77 -45.61 49 JF836504 JF836683 
 UFRGS 11795/TEC1229D -23.77 -45.61 53 JF836505 JF836684 
 UFRGS 11795/TEC1229E -23.77 -45.61 49 JF836506 JF836685 
 UFRGS 11795/TEC1229F -23.77 -45.61 54 JF836507 JF836686 
 UFRGS 11795/TEC1229G -23.77 -45.61 52 JF836508 JF836687 
 UFRGS 11795/TEC1229H -23.77 -45.61 51 JF836509 JF836688 
São Sebastião 3 MCP 30658/164 -23.76 -45.71 49 JF836405 JF836587 
 UFRGS 11772/TEC891A -23.76 -45.72 49 JF836494 JF836673 
 UFRGS 11772/TEC891B -23.76 -45.72 49 JF836495 JF836674 
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 UFRGS 11772/TEC891C -23.76 -45.72 49 JF836496 JF836675 
 UFRGS 11772/TEC891D -23.76 -45.72 50 JF836497 JF836676 
 UFRGS 11772/TEC891E -23.76 -45.72 49 JF836498 JF836677 
 UFRGS 11772/TEC891F -23.76 -45.72 49 JF836499 JF836678 
 UFRGS 11772/TEC891G -23.76 -45.72 49 JF836500 JF836679 
 UFRGS 11772/TEC891H -23.76 -45.72 51 JF836501 JF836680 
Bertioga UFRGS 11771/TEC888A -23.78 -46.00 45 HM562847 HM562878 
 UFRGS 11771/TEC888B -23.78 -46.00 44 JF836480 JF836658 
 UFRGS 11771/TEC888C -23.78 -46.00 44 JF836481 JF836659 
 UFRGS 11771/TEC888D -23.78 -46.00 44 JF836482 JF836660 
 UFRGS 11771/TEC888E -23.78 -46.00 44 JF836483 JF836661 
 UFRGS 11771/TEC888F -23.78 -46.00 44 JF836484 JF836662 
 UFRGS 11771/TEC888G -23.78 -46.00 46 JF836485 JF836663 
 UFRGS 11771/TEC888H -23.78 -46.00 44 JF836486 JF836664 
 UFRGS 11777/TEC980A -23.78 -46.00 44 JF836487 JF836665 
 UFRGS 11777/TEC980B -23.78 -46.00 47 JF836488 JF836666 
 UFRGS 11777/TEC980C -23.78 -46.00 44 JF836489 JF836667 
 UFRGS 11777/TEC980D -23.78 -46.00 44 JF836490 JF836668 
 UFRGS 11777/TEC980E -23.78 -46.00 44 JF836491 JF836669 
 UFRGS 11777/TEC980F -23.78 -46.00 48 JF836492 JF836670 
 UFRGS 11777/TEC980G -23.78 -46.00 44 JF836493 JF836671 
Upper Tietê * UFRGS 11786/TEC826A -23.77 -46.33 44 JF836465 JF836645 
 UFRGS 11786/TEC826B -23.77 -46.33 44 JF836466 JF836646 
 UFRGS 11786/TEC826C -23.77 -46.33 44 JF836467 JF836647 
 UFRGS 11786/TEC826D -23.77 -46.33 44 JF836468 JF836648 
 UFRGS 11786/TEC826E -23.77 -46.33 44 JF836469 JF836649 
 UFRGS 11786/TEC826F -23.77 -46.33 44 JF836470 JF836650 
 UFRGS 11786/TEC826G -23.77 -46.33 44 JF836471 JF836651 
 UFRGS 11786/TEC826H -23.77 -46.33 44 JF836472 JF836652 
 UFRGS 11787/TEC827A -23.77 -46.31 44 JF836473 JF836653 
 UFRGS 11787/TEC827B -23.77 -46.31 44 JF836474 JF836654 
 UFRGS 11787/TEC827C -23.77 -46.31 44 HM562846 HM562877 
 UFRGS 11787/TEC827E -23.77 -46.31 44 JF836476 JF836655 
 UFRGS 11787/TEC827F -23.77 -46.31 44 JF836477 JF836656 
 UFRGS 11787/TEC827H -23.77 -46.31 44 JF836479 JF836657 
Santos MCP 30560/290 -23.84 -46.33 41 JF836399 JF836581 
 MCP 30560/291 -23.84 -46.33 42 JF836400 JF836582 
 MCP 30559/341 -23.86 -46.35 42 JF836401 JF836583 
 MCP 30559/342 -23.86 -46.35 42 JF836402 JF836584 
 MCP 30559/343 -23.86 -46.35 42 JF836403 JF836585 
 MCP 30559/344 -23.86 -46.35 43 JF836404 JF836586 
 UFRGS 11785/TEC820A -23.86 -46.35 44 JF836459 JF836642 
 UFRGS 11785/TEC820C -23.86 -46.35 44 JF836461 JF836643 
 UFRGS 11785/TEC820E -23.86 -46.35 42 HM562845 HM562876 
 UFRGS 11785/TEC820G -23.86 -46.35 42 JF836464 JF836644 
Peruíbe MCP 30554/276 -24.36 -47.04 40 JF836396 JF836578 
 MCP 30555/294 -24.37 -47.05 40 JF836397 JF836579 
 MCP 30561/316 -24.36 -47.04 40 JF836398 JF836580 
 UFRGS 11783/TEC817B -24.36 -47.04 40 JF836448 JF836632 
 UFRGS 11783/TEC817C -24.36 -47.04 40 JF836449 JF836633 
 UFRGS 11783/TEC817D -24.36 -47.04 40 JF836450 JF836634 
 UFRGS 11783/TEC817E -24.36 -47.04 40 JF836451 JF836635 
 UFRGS 11784/TEC 722A -24.37 -47.06 40 JF836452 JF836636 
 UFRGS 11784/TEC 722B -24.37 -47.06 40 JF836453 JF836637 
 UFRGS 11784/TEC 722C -24.37 -47.06 40 JF836454 JF836638 
 UFRGS 11784/TEC 722D -24.37 -47.06 40 JF836455 JF836639 
 UFRGS 11784/TEC 722E -24.37 -47.06 40 JF836456 JF836640 
 UFRGS 11784/TEC 722G -24.37 -47.06 40 JF836458 JF836641 
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 UFRGS 11784/TEC 722H -24.37 -47.06 40 HM562844 HM562875 
Ribeira de Iguape UFRGS 11781/TEC806A -24.66 -47.49 37 JF836443 JF836626 
 UFRGS 11781/TEC806B -24.66 -47.49 38 JF836444 JF836627 
 UFRGS 11781/TEC806C -24.66 -47.49 37 JF836445 JF836628 
 UFRGS 11781/TEC806D -24.66 -47.49 39 JF836446 JF836629 
 UFRGS 11782/TEC739A -24.65 -47.48 37 HM562843 HM562874 
 UFRGS 11782/TEC739B -24.65 -47.48 37 JF836447 JF836630 
Guaraqueçaba MCP 30557/162 -25.17 -48.42 31 HM562840 HM562871 
 MCP 30558/163 -25.21 -48.43 32 JF836395 JF836577 
 UFRGS 11778/TEC755A -25.22 -48.45 33 JF836433 JF836616 
 UFRGS 11778/TEC755B -25.22 -48.45 34 JF836434 JF836617 
 UFRGS 11778/TEC755C -25.22 -48.45 33 JF836435 JF836618 
 UFRGS 11778/TEC755D -25.22 -48.45 35 JF836436 JF836619 
 UFRGS 11778/TEC755E -25.22 -48.45 35 JF836437 JF836620 
 UFRGS 11779/TEC763A -25.17 -48.42 31 JF836438 JF836621 
 UFRGS 11779/TEC763B -25.17 -48.42 32 JF836439 JF836622 
 UFRGS 11779/TEC763C -25.17 -48.42 32 JF836440 JF836623 
 UFRGS 11779/TEC763D -25.17 -48.42 36 JF836441 JF836624 
Paranaguá MCP 30556/161 -25.40 -48.87 27 JF836388 JF836569 
 MHNCI/1 -25.43 -48.70 28 JF836391 JF836572 
 MHNCI/3 -25.43 -48.70 29 JF836392 JF836574 
 MHNCI/4 -25.43 -48.70 28 JF836393 JF836575 
 MHNCI/5 -25.43 -48.70 30 JF836394 JF836576 
 MHNCI/6 -25.43 -48.70 30 HM562839 HM562870 
São Francisco do Sul MCP 30553/159 -26.33 -48.65 24 JF836387 JF836568 
 UFRGS 10579/TEC105 -26.33 -48.65 25 HM562842 HM562873 
 UFRGS 9359/TEC345 -26.33 -48.65 26 JF836430 JF836613 
Babitonga MCP 30552/158 -26.38 -48.73 21 JF836386 JF836567 
 MCP 30667/176 -26.19 -48.93 22 JF836389 JF836570 
 MCP 31486/177 -26.19 -48.93 23 JF836390 JF836571 
Guaratuba UFRGS 10578/TEC109 -25.88 -48.58 19 JF836431 JF836614 
 UFRGS 9358/TEC346 -25.88 -48.58 20 JF836432 JF836615 
Florianópolis 1 MCP 28737/100 -27.59 -48.48 10 JF836379 JF836560 
 MCP 28737/101 -27.59 -48.48 11 JF836380 JF836561 
 MCP 28737/102 -27.59 -48.48 10 JF836381 JF836562 
Florianópolis 2 MCP 28747/104 -27.51 -48.49 12 JF836382 JF836563 
 MCP 28732/107 -27.51 -48.49 12 JF836383 JF836564 
 MCP 28732/125 -27.51 -48.49 13 JF836385 JF836566 
 MCP 38333/A -27.52 -48.47 12 JF836419 JF836602 
 MCP 38333/B -27.52 -48.47 12 JF836420 JF836603 
 MCP 38333/C -27.52 -48.47 12 HM562841 HM562872 
 MCP 38333/D -27.52 -48.47 12 JF836421 JF836604 
 MCP 38333/E -27.52 -48.47 14 JF836422 JF836605 
 MCP 38317/A -27.48 -48.44 15 JF836423 JF836606 
 MCP 38317/B -27.48 -48.44 15 JF836424 JF836607 
 MCP 38317/C -27.48 -48.44 16 JF836425 JF836608 
Florianópolis 3 MCP 37654/A -27.46 -48.42 17 JF836417 JF836600 
 MCP 37654/B -27.46 -48.42 18 JF836418 JF836601 
 MCP 37635/A -27.48 -48.42 17 JF836426 JF836609 
 MCP 37635/B -27.48 -48.42 17 JF836427 JF836610 
 MCP 37635/C -27.48 -48.42 17 JF836428 JF836611 
 MCP 37635/D -27.48 -48.42 18 JF836429 JF836612 
Garopaba MCP 28734/108 -28.07 -48.70 9 JF836384 JF836565 
Araranguá UFRGS 11791/TEC840A -28.79 -49.93 7 JF836534 JF836708 
 UFRGS 11791/TEC840B -28.79 -49.93 8 JF836535 JF836709 
 UFRGS 11791/TEC840C -28.79 -49.93 8 JF836536 JF836710 
 UFRGS 11791/TEC840D -28.79 -49.93 8 JF836537 JF836711 
Mampituba MCP 29241 -29.17 -49.99 3 JF836370 JF836551 
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 MCP 29242 -29.17 -50.00 3 JF836371 JF836552 
 MCP 23625 -29.17 -50.00 4 JF836378 JF836559 
 UFRGS 11790/TEC839 -29.17 -49.98 3 JF836533 JF836707 
 UFRGS 11792/TEC841A -29.25 -50.12 5 JF836538 JF836712 
 UFRGS 11792/TEC841B -29.25 -50.12 3 HM562851 HM562882 
 UFRGS 11792/TEC841C -29.25 -50.12 3 JF836539 JF836713 
 UFRGS 11792/TEC841D -29.25 -50.12 3 JF836540 JF836714 
 UFRGS 11792/TEC841E -29.25 -50.12 3 JF836541 JF836715 
 UFRGS 11792/TEC841F -29.25 -50.12 6 JF836542 JF836716 
 UFRGS 11792/TEC841G -29.25 -50.12 6 JF836543 JF836717 
 UFRGS 11792/TEC841H -29.25 -50.12 3 JF836544 JF836718 
Maquiné MCP 29244/153 -29.43 -50.18 1 JF836372 JF836553 
 MCP 26969/38 -29.58 -50.28 2 JF836373 JF836554 
 MCP 26969/39 -29.58 -50.28 2 JF836374 JF836555 
 MCP 26969/40 -29.58 -50.28 2 JF836375 JF836556 
 MCP 26969/41 -29.58 -50.28 2 JF836376 JF836557 
 MCP 26969/42 -29.58 -50.28 2 JF836377 JF836558 
 UFRGS 11793/TEC842B -29.59 -50.29 2 JF836545 JF836720 
 UFRGS 11793/TEC842C -29.59 -50.29 2 JF836546 JF836721 
 UFRGS 11793/TEC842D -29.59 -50.29 2 JF836547 JF836722 
 UFRGS 11793/TEC842E -29.59 -50.29 2 HM562852 HM562883 
 UFRGS 11793/TEC842F -29.59 -50.29 2 JF836548 JF836723 




Table A.2 – Summary AMOVA result for unstable region after excluding the paleodrainage with Paranaguá and 
Guaraqueçaba populations due to the big phylogenetic break observed between these populations. 
Scenario Source % var. 
Unstable region Among groups (Fct) 53.68 (p-value < 0.05) 
 
Among pops. within groups (Fsc) 36.69 (p-value ≅ 0) 
 






Figure A.1 – Complete calibrated phylogeny, demonstrating all terminal 
haplotypes in relation to the population(s) they belong to 
(population_haplotype number). Green colour indicates stable area, while 
orange colour indicates the unstable area. Bars in nodes are the 95% HPD of 
the node age and numbers indicate posterior probability higher than 0.7. 
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CHAPTER III
The architecture of river networks can drive the  
evolutionary dynamics of aquatic populations. 
 
Andréa T. Thomaz, Mark R. Christie, L. Lacey Knowles 
 
Abstract 
It is widely recognized that physical landscapes can shape genetic variation within and 
between populations. However, it is not well understood how riverscapes, with their complex 
architectures, affect patterns of neutral genetic diversity. Using a spatially explicit agent-based 
modeling (ABM) approach, we evaluate the genetic consequences of dendritic river shapes on 
local population structure. We disentangle the relative contribution of specific river properties to 
observed patterns of genetic variation by evaluating how different branching architectures and 
downstream flow regimes affect the genetic structure of populations situated within river 
networks. Irrespective of the river length, our results illustrate that the extent of river branching, 
confluence position, and levels of asymmetric downstream migration dictate patterns of genetic 
variation in riverine populations. Indeed, comparisons between simple and highly branched 
rivers show a 20-fold increase in the overall genetic diversity and a 7-fold increase in the genetic 
differentiation between local populations. Given that most rivers have complex architectures, 
these results highlight the importance of incorporating riverscape information into evolutionary 
models of aquatic species and could help explain why riverine fishes represent a 
disproportionately large amount of global vertebrate diversity per unit of habitable area. 
 
Introduction 
Understanding how the physical characteristics of an ecosystem affect patterns of genetic 
variation can enhance our ability to address a variety of evolutionary questions. River networks, 
for example, can have complex architectures that may drive patterns of neutral genetic variation 
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among or within river basins (e.g., Burridge et al. 2008; Hopken et al. 2013; Paz-Vinas and 
Blanchet 2015; Thomaz et al. 2015). Yet, without knowing which factors contribute to 
population structure (e.g., the effects of the number of tributaries, river length, or differences in 
flow regime), it isn’t clear why genetic structure may differ across regions and/or taxa. Likewise, 
misleading inferences about putatively selected loci or purported genomic regions associated 
with local adaptation can result when an inappropriate null model is used to generate expected 
patterns of variation for neutral loci for tests of selection (Cruickshank and Hahn 2014; Lotterhos 
and Whitlock 2015; He and Knowles, 2016). For example, outlier approaches for detecting 
selected loci are prone to errors if the differences between riverine systems and their terrestrial 
counterparts are not taken into account (Fourcade et al. 2013). 
 Here we take an agent-based modeling (ABM) approach to disentangle the relative 
contributions of different river properties to observed patterns of genetic variation. Specifically, 
we evaluate how the dendritic nature of river networks (e.g., different levels of branching and 
confluence position) and constraints on dispersal associated with downstream flow regimes 
affect the genetic diversity of localized populations within rivers, as well as genetic 
differentiation along river segments. The contribution of asymmetric migration in rivers 
(Morrissey and Kerckhove 2009; Paz-Vinas et al. 2013) and the role of connectivity (Labonne et 
al. 2008) at the metapopulation level (i.e., in the whole river) has previously been demonstrated 
to be an important factor for the maintenance of genetic variation, but how the interaction 
between these variables and other important river properties generates local population structure 
remains poorly understand. We also contrast riverscapes with open landscapes (e.g., terrestrial 
landscapes) from a local population perspective in order to highlight key river parameters for 
modeling expected patterns of genetic variation and differentiation. With the insights the 
simulations provide about the causal factors structuring genetic variation, we suggest particular 
mechanisms that might be worth pursuing as possible agents for explaining patterns of species 
diversity itself in these aquatic habitats. Specifically, we discuss how our findings could help 
explain why riverine freshwater fishes represent a disproportionate amount of freshwater fish 
diversity, and total fish diversity more generally, given that rivers represent a minute fraction of 




Material and Methods 
Agent-based modeling in rivers 
To understand how different river shapes affect patterns of genetic diversity within local 
populations and genetic variation between local populations, we employed a spatial explicit 
forward-time agent-based model (ABM) (see Christie and Knowles 2015). To test the effect of 
riverscape properties on population genetic structure, we measured both local genetic diversity 
within populations and genetic differentiation among populations along a riverscape after 
varying three explanatory variables: 1. the proportion of downstream migrants (from 
bidirectional to entirely asymmetrical migration from upstream to downstream), 2. river 
complexity (from linear to highly dendritic), and 3. the position of local populations within the 
riverscape (upstream and downstream populations, or confluence populations). We refer to 
upstream and downstream populations with respect to the direction of water flow, as well as 
those in the confluence (i.e., populations where two river segments come together; Figure III.1). 
We also use river order as a measure of network complexity (also called Horton-Strahler 
number; Horton 1945; Strahler 1957), where river order is defined as the number of upstream 
tributaries. 
 
In the ABM, individuals and their genotypes are tracked through a river network in both 
space and time (i.e., per generation), where each generation is characterized by reproduction, 
migration, mortality (as a function of user-defined carrying capacities), and mutation. Local 
 
Figure III.1- Schema illustrating a hypothetical river network and the corresponding theoretical representation 
used in our model. In all simulations performed here, segments (blue lines) denote connection routes between 
local populations (red circles), with populations equally spaced along the river. Migration was varied according 
flow direction from symmetric to completely asymmetric downstream (black arrow).  
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population sizes were constrained by a carrying capacity (K) such that the total number of 
individuals in the entire network depended on the total number of local populations distributed 
throughout the network. Simulations were conducted with three different carrying capacities (K 
= 100, 200, and 1000) and numbers of offspring per individual (N = 2, 10, and 20). To consider 
the generalizability of the results on the contribution of river architecture when other factors vary 
(e.g., when fish are not evenly distributed throughout a river network), we also conducted 
simulations in which the population size varied systematically from large upstream populations 
to small downstream populations. We modeled asexual reproduction because sexual 
reproduction would introduce a species-specific behavioral component to the model (i.e., mate 
choice, maximum distance between mates, etc.) that would make it difficult to identify 
generalizations about how the properties of rivers contribute to genetic structure. Dispersal was 
modeled using a leptokurtic dispersal kernel with the package Fishmove in R (Radinger and 
Wolter 2013), which provides a taxon-specific probability distribution of dispersed individuals as 
a function of distance from the source population for a given set of environmental characteristics. 
The taxon characteristics chosen for these simulations corresponded to a small generalist fish 
(size = 60mm standard length, caudal-fin aspect ratio = 1.5), with a dispersal probability of 0.095 
under a lognormal distribution (i.e., dispersal in the Fishmove R package was set to river order 
three), where the dispersal probability of individuals was integrated over a one-year period. We 
did not vary the dispersal kernel based on the location of the populations (i.e., different migration 
rates for different river sections; Figure III.1) because we did not want to confound the 
interpretation of network shape with migration rate. The total number of migrants per generation 
was calculated as a function of K, the dispersal kernel, and the distance between populations. 
Following the dispersal step in each generation, individuals were randomly removed (introducing 
an expected variance in reproductive success) from each local population according to the local 
population carrying capacity K. Lastly, a per locus mutation rate (10-6) was applied under an 
infinite alleles model, prior to the start of a new generation. 
For all simulations reported here, models were run for 500 generations with 30 
independent replicates for each combination of river properties (i.e., direction of migration and 
level of river complexity). Models were run for 500 generations with a relatively high mutation 
rate in order to strike a balance between relevant timescales and a computational processing 
time, throughout which we tracked changes in the allele frequencies (see Supplementary Text in 
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Appendix B.1 for a detailed discussion on parameter settings). At the beginning of each 
simulation, 50 bi-allelic codominant SNPs were created in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium and 
genotype frequencies were distributed equally throughout the populations.  
The output from a single simulation consisted of multi-locus genotypes for all individuals 
from every local population. We present the number of distinct multi-locus genotypes per 
population (averaged across replicates) for the entire river, as well as the pairwise population 
FST’s calculated with the package hierfstat in R (Goudet 2005). Patterns of genetic differentiation 
were visualized with a Principal Coordinate Analysis, PCoA, of the pairwise FST matrix using the 
function pcoa in the vegan package (Oksanen et al. 2013). For graphical illustration of patterns 
of genetic variation across populations, the first two axes of the PCoA were rescaled to range 
between 0 and 1 with a corresponding color score (Red Green Blue = RGB) that also ranged 
between 0 and 1. The first axis of the PCoA was represented by Red color variation and the 
second axis by the Green (Blue color variation was held constant at 0.8) such that the more 
dissimilar the colors are between two populations, the higher the FST value is between these 
populations. All models and analyses were performed with R version 3.1.2 (R Core Team, 2014; 
scripts are available at Dryad doi: 10.5061/dryad.7rs2d). 
 
Landscapes vs. Riverscapes 
To assess how river networks differ from open landscapes (e.g., some terrestrial and 
marine environments) a hypothetical landscape scenario was generated to contrast with the 
results from the riverscapes. For this comparison, river networks and open landscapes each had 
16 populations with identical numbers of individuals, with populations being separated by a 
constant segment length (67 Km). While the open landscape was organized as a 4x4 matrix, 
connected vertically and horizontally (Figure III.2A), the river network resembled a medium 
complexity river (branching = 4th order river; Figure III.2B). For the river network, we used 
asymmetric migration because it is a more realistic migration in this environment (9:1 ratio for 
downstream:upstream migrants; see Morrissey and Kerckhove 2009; Paz-Vinas et al. 2015). For 
the open landscape, we included two different migration scenarios: 1. asymmetric migration rate 
(9:1 ratio; see black arrows in Figure III.2A), and 2. symmetric migration where the same 
number of individuals migrated between two populations. Thus, in the first set of comparisons 
the open landscape differed from the river network only by the number of connections between 
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local populations while in the second set of comparisons we varied both the number of 
connections between local populations and the symmetry of migration (two factors that likely 
differ between terrestrial and riverine populations). Across all comparisons, the same total 
number of migrants was exchanged in each generation. 
 
Riverscape architectures 
To assess the effect of river architecture on the evolutionary dynamics of local 
populations we focused on three spatially important variables: 1. asymmetric migration, 2. the 
position of a confluence, and 3. the degree of branching (see Figure III.1). To assess the effect of 
asymmetric migration caused by downstream water flow on different river architectures, we 
compared two river networks: a low complexity river with a strictly linear shape, and a higher 
complexity river with a dendritic shape (branching = 4th order river; Figure III.3). Both networks 
had 16 populations equally spaced, with constant total length of 1,000 km (67 km per segment). 
For each river network, we varied the frequency of downstream migration from completely 
symmetric (0.5) to completely asymmetric downstream (1.0) in increments of 0.1. Even though 
the proportion of downstream migrants was varied, the total number of migrants was held 
constant. For example, if there were 100 total migrants and the migration was completely 
symmetric, then 50 individuals dispersed upstream and 50 individuals dispersed downstream. 
Conversely, if migration were completely asymmetric, then all 100 individuals would disperse 
downstream. 
 To evaluate how the location of the confluence with respect to other local populations 
influences the genetic pattern in river networks, we compared four networks with different 
confluence positions: no confluence, upstream confluence (e.g., those close to headwaters), 
confluence in the middle of the network, and downstream confluence populations (e.g., those 
close to river mouths) (Figure III.4A-H). The total number of populations was kept constant to 
eight; total network size was set to 700 Km (100 Km per segment), and the frequency of 
asymmetric migration downstream to 0.9 among all scenarios.  
Lastly, we created four river networks with differing levels of branching complexity that 
varied from very simple (i.e., a single confluence; second-order river) to highly branched (i.e., 15 
confluences; fifth-order river). In this case the total number of populations (and thus the total 
number of individuals) varied as a function of the river complexity, ranging from four 
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populations to 32 populations (Figure III.4I-P). Although the number of local populations varied, 
the results from this design were highly conservative because increasing the number of 
populations could only reduce the effects of genetic drift (see discussion). The total length of the 
network and the frequency of asymmetric migration downstream were kept constant (1000 Km 
and 0.9, respectively). 
 
Results 
For all comparisons performed across different networks, the per population carrying 
capacity (K= 100, 200 and 1,000) and number of offspring (N = 2, 10 and 20) did not 
qualitatively affect the genetic patterns observed (see Figure B.1). Varying the carrying capacity 
within the network (i.e., introducing heterogeneity in the system to represent a fish specialized to 
upstream environments) did not change the qualitative results (i.e., only the absolute 
standardized genetic diversity and amount of genetic differentiation differed; see Figure B.2). 
For these reasons, we report only the results for simulations with constant K = 200 and 10 
offspring per individual per generation. 
 
Landscapes vs. Riverscapes 
We compared an open landscape with a branched river network to assess how river 
systems differ from less confined systems, such as certain terrestrial landscapes and marine 
environments. Based on levels of genetic diversity and differentiation among the populations, the 
genetic patterns associated with river networks differ quantitatively and qualitatively from open 
landscapes. Remarkably, genetic differentiation was an order of magnitude greater in the river 
network compared to the open landscape (river mean FST = 0.06 and open landscape mean FST = 
0.002; Figure III.2C,D). The average genetic diversity per population across replicate simulation 
runs was the same in both systems (mean no. of genotypes = 21; Figure III.2A,C). However, at 
the population level, river networks have greater variance in genetic diversity among populations 
in comparison to the open landscapes (sd = 0.03 and 0.01, respectively). Note that the differences 
reported here are due solely to differences in connectivity between rivers and open landscapes 
because all other parameters were held constant. 
At the population level, river networks accumulate higher genetic diversity at populations 
downstream of the confluence, with genetic diversity being on average three times smaller at the 
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upstream populations (e.g., headwaters) in comparison to downstream populations (e.g., those at 
river mouth) (Figure III.2B). In terms of genetic differentiation, river networks have the highest 
genetic differentiation between upstream populations than populations in open landscapes. For 
example, pairwise FST values between upstream populations are one order of magnitude larger in 
river networks (mean FST = 0.1) in comparison to two populations separated by the same distance 
in open landscapes (mean FST = 0.01) with asymmetric migration (see Figure III.2C,D). When 
we modify the migration directionality to be symmetric in the open landscape scenario (which is 
more realistic for landscapes where individuals can move freely between two populations), there 
is even greater homogenization of the genetic diversity in the open landscape (Figure B.3). 
  
 
Figure III.2: Genetic diversity (A and B) and genetic differentiation (C and D) for open landscapes (i.e., 
terrestrial) and river networks with asymmetric migration (black arrows indicate the direction of migration); 
all parameters were held constant between both scenarios (i.e., segment length, K, and number of offspring). 
Genetic diversity is demonstrated by red circle sizes indicating the number of distinct genotypes present in 
each population (see legend in B), while genetic differentiation is demonstrated by color where more divergent 
differences in colors between two populations indicate higher pairwise FST values (legend in D illustrates 
position of local population in multivariate space). River networks have a distinctive distribution of genetic 
variation, with much greater genetic diversity found downstream of confluences and higher genetic 




 To evaluate the effect of asymmetric gene flow, we compared different migration 
patterns for both a linear network (i.e., low complexity; 1st order river) with a heavily branched 
network (i.e, more complex; fourth-order river). All variables were kept constant except the 
proportion of downstream migration, which varied from completely symmetric (0.5) to 
completely asymmetric (1; downstream only). In the strictly linear network, increasing 
downstream migration did not affect mean genetic differentiation, while in the branched 
network, mean FST increased with increases in asymmetric migration (i.e. downstream 
migration), being more than eight times larger in completely asymmetric scenarios than in 
symmetric migration scenarios (symmetric mean FST = 0.03; asymmetric mean FST = 0.25; 
Figure III.3A). It is important to keep in mind that these differences were found after varying the 
proportion of downstream vs. upstream migrants, but the total number of migrants was held 
constant across all tested scenarios. 
 
Figure III.3: Mean genetic differentiation (as measured by FST ; A) and genetic diversity (i.e., number of 
genotypes; B) between a branched, 4th order river network (solid line), and a strictly linear network (dashed line). 
The total number of migrants between two populations was kept constant, however, we varied the proportion of 
downstream migrants from symmetric (i.e., 0.5 translates to an equal percentage of migrants that dispersed 
upstream and downstream) to completely asymmetric downstream (i.e., 1.0 translates to 100 percent of migrants 
moved downstream). Genetic differentiation in networks with branched architecture increases with increases in the 
proportion of downstream migrants. However, there are no substantial changes in genetic differentiation in linear 
networks. Genetic diversity is lost in both networks when asymmetric migration increases towards downstream 
migration. This pattern is due to the more rapid loss of alleles associated with genetic drift when migration is 
asymmetric. Error bars represent one standard deviation.  
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In contrast, a similar pattern in genetic diversity is observed for both simple and complex 
river networks, independent of the river network complexity. Increasing asymmetric migration 
downstream reduces overall genetic diversity in both systems where genetic diversity was 
calculated as the total number of unique genotypes in the entire river network (averaged across 
replicates; Figure III.3B). This effect is caused by the increasing rate at which genetic diversity is 
lost in the upstream populations because, with higher asymmetric rates of migration, the effects 
of genetic drift are not mitigated by gene flow. 
 Varying the position of a confluence along a river network, while all other parameters 
were kept constant, demonstrates that the location of a river confluence with respect to other 
local populations influences both genetic diversity and genetic differentiation (Figure III.4A-H). 
In general, headwaters have a lower accumulation of genotypes than downstream populations 
(Figure III.4A-D). Importantly, populations located along the tributary rivers have lower genetic 
diversity, compared with populations located at a confluence. These patterns are observed 
because unique genotypes from different tributaries are mixed in populations positioned 
downstream of a confluence. For the results presented here, this pattern drives confluence 
populations to have an average of two times greater genetic diversity than upstream populations. 
Genetic differentiation increases with the increase in length of the tributary rivers 
(confluence close to upstream populations: mean FST = 0.003 (sd = 0.005) and confluence close 
to downstream populations: mean FST = 0.055 (sd = 0.05); Figure III.4E,H, respectively). For a 
confluence positioned further downstream, higher genetic differentiation accumulates in the 
upstream populations, indicating that rivers with longer tributaries (Figure III.4G-H) will have 
higher genetic differentiation than rivers with linear shape and/or shorter tributaries (Figure 
III.4E-F). 
 To assess how increasing complexity can affect genetic patterns in river networks, we 
varied the number of branches in a network following a fractal shape (river order 2 to 5, Figure 
III.4I-P). Increasing the complexity of the river networks increases the overall genetic diversity 
and differentiation in these systems (second-order river: mean FST = 0.008 (sd = 0.007) and mean 
of 10 genotypes (sd = 2.2); fifth-order river: mean FST = 0.06 (sd = 0.03) and mean of 278 
genotypes (sd = 12.2); Figure III.4I-P). Likewise, while the absolute level of genetic 
differentiation was affected by varying the population size in the river network (Figure B.2), the 




Figure III.4 - Comparison between different levels of river network complexity (i.e., confluence position and 
branching) in relation to genetic diversity (A – D; I - L) and genetic differentiation (E – H; M - P). Besides the 
network shape, all other variables were held constant (i.e., river total length, K, number of offspring, asymmetric 
migration rate, and dispersal kernel). Genetic diversity is demonstrated by red circle sizes indicating the number of 
unique genotypes present in each population (see legend in D and L), while genetic differentiation is demonstrated by 
color where more divergent differences in colors between two populations indicate higher pairwise FST values 
(legend in H and P illustrates position of local population in multivariate space). The confluence (A - H) accumulates 
higher genetic diversity downstream its position, in comparison to tributaries that has less diversity. As the location 
of a confluence moves further downstream, greater genetic differences are observed between populations in the 
tributaries. In relation to the amount of branching (I – P), as river networks increase in complexity, higher 
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Genetic diversity increases substantially with increases in network complexity, but the 
diversity of upstream populations are uniformly low, regardless of the network complexity 
(Figure III.4I-L). On the other hand, downstream populations genetic diversity increases with 
each increase in river complexity (from a mean number of genotypes of 17 for 2nd order river to 
35 in a 5th order river). Interestingly, the downstream populations do not have the maximum 
genetic diversity; the local population with highest genetic diversity is the population positioned 
at the main confluence position (Figure III.4I-L). In contrast to genetic diversity, genetic 
differentiation is higher among upstream populations when complexity increases (mean FST 
among most distant headwaters: second-order river = 0.02 and fifth-order river = 0.1; Figure 
III.4M-P) and, in general, differentiation is diminished between downstream populations. For all 
simulations reported here, the total length of the river network was kept constant to 1,000 km. As 
such, the distances between local populations were much greater in the less branched network 
(333 Km; Figure III.4I,M) versus the more branched network (32 Km; Figure III.4L,P). 
 
Discussion 
 Half of all vertebrate species are fishes (33,629 of ~66,000; Eschmeyer and Fong 2015). 
Of this total, more than 40% of fishes live in fresh water, yet fresh water only accounts for 
0.01% of all the water on earth. The high species diversity found among freshwater fishes is 
usually attributed to the comparatively high isolation of fishes found in different riverine basins 
(Lundberg et al. 2000; Guinot and Cavin 2015). Although this isolation leads to allopatric 
speciation without gene flow, the observed patterns of genetic differentiation presented by our 
ABM suggest that river properties may also be an important factor contributing to this high 
diversity of freshwater fishes, potentially leading to reproductive isolation within a river basin. 
For example, substantial isolation may be attained in the headwater populations, which can have 
little to no gene flow imposed by high levels of river branching and asymmetric migration 
downstream. Thus, the architecture of river networks alone may be an important factor in 
explaining the high species diversity observed in freshwater fishes. 
In dendritic river systems, our results illustrate that greater levels of genetic 
differentiation occur with increases in network complexity (note that this effect is observed when 
total length is kept constant across river shapes). We also document that higher genetic diversity 
is observed in the downstream populations in comparison to the upstream populations. This 
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result has been previously documented in observational studies. For example, in a comparative 
study in Great Plain fishes, higher haplotypic diversity was observed in branched systems in 
comparison to linear rivers across three different species (Osborne et al. 2014). Other empirical 
studies corroborate the accumulation of genetic diversity in populations located further towards 
the river mouth (for a summary see Figure 6 in Morrissey and Kerckhove 2009; Paz-Vinas et al. 
2015). Furthermore, our results suggest that the population with highest genetic diversity is not 
necessarily the most downstream populations (e.g., those closest to a river mouth), but rather the 
population located in the main confluence of rivers (Crispo et al. 2006), suggesting that genetic 
diversity can decline between the confluence and populations located further downstream. From 
a conservation and management perspective, these reservoir populations may warrant additional 
protection, especially given that they may be subject to increased anthropogenic stresses (e.g., 
dams, upstream expansion by invasive species). 
It is important to point out that the simulations presented here were modeled after a small, 
non-migratory fish and the results would quantitatively and qualitatively vary depending on the 
vagility of the species (Labonne et al. 2008). For example, fishes that often migrate long 
distances could homogenize the genetic diversity within a river basin. Likewise, moderate to 
high genetic differentiation may still be maintained among local populations in species that 
exhibit high natal philopatry (e.g., anadromous salmonids; Whiteley et al. 2004), although river 
architecture per se may not be a factor of primary importance if reproduction is restricted to a 
particular river segment. Other potential caveats of our modelling approach were the equal 
population sizes and use of a constant dispersal kernel throughout the river network (i.e. 
dispersal patterns may vary along the length of a river network). Keeping these variables 
constant allowed us to isolate the effect of the river complexity. Adding additional parameters, 
such as decreased dispersal and smaller carrying capacities in populations located downstream, 
would only serve to increase genetic differentiation and decrease levels of gene flow in the 
upstream populations (e.g., in the headwaters of a river; see Figure B.2).  
River architecture is just one factor that contributes to patterns of genetic variation and 
other geographic and/or ecological barriers (not considered in our simulations) within river 
networks could be important (e.g., waterfalls, different geomorphology along a river, habitat 
heterogeneity). Moreover, such barriers have been demonstrated to increase genetic 
differentiation between populations (Crispo et al. 2006; Pearse et al. 2009; Waters et al. 2015). 
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Our work doesn’t discount the contribution of these other factors, but instead provides an 
important null model for expected patterns of differentiation that would arise from strictly 
neutral processes based on river architecture. This has important implications for partitioning the 
effects of geographic and ecological barriers, especially for comparisons among rivers or 
regions. For example, apparent differences in the effectiveness of a barrier due to differences in 
the degree of genetic differentiation among rivers might instead reflect differences in underlying 
river architectures. Likewise, differentiation that arises from river architecture should be taken 
into account for any inference about the role of adaptive divergence in isolating populations. 
Specifically, if genetic differentiation exceeds expectations based on genetic distance (one of the 
tests used to infer isolation by adaptation or ecology; Sexton et al. 2014), such differentiation 
might reflect the contribution due to river architecture rather than isolation arising from local 
adaption. For example, patterns ascribed to ecological divergence as inferred by FST outliers (i.e., 
adaptive divergence related to water color; Cooke et al. 2014) could be an artifact of the 
dendritic shape of the river. Here we show that by taking the river shape into consideration, a 
more strict and realistic assessment could be performed to test for ecological divergence, 
avoiding the false classification of neutral loci as having been under selection (Fourcade et al. 
2013). 
It is also important to note that the simulations performed here for identifying the impact 
of river shape are conservative by keeping the total river length constant across different levels 
of network complexity. For example, because the populations were positioned in each 
confluence, more complex networks contained local populations that were closer together in 
two-dimensional space (Figure III.4I-P). Yet, even with populations that were closer together, 
branched rivers had higher genetic differentiation than less branched rivers despite higher 
amounts of gene flow between local populations. If we had kept segment length constant (and 
varied the total length of the river network; a less conservative approach), then the genetic 
differentiation would be even higher in complex river networks as there would be a concomitant 
decrease in gene flow between local populations. This has important implications for considering 
what factors might contribute to the low levels of genetic differentiation observed in marine fish 
populations distributed along coastline environments (Riginos and Nachman 2001; Bernardi et 
al. 2003; Knutsen et al. 2003; Palumbi 2003). In particular, our results imply that it is not simply 
the distance separating coastal marine fish populations, but also the linear environment imposed 
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by coastlines itself, that contributes to patterns of genetic differentiation, based on the levels of 
gene flow between local populations observed in comparisons between linear and dendritic 
models in our simulations. 
 The genetic patterns obtained from our spatially explicit model demonstrate the 
importance of taking riverscape properties into consideration in population genetic and 
phylogeographic studies of aquatic populations. Our findings give clear evidence that the precise 
position of each local population can be an important variable to take into consideration when 
interpreting patterns of genetic variation within and between river basins (as opposed to 
averaging across populations within a river basin). Consequently, fully accounting for riverscape 
properties can generate realistic expectations of the genetic variation observed in these 
populations, which can be substantially different than open, more-connected landscapes (see also 
Paz-Vinas and Blanchet 2015). In general, our model results demonstrate that the architecture of 
river networks can explain the distribution and extent of genetic diversity found within aquatic 
populations (see also Della Croce et al. 2014 for how river architecture impacts in introgressive 
hybridization). Comparing these findings with empirical data and reconciling adaptive and 
neutral processes of diversity remain the next challenges for riverscape genetics. 
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Supplementary material from Chapter III 
 
Supplementary Text 
Discussion on Parameter Choice and, Scalability and Computation 
Parameter choices: To test the contribution of river architecture under the model, we made a 
number of parameter choices aimed at characterizing a large number of stream and river 
dwelling fishes. For example, at a local (demic) scale, most stream fish populations are rarely 
larger than several hundred individuals and most are considerably smaller (Ward et al. 1994). In 
our model, changing the carrying capacity influences the amount of genetic drift and the absolute 
number of migrants per generation, but not the migration rate. As illustrated in Figure S1 
(changing K across river networks) and Figure S2 (changing K within river networks), varying 
the carrying capacity resulted in changes to the absolute values of genetic differentiation and 
genetic diversity, but did not change the interpretation of our results. Likewise changing the 
number of offspring produced did not substantially change the interpretation of our results 
(Figure S1).  
Regarding dispersal, our main assumption is that dispersal occurs between neighboring 
populations. For many freshwater species we believe this assumption is valid, although there 
may be occasional long-distance dispersal events that were not captured by this model. It is 
important to note that we did not model anadromous or highly migratory fishes because they 
represent a disproportionately small amount of riverine fish diversity and because their unique 
life-histories (e.g., high natal philopatry in salmon) may mitigate some of the effects of network 
complexity. 
 Regarding mutation rate, we selected a value of 10-6 to help balance the effects of drift 
(i.e., with low mutation drift would eliminate much (or most) of the genetic diversity when K 
was set to 100 individuals per population). In reality, few natural populations are in drift-
mutation equilibrium (Whitlock and McCauley 1999), and most are balanced by immigration, 
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but for computational reasons (see below), we chose not to simultaneously model multiple river 
networks. 
Scalability and Computation:Agent-based models can be computationally intensive and thus 
some of our parameter and model-construction choices were designed to minimize the amount of 
time each run took in order to maximize the number of replicates we could run for each 
combination of parameters. The model runs more slowly as the number of individuals per 
population and the number of populations increases. That being said, we believe that our results 
can scale to a large number of systems. For example, the carrying capacity, dispersal kernel, 
distance between populations, and number of offspring produced during migration all dictate the 
number of migrants that move between populations.  However, if we varied the parameters to 
run at much larger spatial or much longer temporal scales, the neutral interactions between the 
individuals and their landscape would remain the same. Thus, varying our parameter values to fit 
a particular species could certainly increase the real-world application of this model (and that 
certainly can be done), but the overall finding that neutral processes can be greatly affected by 
the architecture of river networks remains the same. Lastly, it is important to keep in mind that 
our results can scale to an entire river network (from headwaters to river mouth) or just a smaller 
section of a river network (e.g., connected upstream tributaries) depending on the particular 
habitats where species are found. 
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Figure B.1. Comparison based on mean genetic differentiation (as measured by FST) and genetic diversity (i.e., 
number of genotypes) between a branched, 4th order river (solid line), and a strictly linear network (dashed line) for: 
(A) different values of per population carrying capacity (K) and (B) number of offspring produced per individual per 
generation. The total number of migrants between two populations was kept constant, however, we varied the 
proportion of downstream migrants from symmetric (i.e., 0.5 translates to an equal percentage of migrants that 
dispersed upstream and downstream) to completely asymmetric downstream (i.e., 1.0 translates to 100 percent of 
migrants moved downstream). These comparisons demonstrate that while the absolute values differ for different 
values of K and offspring, they do not affect the qualitatively patterns of genetic variation. Error bars represent one 
standard deviation.   
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Figure B.2. Absolute genetic diversity (A and B), genetic diversity standardized by carrying capacity (genetic 
diversity divided by K; C and D) and genetic differentiation (E and F) for a habitat-generalist fish where K is 
identical between populations (A, C and E) and for a fish specialized to upstream habitats, where K decreases 
downstream (B, D and F). All additional parameters were held constant between both scenarios (i.e., segment 
length, number of offspring, dispersal Kernel, asymmetric migration). The standardization of genetic diversity was 
not needed in the main text of the manuscript because K was held constant for all presented simulations. Genetic 
differentiation is demonstrated by color where more divergent differences in colors between two populations 
indicate higher pairwise FST values (legend in F illustrates position of local population in multivariate space). 
Upstream habitat specialists have lower absolute genetic diversity than habitat-generalists (cf. A and B), but this 
pattern is driven by the overall smaller population sizes. When we take into account the per population K, we 
observe that the habitat-specialists have an even greater accumulation of genetic diversity downstream in 
comparison to generalists (cf. C and D). In terms of genetic differentiation, upstream habitat specialists have 
increased FST among headwaters, ranging from 0 to 0.1 for the habitat generalists in comparison to 0.02 to 0.14 for 


































Figure B.3. Genetic diversity (A and B) and genetic differentiation (C and D) for open landscapes (i.e., terrestrial) 
and river networks with symmetric migration on the open landscape (compare to Fig. 2 with asymmetric migration 
on the open landscape; black arrows indicate the direction of migration). Genetic diversity is demonstrated by red 
circle sizes indicating the number of distinct genotypes present in each population (see legend in B), while genetic 
differentiation is demonstrated by color where more divergent differences in colors between two populations 
indicate higher pairwise FST values (legend in D illustrates position of local population in multivariate space). All 
parameters were held constant between both scenarios (i.e., segment length, K, number of offspring and dispersal 
Kernel), except the migration direction that was symmetric in the open landscape and asymmetric (9:1 ratio) for the 
river network. River networks have a distinctive distribution of genetic variation, with much greater genetic 












Genomic signatures of paleodrainages in a freshwater fish along the southeastern coast of 
Brazil: genetic structure reflects past riverine properties 
 
Andréa T. Thomaz, Luiz R. Malabarba, L. Lacey Knowles 
 
Abstract 
Past shifts in connectivity in riverine environments (e.g., sea level changes) and the properties of 
current drainages can act as drivers of genetic structure and demographic processes in riverine 
population of fishes. However, it’s unclear whether the same river properties that structure 
variation on recent time scales will also leave similar genomic signatures that reflect 
paleodrainage properties. By characterizing genetic structure in a freshwater fish species 
(Hollandichthys multifasciatus) from a system of basins along the Atlantic coast of Brazil we test 
for the effects of paleodrainages caused by sea-level changes during the Pleistocene. Given that 
the paleodrainage properties differ along the Brazilian coast, we also evaluate if estimated 
genetic diversity within paleodrainages can be explained by past riverine properties (i.e., area 
and number of rivers in a paleodrainage). Our results demonstrate that genetic structure between 
populations is not just highly concordant with paleodrainages, but that differences in the genetic 
diversity among paleodrainages correspond to the joint effect of differences in the area 
encompassed by, and the number of rivers, within a paleodrainage. Our findings extend the 
influence of current riverine properties on genetic diversity to those associated with past 
paleodrainage properties. We discuss how these findings may explain the inconsistent support 
for paleodrainages in structuring divergence from different global regions and the importance of 
taking into account past conditions for understanding the high species diversity of freshwater fish 





 The properties of a riverine drainage are known to structure genetic variation among fish 
populations because of the constraints this habitat imposes on movement patterns. For example, 
theoretical models reveal how specific attributes of a river’s architecture act as a driver of 
genetic divergence (e.g., Morrissey and de Kerckhove, 2009; Thomaz et al., 2016). Likewise, 
empirical studies identify genetic structure associated with shifts in species distribution in the 
past (e.g., Neuenschwander et al., 2008), especially for coastal fishes where Pleistocene sea level 
changes provided connections among rivers that are not present today (Thomaz et al., 2015). 
However, it’s unclear whether the same properties of river architecture that structure variation on 
recent time scales will also leave similar genomic signatures (i.e., patterns of genetic variation 
among individuals/populations) that reflect paleodrainage architecture. In particular, although 
regional structuring of genetic variation reflective of the isolation among different 
paleodrainages due to changes in sea level have been documented in some cases (e.g., Chakona 
et al., 2013; Unmack et al., 2013, Thomaz et al., 2015), the impact of the properties of the 
paleodrainages themselves on patterns of genetic variation has not yet been tested. Specifically, 
because of the connections paleodrainages provide among currently isolated rivers during 
periods of sea level retreat, the properties of paleodrainages themselves may be reflected in 
regional measures of genetic diversity. 
We address this question using genomic analyses in the freshwater fish Hollandichthys 
multifasciatus (Characiformes: Characidae), which is endemic to drainages along the 
southeastern Atlantic coast of Brazil. Specifically, we test the extent to which (i) structuring of 
genetic variation reflects past riverine connections (i.e., connections among currently isolated 
rivers within a paleodrainage) during the most extreme sea level retreat on the Pleistocene, the 
Last Glacial Maximum (LGM, 24-18ka), and given that the architecture of paleodrainages differs 
along the Brazilian coast (Figure IV.1), we (ii) test whether there are corresponding differences 
in the genetic diversity across paleodrainages that reflect the properties of paleodrainages 
themselves. We examine these questions using an approach that does not presuppose that genetic 
structure will be partitioned by paleodrainage boundaries. That is, we don’t a priori define 
paleodrainages to ask whether there is a significant effect on genetic structure (as with a FST-
analysis; see Thomaz et al., 2015). Because multiple drainages are sampled within 
paleodrainages (except for 4 northern paleodrainages; see Figure IV.1), the genetic divergence 
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associated with paleodrainages and their respective properties is not reducible to a single 
drainage (or properties of a single drainage; see Thomaz et al., 2015). Moreover, we do not 
assume that paleodrainages are the only potential factors influencing patterns of genetic 
variation. Instead, we apply a series of hierarchical analyses to infer genetic clusters that can 
accommodate a complex history in which multiple factors may be operating at different temporal 
and spatial scales (i.e., recent versus deeper past, and local versus regional barriers; see Massatti 
and Knowles, 2014). As such, our study provides not only the first analysis (that we are aware 
of) of the effects of paleodrainage properties on patterns of genetic diversity, but also our 
approach highlights potential methodological issues that might bias or contribute to some of the 
inconsistencies in past studies on the role of paleodrainages in structuring divergence among fish 
populations. Moreover, this historical perspective provides a complement to investigations of the 
effects of contemporary river architecture on genetic variation (Morrissey and de Kerckhove, 
2009; Paz-Vinas et al., 2015; Thomaz et al., 2016), although our specific study does not address 
the effects of contemporary river architecture.  
 
Material and Methods 
Sampling and RADseq genomic data generation and processing 
 Genomic data was generated for 182 individuals across the entire distribution of 
Hollandichthys multifasciatus. Sampled individuals were collected from 28 rivers (hereafter, 
referred to as populations; Figure IV.1) that span 12 paleodrainages; however, only individuals 
from 23 populations and 11 paleodrainages were analyzed (see below); for a brief description of 
how paleodrainages were identified from bathymetric data see supplementary text in Appendix 
C. Ethanol preserved tissues used in the study are catalogued in the ichthyology collections at the 
Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul (UFRGS), Museu the Ciências e Tecnologia, 
Pontifícia Universidade Católica do Rio Grande do Sul (MCP) and Museu the História Natural 
Capão da Imbuia (MHNCI) (see complete list in Table C.1).  
 Genomic DNA was extracted from body muscle using Qiagen DNeasy Blood and Tissue 
Kit or modified salt-precipitation protocol (Medrano et al., 1990) and two double digest reduced 
representation libraries (ddRAD) were constructed following the protocol of Parchman et al. 
(2012). Briefly, the DNA was double digested with two restriction enzymes (EcoRI and MseI), 
followed by a ligation step and amplification by PCR, where unique barcodes (10bp) and 
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Illumina adaptors were added to the digested DNA. PCR products were cleaned to select 
fragments between 350-450bp by gel extraction (QIAquick Gel Extraction Kit – Qiagen). The 
two libraries were sequenced for 100bp in two lanes of Illumina HiSeq2000 at the University of 













Figure IV.1. Map of the 11 studied paleodrainages that formed during sea level retreats of the LGM along the 
southeastern coast of Brazil, with an image of H. multifasciatus (99.5mm SL). The paleodrainage area is 
shown in different colors and populations sampled for genomic analyses are marked by black dots. Note that 
one dot in paleodrainage 10 represents three populations on Florianópolis Island. The grey shaded area marks 
the exposed area during the sea-level retreat in the LGM. The grey dots identify populations excluded from 
analyses (see methods for detail; also Thomaz et al., 2015).  
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The pipeline STACKS version 1.35 (Catchen et al., 2013) was used to demultiplex and 
process the genomic sequences. One mismatch in the adapter sequence (--adapter_mm) and a 
barcode distance of two was used in process radtags to allow barcode rescue (--barcode_dist); 
adaptor sites were removed using Seqtk (Heng Li, https://github.com/lh3/seqtk) by deleting 5bp 
in the 5’ end (-b 5). Individuals from the two libraries were then pooled together and individuals 
with less than 500K sequences were excluded. The resulting 239 million retained reads from 166 
individuals (average of 1,422,655 ± 615,385 sequences per individual) was run in USTACKS 
with the following settings: a minimum depth coverage of five (-m 5), the Removal algorithm (-
r), and the Deleveraging algorithm (-d), with model type equal bounded (--model_type), and an 
error bound for ε of 0.1 (--bound_high), which generated data with a mean coverage of 13.7 
(±5.7). A catalog of genomic sequences was built in CSTACKS, allowing for two mismatches 
between sample tags (-n 2), and loci for each individual were identified using SSTACKS under 
default options.  
From SSTACKS output we directly run the POPULATIONS module (with parameters: -r 
0 -p 2 -m 5 --min_maf 0 --max_obs_het 0.5). The resulting output was processed in R version 
3.3.1 (R Core Team, 2016) to eliminate SNP’s from the five last base pairs in the 3’ end of each 
locus, as well as loci with exceedingly high genetic diversity since such high values are 
suggestive of sequencing and assembly errors (i.e., θ > 0.024, representing loci in the upper 95% 
quantile of the distribution of genetic diversity; Figure C.1). In addition, five populations were 
excluded because of limited data (i.e., three populations with less than two individuals after data 
processing) or ambiguities with paleodrainage assignment (i.e., two populations associated with 
the Paranaguá estuary; see Thomaz et al., 2015). The resulting dataset contained a total of 
517,874 SNPs in 196,845 loci (maximum of 10 SNP’s per locus), with a genotyping rate of 0.29, 
for 149 individuals sampled in 23 populations from 11 paleodrainages (see Table C.1 for number 
of reads per individual). All STACKS modules were run under parallel execution with 8 threads 
in the University of Michigan flux.  
Because the robustness of different methods of analysis to missing data varies, we 
generated two datasets with different levels of missing data. Specifically, one dataset included 
loci present in at least 10 populations and 75% of individuals within a population (i.e., 149 
individuals and 62,549 SNPs in 18,407 loci, with a genotyping rate of 0.55) and was used to 
calculate genetic diversity summary statistics for each paleodrainage in STACKS (i.e., π and 
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HEXP averaged across populations within a given paleodrainage; see Table C.2). FST-values and 
its significances were calculated in Arlequin 3.5.2.2 (Excoffier and Lisher, 2010) with 10,000 
replicates with a Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons. The other dataset included loci 
with a maximum of 25% missing data per unlinked SNP (hereafter referred to simply as SNPs) 
per individual (i.e., 116 individuals and 6,574 SNPs, with a genotyping rate of 0.89) and was 
filtered using the toolset PLINK v.1.07 (Purcell et al., 2007).  
Because the degree of divergence among individuals affects the proportion of shared loci 
in RADseq data (see Huang and Knowles, 2014), in addition to the two aforementioned datasets 
with individuals from the entire geographic range (hereafter referred to as the full datasets), we 
also processed the genetic data using two subsets of individuals to minimize the effect of missing 
data. Specifically, we processed individuals from the northern and southern regions separately 
(hereafter referred to as the northern and southern datasets, respectively), thereby increasing the 
amount of SNPs retained in each subset because of a fairly deep divergence separating northern 
and southern groups (Thomaz et al., 2015).  
 
Tests of genetic structure associated with paleodrainages 
To evaluate whether there was a correspondence between population genomic structure 
and paleodrainages without conditioning upon paleodrainage membership, inferences of genetic 
structure were made using STRUCTURE 2.3.4 (Pritchard et al., 2000). The full dataset was 
analyzed with K-values ranging from 1 to 12 (maximum number of paleodrainages + 1). An 
iterative approach was then used to explore potential hierarchical genetic structure (i.e., genetic 
structure that might be present within initial clusters identified by STRUCTURE; see Ryan et al., 
2007; Massatti and Knowles, 2014). Specifically, STRUCTURE analyses were run for a subset of 
individuals contained within genetic clusters and individuals were assigned probabilistically to 
genetic clusters, where the number of K-values analyzed ranged from K = 1 to the number of 
paleodrainages + 1, depending the data subset. These analyses were conducted using the northern 
and southern datasets to take advantage of inclusive loci to each of the two geographic areas (as 
described above). Ten independent runs were performed for each STRUCTURE analyses using the 
“Admixture model” and “Allele Frequencies Correlated” model for 300,000 MCMC iterations 
and 100,000 of burn-in, except for a few cases in which 500,000 MCMC and 200,000 of burn-in 
were performed to ensure convergence. The ΔK of Evanno et al. (2005) implemented in 
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STRUCTURE HARVESTER (Earl and vonHoldt, 2012) was used to identify the K number of 
genetic clusters that best fit the data, with the assignment of individuals in proportion to their 
putative ancestral history presented graphically using the CLUMPAK pipeline (Kopelman et al., 
2015). 
 
Estimates of divergence times 
Divergence times between neighboring paleodrainages were estimated using a 
composite-likelihood method based on the site frequency spectrum (SFS) as implemented in 
FASTSIMCOAL2 (Excoffier and Foll, 2011; Excoffier et al., 2013) to evaluate whether they 
were consistent with a Pleistocene divergence, and specifically, a divergence time during the 
LGM. We used a python script to remove all missing data to calculate the joint SFS between 
each neighboring paleodrainage pair (available from Papadopoulou and Knowles, 2015), based 
on the vcf file from STACKS with a single SNP per locus. Five individuals from each 
paleodrainage were used to calculate the SFS, except for two paleodrainages (paleodrainage 3 
and 8; see Figure IV.1) where only three individuals were available. Divergence times were 
estimated assuming no migration between paleodrainages from polymorphic loci (i.e., using the 
“removeZeroSFS” option in FASTSIMCOAL2). This assumption of no migration might result 
in underestimates of divergence times, however we note that the STRUCTURE analyses do not 
provide strong evidence of substantial admixture. Moreover, it is the relative similarity in the 
estimated divergence, not the absolute timing of divergence per se, that is particularly relevant to 
interpreting the relationship between paleodrainage properties and genetic diversity (i.e., general 
similarities in divergence times controls for the potential confounding effect of different genetic 
diversities that could have resulted if the times to accumulate genetic diversity differed among 
paleodrainages). 
To improve the accuracy of parameter estimates from the SFS (following the 
recommendations of the program; see Excoffier and Foll, 2011), we calculated the effective 
population size of one paleodrainage (N1) directly from the empirical data (i.e., specifically, from 
the nucleotide diversity (π) of fixed and variable sites). The other parameters of the divergence 
model (N2, ancestral population size NANC and divergence time TDIV) were estimated based on the 
SFS, with a mutation rate, µ, of 2.24 x 10-8. This mutation rate was estimated from the regression 
formula for cellular organisms (Lynch, 2010) based on a genome size of 1500mb for 
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Hollandichthys (which is based on the average genome size of Characidae “clade C”, where 
Hollandichthys is currently positioned; Thomaz et al., 2010; www.genomesize.com), with one 
generation per year. A total of 40 FASTSIMCOAL2 runs were conducted for each paleodrainage 
pair with 100,000 to 250,000 simulations per likelihood estimation based upon a stopping 
criterion of 0.001, and 10 to 40 expectation-conditional cycles (ECM). A parametric bootstrap 
was used to estimate 95% confidence intervals on the model parameters. Specifically 100 
simulated SFS with the same number of individuals, loci and parameters from the maximum 
composite likelihood estimate were used to re-estimate demographic parameters (as with the 
estimates of the empirical data, 40 FASTSIMCOAL2 runs was performed per simulated dataset 
with the same criteria for likelihood estimation). 
 
Tests of relationship between genetic diversity and paleodrainage properties 
To test whether patterns of genetic diversity (i.e., π and HEXP) correspond to 
paleodrainage properties, we estimated two properties: land area and number of isolated rivers 
within a paleodrainage. The relationship between genetic diversity and these paleodrainage 
properties were evaluated using generalized linear models (i.e., linear regression and covariance 
analyses) with the function lm in the basic stats package in R. For the four models (i.e., area, 
number of rivers, area + number of rivers, area * number of rivers), the corrected Akaike 
information criterion (AICc) was used for model comparison using the function aictab in the R 
package AICcmodavg (Mazerolle, 2016).  
The paleodrainage property of land area was characterized based on the current exposed 
land area (i.e., excluding the submerged area) in ArcGIS 10 based on the paleodrainages map 
(see text in Appendix C for a brief summary of details regarding the identification of 
paleodrainages based on topographic relief contours; see also Thomaz et al., 2015). Note that 
total paleodrainage area was also calculated. However, because it was highly correlated with 
current exposed area (R2 = 0.97; p-value <0.001; Figure C.2A), and since all inferences about 
genetic diversity are based on sampled populations from the exposed area, we only present 
results on the current exposed area (and hereafter is referred for simplification as area).  
The number of isolated rivers in a paleodrainage (i.e., those that are not currently 
connected) was used as a measure of complexity, in the sense that more rivers translate into more 
opportunities for the retention of genetic differences. The number of rivers in a paleodrainage 
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was calculated using Hydrological data and maps based on Shuttle Elevation Derivatives at 
multiple Scale (HydroSHEDS - USGS) maps. Grids with an upstream catchment area of ≥ 1,000 
cells were defined as rivers, which for the region is ~8 km2. 
 
Results 
Tests of genetic structure associated with paleodrainages 
 STRUCTURE analyses identified genetic clusters that corresponded to paleodrainage 
membership without using prior information about the geographic location of individuals (i.e., 
without conditioning on paleodrainage; Table IV.1 and Figure IV.2). At each level of the 
analysis for each subset of data an additional paleodrainage break was identified given the 
hierarchical structure of genetic variation. Moreover, probabilistic assignment of individuals to 
the respective genetic clusters revealed little evidence of admixture; admixture was inferred 
between two of seven sampled populations from paleodrainages 9 and 10 (Figure IV.2).  
 There was one exception in which the genetic break did not correspond to a 
paleodrainage boundary, in addition to the previously documented pronounced biogeographic 
division between northern and southern populations (Figure C.3; see also Thomaz et al., 2015, 
based on mtDNA). Specifically, there was an unexpected genetic break between IB and SS 
populations in the paleodrainage 4 (Figure IV.2). Note that since there was not significant 
structuring associated with paleodrainage 4 it was not included in the subsequent STRUCTURE 
analyses aimed at detecting additional structure within regional groups. 
 
Table IV.1. Summary of STRUCTURE results for a series of sequential analyses to account for the hierarchical nature 
of divergence (see Figure IV.2 for detailed plots of the probable ancestry of each individual). For each analysis (i.e., 
row), the first and second most probable K-values identified using Evanno method are reported along with the 
correspondent ΔK. The total number of loci and individuals analyzed are given, as well as the total individual 
genotyping rate.  
Paleodrainages 
analyzed Loci Individuals 
Genotyping 
rate 1st K ΔK 2nd K ΔK 
All (1-11) 6574 117 0.89 2 7218.7 4 1799.0 
North (1-8) 8638 70 0.91 2 7270.5 6 118.4 
1, 2, 3 8126 22 0.94 3 1120.0 2 2.23 
5, 6, 7, 8 8204 36 0.91 3 910.03 4 697.42 
7, 8 7459 12 0.91 2 509.4 - - 
South (9-11) 9105 51 0.89 2 5053.6 3 396.1 




 Pairwise genetic differentiation (FST) varied almost one order of magnitude (0-0.95 mean 
= 0.67 ± 0.21; Table C.3). This broad range reflected the hierarchical structuring of genetic 
variation (Figure IV.2). Specifically, there is a pronounced differentiation between comparisons 
of populations between the southern and northern regional groups (mean = 0.77 ± 0.12) relative 
to lower levels of differentiation between paleodrainages (mean = 0.56 ± 0.23) within the 
respective northern and southern regions, or among populations from the same paleodrainage 
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Figure IV.2. Results from hierarchical STRUCTURE analyses depicting the hierarchical nature of genetic 
structure (i.e., each block corresponds to separate analyses, with different colors identifying the different 
numbers of inferred K genetic clusters). Thick black lines and numbers in circles demarcate paleodrainages 
and dashed lines the populations within a paleodrainage, whose names are listed on the left, arranged from 
north (PAR) to south (MAQ). Color pattern in the hierarchical runs corresponds to the individual 
paleodrainages on the map in Figure IV.1.The posterior probabilities of the ancestry of each individual are 
shown (i.e., the relative proportion of different colors). 
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Estimates of divergence times 
 Divergence time estimates corroborate the 
hierarchical structure of genetic variation with an 
older regional divergence between the northern and 
southern regions versus relatively recent divergence 
times among geographically adjacent 
paleodrainages not separated by this geographic 
split (Figure IV.3). Specifically, the divergence 
between the northern and southern regions was 
estimated around 80ka, whereas divergence time 
estimates between paleodrainages pairs are 
generally centered on the LGM, ranging between 
12ka to 44ka (Figure IV.3). In most cases, estimates 
of the ancestral population sizes were larger than 
the current populations, except for the 
paleodrainage pairs 2 – 3 and 7 - 8 (see Table C.4). 
Also, note that the most recent divergence time is 
estimated between paleodrainages 4 and 5 and one of the largest ancestral population sizes is 
estimated between paleodrainages 3 and 4 (Table C.4). These parameter estimates are likely 
biased because paleodrainage 4 violates the assumption that divergence times between 
paleodrainages predate divergence among populations within a paleodrainage (see Figure IV.2). 
 
Tests of relationship between genetic diversity and paleodrainage properties 
 Irrespective of which measure of genetic diversity was used (i.e., π or HEXP; Table IV.2), 
the linear models identified a significant association between genetic diversity and the joint 
effect of paleodrainage area and number of rivers within a paleodrainage (Figure IV.4; Figure 
C.4). Specifically, despite the additional model complexity, when both paleodrainages properties 
are analyzed together (i.e., considering the covariance between area and the number of rivers 
within a paleodrainage), model comparison based on AICc scores suggests a significantly better 
fit compared to analyses based on each riverine property separately, or when considering a 























Figure IV.3. Schematic representation of 
divergence time point estimates between 
geographically adjacent pairs of 
paleodrainages, (represented schematically as a 
general population split in either the northern or 
southern areas), along with the divergence time 
estimate between the northern and southern 
regions (i.e., between paleodrainages 8 and 9). 
The scale bar at the bottom of the figures shows 
estimates of the absolute divergence times (see 
methods for details regarding the mutation rate 
used for dating).  
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the number of rivers in each paleodrainage (R2 = 0.39; p-value = 0.04; Figure C.2B). Among the 
models tested, the number of rivers within a paleodrainage was the worst fit, and by itself was 
not significant; however, this may reflect reduced statistical power given the restricted range of 
differences in this variable across paleodrainages (see Table C.5).  
 
Table IV.2. Comparison of the relative effect of area and number of rivers per paleodrainage on patterns of genetic 
variation based on the corrected Akaike Information Criterion (AICc); models are listed in order of their predictive 
value for analysis based either of the population genetic summary statistics, π or HEXP. 
Sum. 





value AICc ΔAICc 
Model 
prob. 
π Area + River 4 0.81 0.76 <0.01 -57.25 0.00 0.94 
 
Area 3 0.43 0.37 0.03 -50.62 6.63 0.03 
 
Area*River 5 0.81 0.72 0.01 -49.96 7.28 0.02 
  River 3 0.01 -0.11 0.84 -44.50 12.75 0.00 
HEXP Area + River 4 0.79 0.74 <0.01 -60.09 0.00 0.93 
 
Area 3 0.40 0.33 0.04 -53.77 6.32 0.04 
 
Area*River 5 0.79 0.70 0.01 -52.79 7.31 0.02 























































Figure IV.4. General linear model fit between paleodrainage properties (i.e., area and number of rivers) and 
nucleotide diversity (π; R2 = 0.81, p-value <0.01; see Figure C.4 for results based on HEXP). The colored dots 
and numbers correspond to the individual paleodrainages on the map in Figure 1. 
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Discussion 
Studies have clearly demonstrated the role of paleodrainages in structuring patterns of 
genetic variation, where genetic divergence accumulates due to the relative isolation of rivers 
from different paleodrainages compared with the past connections forged among rivers within a 
paleodrainage, although these effects appear to vary (e.g., Chakona et al., 2013; Unmack et al., 
2013, Thomaz et al., 2015). Our work adds another empirical example, and it extends this 
influence to dimensions that have not yet been studied. Specifically, inferences about the 
structuring of genetic variation by paleodrainage are (i) detected without a prior classification of 
paleodrainage membership of populations, in contrast to tests like FST analyses in which the 
groups are defined a priori, and (ii) we show that the paleodrainage properties themselves affect 
genetic diversity (i.e., the presumed connections among currently isolated rivers during periods 
of sea level influence regional patterns of genetic diversity). Below we discuss why considering 
potential contributors of processes at different spatial and temporal scales (i.e., regional versus 
local, and current versus past history) might explain some of the enigmatic results about the 
relative importance of specific factors in structuring populations of fish, as demonstrated in 
terrestrial environments (e.g., Papadopoulou and Knowles, 2016), as well as processes of fish 
diversification that might underlie regional and/or taxonomic differences in richness patterns 
(e.g., Tedesco et al., 2012; Dias et al., 2014).  
 
Paleodrainage effects on genetic variation 
With regards to the methodologies used to detect the contribution of paleodrainages, our 
results highlight how the criteria applied for such inferences may influence the conclusions (see 
also Papadopoulou and Knowles 2016). For example, our results show a strong correspondence 
of genomic structure in Hollandichthys with paleodrainages boundaries (i.e., in 10 of the 11 
paleodrainages, with the only exception in paleodrainage 4), without a priori classification of 
populations to paleodrainage (i.e., the genetic clustering of populations sampled within a 
paleodrainage reflects shared ancestry under the presumed genetic equilibrium being modeled 
here). However, the detected genetic structure above the level of individual populations is not 
limited to paleodrainage boundaries (Figure IV.2; Table IV.1). For example, the northern-
southern split between the Paranaguá estuary populations (Figure C.3; see also Thomaz et al., 
2015) predates the divergences reflective of paleodrainage structure (Figure IV.3). By applying a 
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series of hierarchical independent STRUCTURE analyses to accommodate this complex history of 
divergence, the genetic structure associated with paleodrainages becomes clear (Figure IV.2). In 
other words, the effects of paleodrainages are clear when accounting for the complexity of the 
history of Hollandichthys, but could have been overlooked by framing the question about 
structuring of genetic variation by paleodrainages as a binary “yes” or “no” question. 
Similar arguments about potentially misleading conclusions might be made based on how 
DNA sequences are analyzed. For example, for recent divergence histories, a correspondence 
between clades in a gene tree and paleodrainage boundaries or the distribution of haplotypes 
across populations within paleodrainages (e.g., Chakona et al., 2013; Unmack et al., 2013) are 
very conservative criteria for inferences about the role of paleodrainages in structuring genetic 
variation. The lack of monophyly may simply reflect that there has not been sufficient time for 
the sorting of ancestral polymorphism (see Knowles, 2009; Hudson and Coyne, 2002). Likewise, 
the lack of shared haplotypes among rivers within a paleodrainage does not discount the possible 
role of paleodrainages; it simply identifies structure associated with current isolated rivers (as do 
our analyses; Figure IV.2, Table C.3). Because of overestimation of divergence times when 
based directly on pairwise sequence differences (see Edwards and Beerli, 2000), such estimates 
are also unlikely to coincide with Pleistocene driven sea-level shifts that define paleodrainage 
boundaries. In other words, conclusions about the role of paleodrainages associated with 
Pleistocene sea level changes might be sensitive to how tests are conducted and interpreted given 
the time frame of these historical events (Knowles, 2009). With relatively larger ancestral 
population sizes than current effective population sizes estimated for paleodrainages in 
Hollandichthys (Table C.4), the much more recent divergences estimated here (Figure IV.3) 
compared to previous estimates based on mtDNA (Thomaz et al., 2015) are not unexpected 
given these divergence estimates reported here take into account gene divergences that predate 
population divergence (see Carstens and Knowles 2007). Migration (which was not modeled 
here) would result in underestimates of divergence times; however, there is little to no evidence 
of admixture among paleodrainages (see Figure IV.2). 
Besides methodological biases, differences in the detected effects of paleodrainages on 
genetic variation across studies might also reflect differences in specific properties of a local 
region. For example, the availability and stability of environments overtime are known to affect 
the current genetic diversity of species in terrestrial organisms (e.g., Pleistocene refugia theory; 
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He et al., 2013; Massatti and Knowles, 2016). In a similar way, our findings demonstrate that 
genetic diversity within paleodrainages is a function of its properties, with higher genetic 
diversities observed in larger and more branched paleodrainages (i.e., more constituent rivers). 
Note the similarity in divergence times among paleodrainages (except the north-south break; 
Figure IV.3) means that this pattern cannot be explained by differing times of accumulation of 
genetic diversity among paleodrainages. 
This strong genomic signature urges the incorporation of information about past river 
structure (see also Neuenschwander et al., 2008), rather than just considering the properties of 
current rivers. As with the detected effects of paleodrainage area and river number demonstrated 
here (Figure IV.4), additional properties of rivers in the past (which were assumed to be constant 
in space and time here) might also contribute to differences in genetic diversity among 
paleodrainages. For example, the effect of water flow intensity, river shape and environment 
(i.e., geomorphology) are known to differ regionally and affect the distribution of genetic 
diversity (Morrissey and de Kerckhove 2009; Albert et al., 2011; Paz-Vinas et al., 2015; Thomaz 
et al., 2016), which make them potentially interesting to explore with respect to paleodrainages. 
However, this would require new developments, as with recent advances for incorporating 
environmental variables to study the effects of current river properties (e.g., Domisch et al., 
2015). The impacts of such methodological developments are likely to extend beyond, deepening 
our knowledge of the effect of shifts in riverine properties over time.  
 
Insights into species diversification of freshwater fish 
Vicariance plays a clear role in structuring species diversity patterns of riverine fish, 
reflecting a life history constrained to the rivers that predisposes fish in particular to becoming 
geographic isolated (Lundberg et al., 2000; Albert et al., 2011). Nonetheless, dispersal is also 
recognized to play a role in shaping richness patterns. Specifically, the distribution of fish 
species across multiple basins may be explained by: (i) river captures in which a river tributary 
changes its direction and start flowing to the neighbor basin, or (ii) dispersal associated with 
temporary connections.  
 As our study (e.g., Figures 2 and 3) and others show (e.g., Chakona et al., 2013; Unmack 
et al., 2013, Thomaz et al., 2015), dispersal associated with temporary connections that were 
forged between currently isolated rivers in past drainages (i.e., paleodrainages) when sea-levels 
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repeatedly decreased may contribute to the spatial structuring and timing of divergence. 
Nonetheless, it might be argued that this mechanism (i.e., dispersal across drainages via past 
connections that opened during periods of low sea level) may be relatively species-specific 
(Waters and Burridge, 2016) unlike river capture and vicariance, which tends to affect 
communities as a whole (Burridge et al., 2007; Albert et al., 2011). For example, Hollandichthys 
is associated with the presence of riparian forest (Bertaco and Malabarba, 2013), and 
consequently is distributed in lower land tributaries, which might make downstream dispersal 
more likely during the cycles of sea-level retreat, given the geographic proximity to the 
temporary river connections that existed among drainages in the past. However, for fish 
inhabiting different portions of the rivers (i.e., headwaters, as opposed to lowland tributaries), 
such temporary connections forged by sea-level retreat might not have been accessible. If such 
divergence processes act in a species-specific manner, these temporary connections might be 
helpful to explain differences in species diversity across landscapes (i.e., discord across taxa), 
and consideration of the species-specific ecologies might explain why the geographic 
distribution of particular constituents of the ichthyofauna may differ (Waters and Burridge, 
2016).  
Although the links between the processes structuring genetic variation within species to 
those structuring species diversity patterns can be tenuous (see Kisel and Barraclough, 2010; 
Rosenblum et al., 2012; Papadopoulou and Knowles, 2017), there are some noteworthy parallels, 
but also discordances, between our findings and species diversity studies in freshwater fishes 
(see Fourtune et al., 2016; Vellend and Geber, 2005). For example, genetic diversity does not 
only reflects drainage area (Figure IV.4), but species richness-area relationships have been 
largely observed for current and past drainages over the world and for the study region, the 
Neotropics (Albert et al., 2011; Dias et al., 2014). On the other hand, our focus here was on the 
recent evolutionary past, and this temporal scale does not correspond to the divergence times 
estimated for fish species diversification, which often predates the Pleistocene (Lundberg et al., 
2000). This does not necessarily mean that other mechanisms did not contribute to species 
diversity patterns in the more distant past. However, because the sea level changes during the 
LGM were some of the most extreme events and temporally matches with most of the point 
estimates for divergence times, these recent events would over-ride divergences associated with 
the more distant past (see Papadopoulou and Knowles, 2015) if the geography of such 
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divergence patterns were generally coincident with those of the LGM (for an exception, we note 
the regional split between the northern and southern regions, Figure C.3, which does not coincide 
with the boundary of recognized paleodrainages; see also Thomaz et al., 2015). This argument is 
also predicated on the presumed importance of divergence associated with geographic isolation, 
and it does not address whether other evolutionary processes (e.g., selection) might have played 
more or less of an important role in the past relative to the present.  
 Of the populations of Hollandichthys studied here, individuals from paleodrainage 11 
(Figure IV.1) have recently been described as a putative new species, H. taramandahy (Bertaco 
and Malabarba, 2013). The strong structuring of genetic variation in Hollandichthys may be 
indicative of a putative species boundary, and consequently, suggest that paleodrainages may be 
responsible for long-term isolation that culminates in speciation. However, the degree of 
genomic differentiation for this putative species is similar to those observed between the 
populations from other paleodrainages in Hollandichthys, as is estimates of its divergence (i.e., 
approximately 24ky, Figure IV.3). It is unknown if any of a set of geographically isolated 
regions/populations will become new species (see Sukumaran and Knowles, 2017), but the clear 
morphological characters (Bertaco and Malabarba, 2013) of the proposed new taxon may suggest 
that this lineage has preceded beyond what might be expected from geographic isolation at the 
microevolutionary level (i.e., population isolation; see Rosemblum et al., 2012). Further analyses 
that tests for morphological differences across individuals in the other paleodrainages are 
required to determine whether the differentiation observed in the new putative species H. 
taramandahy (Bertaco and Malabarba, 2013) is statistically equivalent to other divergences 
separating paleodrainage populations that are not recognized as different species (e.g., e.g., Solis-
Lemus et al., 2014; Huang and Knowles, 2016).  
 
Conclusions 
Our study not only highlights the effect of Pleistocene paleodrainages on patterns of 
genetic variation in a freshwater fish species along basins of the Brazilian Atlantic coast, but the 
findings also may help explain why support for paleodrainages as drivers of divergence across 
taxa and continents have not been consistent. Specifically, the properties that impact population 
isolation and connectivity in riverine systems may be linked to those of past paleodrainages, not 
necessarily the current landscape. Given these phenomena occur over short evolutionary time 
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scales, we also highlight how biases in the test applied and/or interpretation of results can 
contribute to ambiguities regarding the effects of past river landscapes, as well as how the 
development of new tools for modeling riverine environments that parallel those from the 
terrestrial realm will promote more refined hypotheses that could help explain differences in 
genetic variation across regions and/or taxa.  
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Supplementary material from chapter IV 
 
Supplementary Text 
Inference of paleodrainages 
Palaeodrainages during the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) were inferred from 
topographical and bathymetric information extracted from the digital elevation model 
(DEM) GEBCO_08 at 30 arc-second resolution (c. 1 km; http://www.gebco.net/) in 
ArcGIS10 using Hydrological tools. Past connections between current riverine basins and 
palaeodrainages were identified from the inferred flow directions based on topographical 
relief. Specifically, land area exposed during the LGM (i.e., a maximum shift in sea level of 
-125 m) was identified using the tool Contour followed by Mask, and the Fill option was 
used to cover localized depressions in the surface. The Flow Direction tool was then used to 
identify the steepest descent from each cell, followed by the Basin tool to identify ridges 
between the basins that delineate the basins’ borders. For further details see Thomaz et al., 
2015. 
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Table C.1. Sampling and genomic sequences per individual pre- and post-processing in STACKS; * marks individuals removed from the analysis because of 
poor sequence quality, large numbers of missing loci, or a single individual in that population. Note that populations associated to the Paranaguá estuary (i.e., 
Guaraqueçaba and Paranaguá) were not included in analyses because of ambiguities with paleodrainage assignment.  





Paraty UFRGS 11776/TEC909 A Paraty, RJ -44.5950 -23.0419 1098168 900046 34705 
Paraty UFRGS 11776/TEC909 B Paraty, RJ -44.5950 -23.0419 726529 618667 19976 
Paraty UFRGS 11776/TEC909 C Paraty, RJ -44.5950 -23.0419 2868700 2542999 59831 
Paraty* UFRGS 11776/TEC909 D Paraty, RJ -44.5950 -23.0419 620526 449556 18025 
Paraty UFRGS 11776/TEC909 E Paraty, RJ -44.5950 -23.0419 1310075 1110254 39533 
Paraty UFRGS 11776/TEC909 F Paraty, RJ -44.5950 -23.0419 2099253 1827632 54146 
Paraty UFRGS 11776/TEC909 G Paraty, RJ -44.5950 -23.0419 1389264 1078034 39152 
Paraty UFRGS 11776/TEC909 H Paraty, RJ -44.5950 -23.0419 1464882 1206051 37498 
Paraty UFRGS 11776/TEC909 I Paraty, RJ -44.5950 -23.0419 2409686 2221319 28161 
Paraty UFRGS 11776/TEC909 J Paraty, RJ -44.5950 -23.0419 2496914 2229227 55359 
Paraty 2* MCP30665 Paraty, RJ -44.6975 -23.0764 970498 703921 - 
Toca do Boi UFRGS 11775/TEC908 A Paraty, RJ (Toca do Boi) -44.6819 -23.3292 1453427 1185664 38351 
Toca do Boi UFRGS 11775/TEC908 B Paraty, RJ (Toca do Boi) -44.6819 -23.3292 1574027 1333708 45032 
Toca do Boi UFRGS 11775/TEC908 C Paraty, RJ (Toca do Boi) -44.6819 -23.3292 1666329 1443786 40977 
Toca do Boi UFRGS 11775/TEC908 D Paraty, RJ (Toca do Boi) -44.6819 -23.3292 1132355 882935 32063 
Toca do Boi UFRGS 11775/TEC908 E Paraty, RJ (Toca do Boi) -44.6819 -23.3292 1682263 1366221 46376 
Toca do Boi UFRGS 11775/TEC908 F Paraty, RJ (Toca do Boi) -44.6819 -23.3292 1361996 1107613 39835 
Toca do Boi UFRGS 11775/TEC908 G Paraty, RJ (Toca do Boi) -44.6819 -23.3292 1434266 1118482 41791 
Toca do Boi UFRGS 11775/TEC908 H Paraty, RJ (Toca do Boi) -44.6819 -23.3292 2040740 1742324 54556 
Toca do Boi MCP30664 Paraty, RJ (Toca do Boi) -44.6819 -23.3292 1484778 1165930 46045 
Toca do Boi MCP30664 Paraty, RJ (Toca do Boi) -44.6819 -23.3292 1572158 1206032 53987 
Ubatuba 1 UFRGS 11789/TEC866 A Ubatuba, SP -44.8706 -23.3467 2429300 1984838 49603 
Ubatuba 1 UFRGS 11789/TEC866 B Ubatuba, SP -44.8706 -23.3467 1074156 793710 27320 
Ubatuba 2 MCP30663 Ubatuba, SP -45.1286 -23.4278 1480671 1083984 51420 
Ubatuba 2 UFRGS 11774/TEC900 A Ubatuba, SP -45.1144 -23.4125 1321716 935442 33954 
Ubatuba 2 UFRGS 11774/TEC900 B Ubatuba, SP -45.1144 -23.4125 2151002 1915290 55226 
Ilhabela MCP30661 Ilhabela, RJ -45.3633 -23.8250 1318964 1074290 39392 
Ilhabela MCP30661 Ilhabela, RJ -45.3633 -23.8250 3161748 2944413 60933 
Ilhabela MCP30662 Ilhabela, RJ -45.3589 -23.8200 1880301 1595523 42626 
Ilhabela MCP30662 Ilhabela, RJ -45.3589 -23.8200 1732334 1455896 51335 
Ilhabela* UFRGS 11773/TEC897 C Ilhabela, RJ -45.3536 -23.8214 190840 170846 - 
Ilhabela UFRGS 11773/TEC897 D Ilhabela, RJ -45.3536 -23.8214 1095256 778180 22161 
Ilhabela UFRGS 11773/TEC897 E Ilhabela, RJ -45.3536 -23.8214 1894348 1618334 52875 
Ilhabela UFRGS 11773/TEC897 F Ilhabela, RJ -45.3536 -23.8214 775095 504082 18669 
Ilhabela* UFRGS 11773/TEC897 G Ilhabela, RJ -45.3536 -23.8214 604004 52725 - 
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São Sebastião 1 UFRGS 11795/TEC1229 A São Sebastião, SP -45.6064 -23.7733 1998679 1729076 35868 
São Sebastião 1 UFRGS 11795/TEC1229 B São Sebastião, SP -45.6064 -23.7733 2850510 2373213 49884 
São Sebastião 1 UFRGS 11795/TEC1229 C São Sebastião, SP -45.6064 -23.7733 3256867 2953768 53940 
São Sebastião 1 UFRGS 11795/TEC1229 D São Sebastião, SP -45.6064 -23.7733 2501502 2161569 48853 
São Sebastião 1 UFRGS 11795/TEC1229 E São Sebastião, SP -45.6064 -23.7733 3023378 2681668 55260 
São Sebastião 1 UFRGS 11795/TEC1229 F São Sebastião, SP -45.6064 -23.7733 3416573 3185316 52682 
São Sebastião 1 UFRGS 11795/TEC1229 G São Sebastião, SP -45.6064 -23.7733 1479360 1176663 38548 
São Sebastião 1 UFRGS 11795/TEC1229 H São Sebastião, SP -45.6064 -23.7733 1109731 867293 29378 
São Sebastião 1 UFRGS 11795/TEC1229 I São Sebastião, SP -45.6064 -23.7733 1909069 1689597 37167 
São Sebastião 1 UFRGS 11795/TEC1229 J São Sebastião, SP -45.6064 -23.7733 2352458 2146528 29691 
São Sebastião 2* MCP30658 São Sebastião, SP -45.7144 -23.7617 8339 4351 - 
São Sebastião 2 UFRGS 11772/TEC891 A São Sebastião, SP -45.7203 -23.7628 2300416 2131299 20896 
São Sebastião 2 UFRGS 11772/TEC891 B São Sebastião, SP -45.7203 -23.7628 2585949 2107327 48106 
São Sebastião 2* UFRGS 11772/TEC891 C São Sebastião, SP -45.7203 -23.7628 224285 193786 - 
São Sebastião 2* UFRGS 11772/TEC891 D São Sebastião, SP -45.7203 -23.7628 490259 421046 - 
São Sebastião 2* UFRGS 11772/TEC891 E São Sebastião, SP -45.7203 -23.7628 21494 10027 - 
São Sebastião 2 UFRGS 11772/TEC891 G São Sebastião, SP -45.7203 -23.7628 3404274 3089411 55153 
São Sebastião 2 UFRGS 11772/TEC891 H São Sebastião, SP -45.7203 -23.7628 2675823 2351809 55137 
São Sebastião 2 UFRGS 11772/TEC891 I São Sebastião, SP -45.7203 -23.7628 2901160 2660446 28722 
São Sebastião 3* MCP30660 São Sebastião, SP -45.5519 -23.7894 1219213 864402 - 
São Sebastião 4* UFRGS 11788/TEC859 A São Sebastião, SP -45.4522 -23.8239 1165919 603275 - 
São Sebastião 4* UFRGS 11788/TEC859 B São Sebastião, SP -45.4522 -23.8239 1201194 599398 - 
Bertioga* UFRGS 11771/TEC888 C Bertioga, SP -46.0031 -23.7794 199120 186254 - 
Bertioga UFRGS 11771/TEC888 D Bertioga, SP -46.0031 -23.7794 1702483 1340406 44758 
Bertioga UFRGS 11771/TEC888 E Bertioga, SP -46.0031 -23.7794 3797857 3466754 48290 
Bertioga UFRGS 11771/TEC888 F Bertioga, SP -46.0031 -23.7794 2530946 2115001 55958 
Bertioga* UFRGS 11771/TEC888 G Bertioga, SP -46.0031 -23.7794 66882 6311 - 
Bertioga UFRGS 11777/TEC980 B Bertioga, SP -46.0031 -23.7794 2935697 2550960 59988 
Bertioga UFRGS 11777/TEC980 C Bertioga, SP -46.0031 -23.7794 1770554 1410510 44228 
Bertioga UFRGS 11777/TEC980 D Bertioga, SP -46.0031 -23.7794 1856994 1445558 49637 
Bertioga UFRGS 11777/TEC980 E Bertioga, SP -46.0031 -23.7794 2460277 1934988 53758 
Bertioga* UFRGS 11777/TEC980 G Bertioga, SP -46.0031 -23.7794 23591 10754 - 
Upper Tietê UFRGS 11786/TEC826 A Paranapiacaba, SP -46.3347 -23.7664 804503 637740 22305 
Upper Tietê UFRGS 11786/TEC826 B Paranapiacaba, SP -46.3347 -23.7664 1239103 996612 35240 
Upper Tietê UFRGS 11786/TEC826 C Paranapiacaba, SP -46.3347 -23.7664 1312201 937231 43466 
Upper Tietê UFRGS 11786/TEC826 D Paranapiacaba, SP -46.3347 -23.7664 1816278 1383835 58940 
Upper Tietê UFRGS 11786/TEC826 E Paranapiacaba, SP -46.3347 -23.7664 1317731 939323 51208 
Upper Tietê UFRGS 11787/TEC827 A Paranapiacaba, SP -46.3136 -23.7725 1721145 1281748 63759 
Upper Tietê UFRGS 11787/TEC827 B Paranapiacaba, SP -46.3136 -23.7725 2209345 2032282 50874 
Upper Tietê UFRGS 11787/TEC827 C Paranapiacaba, SP -46.3136 -23.7725 1340661 943311 56496 
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Upper Tietê UFRGS 11787/TEC827 D Paranapiacaba, SP -46.3136 -23.7725 2512031 2432574 35786 
Upper Tietê UFRGS 11787/TEC827 E Paranapiacaba, SP -46.3136 -23.7725 1651191 1233524 52644 
Santos MCP30560 Cubatão, SP -46.3281 -23.8425 1652764 1358598 47102 
Santos MCP30560 Cubatão, SP -46.3281 -23.8425 934064 760014 30578 
Santos MCP30559 Cubatão, SP -46.3483 -23.8564 1410664 1125864 49925 
Santos MCP30559 Cubatão, SP -46.3483 -23.8564 1569792 1233696 55180 
Santos UFRGS 11785/TEC820 A Santos, SP -46.3489 -23.8569 1428856 1050598 44907 
Santos UFRGS 11785/TEC820 B Santos, SP -46.3489 -23.8569 1473939 1090577 48344 
Santos UFRGS 11785/TEC820 C Santos, SP -46.3489 -23.8569 2490488 2222585 49345 
Santos UFRGS 11785/TEC820 D Santos, SP -46.3489 -23.8569 1379889 1059057 43971 
Santos UFRGS 11785/TEC820 E Santos, SP -46.3489 -23.8569 1670347 1282315 56363 
Santos UFRGS 11785/TEC820 F Santos, SP -46.3489 -23.8569 1606014 1219205 52808 
Peruíbe MCP30554 Peruíbe, SP -47.0372 -24.3597 1519051 1159490 33328 
Peruíbe MCP30555 Peruíbe, SP -47.0547 -24.3681 1291554 940643 47835 
Peruíbe MCP30561 Peruíbe, SP -47.0361 -24.3586 1912939 1559830 48793 
Peruíbe UFRGS 11783/TEC817 A Peruíbe, SP -47.0372 -24.3600 1289234 1028955 32102 
Peruíbe UFRGS 11783/TEC817 C Peruíbe, SP -47.0372 -24.3600 1219687 859228 46229 
Peruíbe* UFRGS 11783/TEC817 E Peruíbe, SP -47.0372 -24.3600 10481 2863 - 
Peruíbe* UFRGS 11784/TEC722 A Peruíbe, SP -47.0550 -24.3683 4449 2478 - 
Peruíbe UFRGS 11784/TEC722 B Peruíbe, SP -47.0550 -24.3683 1556261 1114347 60164 
Peruíbe UFRGS 11784/TEC722 D Peruíbe, SP -47.0550 -24.3683 1530139 1145238 48197 
Peruíbe UFRGS 11784/TEC722 E Peruíbe, SP -47.0550 -24.3683 1598988 1256610 56475 
Ribeira de Iguape UFRGS 11781/TEC806 A Iguape, SP -47.4931 -24.6614 2077778 1583210 64526 
Ribeira de Iguape UFRGS 11781/TEC806 B Iguape, SP -47.4931 -24.6614 1570785 1305293 40490 
Ribeira de Iguape UFRGS 11781/TEC806 C Iguape, SP -47.4931 -24.6614 1514447 1226833 37948 
Ribeira de Iguape* UFRGS 11781/TEC806 D Iguape, SP -47.4931 -24.6614 673196 449983 - 
Ribeira de Iguape UFRGS 11782/TEC739 A Iguape, SP -47.4836 -24.6500 1644564 1264159 44018 
Ribeira de Iguape UFRGS 11782/TEC739 B Iguape, SP -47.4836 -24.6500 1572629 1234041 44278 
Guaraqueçaba* MCP30558 Guaraqueçaba, PR -48.4336 -25.2092 1570277 1277232 - 
Guaraqueçaba* UFRGS 11779/TEC763 A Guaraqueçaba, PR -48.4203 -25.1739 1331361 938170 - 
Guaraqueçaba* UFRGS 11779/TEC763 B Guaraqueçaba, PR -48.4203 -25.1739 1343074 995952 - 
Guaraqueçaba* UFRGS 11779/TEC763 C Guaraqueçaba, PR -48.4203 -25.1739 1833265 1494428 - 
Guaraqueçaba* UFRGS 11779/TEC763 D Guaraqueçaba, PR -48.4203 -25.1739 1841856 1578082 - 
Guaraqueçaba* UFRGS 11778/TEC755 A Tagaçaba, PR -48.4500 -25.2200 1365569 1097390 - 
Guaraqueçaba* UFRGS 11778/TEC755 B Tagaçaba, PR -48.4500 -25.2200 1541716 1171014 - 
Guaraqueçaba* UFRGS 11778/TEC755 C Tagaçaba, PR -48.4500 -25.2200 713284 392307 - 
Guaraqueçaba* UFRGS 11778/TEC755 D Tagaçaba, PR -48.4500 -25.2200 1306469 977174 - 
Guaraqueçaba* UFRGS 11778/TEC755 E Tagaçaba, PR -48.4500 -25.2200 1301434 985575 - 
Paranaguá* MHNCI ncat Antonina, PR -48.7000 -25.4333 1278109 935893 - 
Paranaguá* MHNCI ncat Antonina, PR -48.7000 -25.4333 1021488 706960 - 
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Paranaguá* MHNCI ncat Antonina, PR -48.7000 -25.4333 1235019 906103 - 
Paranaguá* MHNCI ncat Antonina, PR -48.7000 -25.4333 1200292 807300 - 
Paranaguá* MHNCI ncat Antonina, PR -48.7000 -25.4333 1339796 923487 - 
S. Franc. Sul MCP30553 Ilha S. Franc. Sul, SC -48.6511 -26.3267 1358622 1041275 41629 
S. Franc. Sul* UFRGS 10579/TEC105 Ilha S. Franc. Sul, SC -48.6511 -26.3267 455531 247839 - 
S. Franc. Sul UFRGS 9359/TEC345 Ilha S. Franc. Sul, SC -48.5892 -26.2930 1484971 1257981 41183 
S. Franc. Sul UFRGS 10570/TEC106 A Ilha S. Franc. Sul, SC -48.5892 -26.2930 2738799 2506161 45275 
S. Franc. Sul UFRGS 10570/TEC106 B Ilha S. Franc. Sul, SC -48.5892 -26.2930 3186947 2892456 58120 
S. Franc. Sul UFRGS 10570/TEC106 C Ilha S. Franc. Sul, SC -48.5892 -26.2930 1525797 1326424 26844 
S. Franc. Sul UFRGS 10570/TEC106 D Ilha S. Franc. Sul, SC -48.5892 -26.2930 2686698 2495012 50451 
S. Franc. Sul UFRGS 10570/TEC106 E Ilha S. Franc. Sul, SC -48.5892 -26.2930 2700678 2429372 43223 
S. Franc. Sul UFRGS 10570/TEC106 F Ilha S. Franc. Sul, SC -48.5892 -26.2930 2708515 2440012 40768 
S. Franc. Sul UFRGS 10570/TEC106 G Ilha S. Franc. Sul, SC -48.5892 -26.2930 2541149 2313342 47087 
Babitonga MCP30552 Araquari, SC -48.7258 -26.3828 1209118 946763 38190 
Babitonga MCP30667 Joinville, SC -48.9289 -26.1919 1272942 994028 41098 
Guaratuba UFRGS 10578/TEC109 Guaratuba, PR -48.5833 -25.8833 2158302 1857011 53492 
Guaratuba UFRGS 9358/TEC346 Guaratuba, PR -48.5833 -25.8833 1267302 956980 47120 
Florianópolis 1 MCP28747 Florianópolis, SC -48.4925 -27.5086 1353998 965540 47645 
Florianópolis 1 MCP28732 Florianópolis, SC -48.4864 -27.5111 1839766 1628125 48753 
Florianópolis 1 MCP28732 Florianópolis, SC -48.4864 -27.5111 1438780 1085898 51650 
Florianópolis 1 MCP38317 Florianópolis, SC -48.4372 -27.4831 1355850 962147 45766 
Florianópolis 2 MCP37635 Florianópolis, SC -48.4231 -27.4831 812468 604630 22296 
Florianópolis 2 MCP37635 Florianópolis, SC -48.4231 -27.4831 851942 507815 19579 
Florianópolis 2 MCP37635 Florianópolis, SC -48.4231 -27.4831 1098851 871131 33719 
Florianópolis 3 MCP28737 Florianópolis, SC -48.4775 -27.5881 1571100 1155499 56042 
Florianópolis 3 MCP28737 Florianópolis, SC -48.4775 -27.5881 1500857 1148858 40702 
Florianópolis 3 MCP28737 Florianópolis, SC -48.4775 -27.5881 1128815 909977 32920 
Garopaba UFRGS 16587/TEC2919 A Garopaba, SC -48.7005 -28.0715 2783833 2469992 55060 
Garopaba UFRGS 16587/TEC2919 B Garopaba, SC -48.7005 -28.0715 1774893 1545472 31964 
Garopaba UFRGS 16587/TEC2919 C Garopaba, SC -48.7005 -28.0715 1489435 1230239 38200 
Garopaba UFRGS 16587/TEC2919 D Garopaba, SC -48.7005 -28.0715 2483493 2231984 30321 
Garopaba UFRGS 16587/TEC2919 E Garopaba, SC -48.7005 -28.0715 2135018 1850607 38721 
Garopaba UFRGS 16587/TEC2919 F Garopaba, SC -48.7005 -28.0715 1296886 1108358 24878 
Garopaba UFRGS 16587/TEC2919 G Garopaba, SC -48.7005 -28.0715 1062519 836586 36259 
Garopaba UFRGS 16587/TEC2919 H Garopaba, SC -48.7005 -28.0715 1101909 929652 22307 
Araranguá* UFRGS 11791/TEC840 A Araranguá, SC -49.9289 -28.7908 407508 227797 - 
Araranguá UFRGS 11791/TEC840 B Araranguá, SC -49.9289 -28.7908 1170918 964684 30093 
Araranguá UFRGS 11791/TEC840 C Araranguá, SC -49.9289 -28.7908 1466012 1256026 40385 
Araranguá UFRGS 11791/TEC840 D Araranguá, SC -49.9289 -28.7908 1463739 1159837 35706 
Mampituba MCP23625 Mampituba, SC -49.9969 -29.1703 1688056 1300026 56730 
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Mampituba UFRGS 11790/TEC839 Mampituba, SC -49.9822 -29.1692 1628963 1381686 44281 
Mampituba UFRGS 11792/TEC841 A Mampituba, SC -50.1167 -29.2528 2271189 2019993 49734 
Mampituba UFRGS 11792/TEC841 B Mampituba, SC -50.1167 -29.2528 2993304 2662523 65269 
Mampituba UFRGS 11792/TEC841 C Mampituba, SC -50.1167 -29.2528 1701233 1480050 44906 
Mampituba UFRGS 11792/TEC841 D Mampituba, SC -50.1167 -29.2528 1385623 1156003 39969 
Mampituba UFRGS 11792/TEC841 E Mampituba, SC -50.1167 -29.2528 1814810 1516244 48066 
Mampituba UFRGS 11792/TEC841 F Mampituba, SC -50.1167 -29.2528 1749054 1464074 45636 
Mampituba UFRGS 11792/TEC841 G Mampituba, SC -50.1167 -29.2528 1405917 1095388 38826 
Mampituba UFRGS 11792/TEC841 H Mampituba, SC -50.1167 -29.2528 908667 709308 28043 
Três Forquilhas UFRGS 16513/TEC2841 A Itati, RS -50.1789 -29.4267 1128460 966580 21091 
Três Forquilhas UFRGS 16513/TEC2841 B Itati, RS -50.1789 -29.4267 1234567 931387 39848 
Três Forquilhas UFRGS 16513/TEC2841 C Itati, RS -50.1789 -29.4267 1272236 1070280 28453 
Três Forquilhas UFRGS 16513/TEC2841 D Itati, RS -50.1789 -29.4267 1019104 815821 26866 
Três Forquilhas UFRGS 16513/TEC2841 E Itati, RS -50.1789 -29.4267 974598 707924 34658 
Três Forquilhas UFRGS 16513/TEC2841F Itati, RS -50.1789 -29.4267 1121395 894136 34944 
Três Forquilhas UFRGS 16513/TEC2841 G Itati, RS -50.1789 -29.4267 1352268 1025133 41640 
Três Forquilhas UFRGS 16513/TEC2841 H Itati, RS -50.1789 -29.4267 1286903 1050800 26655 
Maquiné MCP26969 Maquiné, RS -50.2833 -29.5833 1196972 854115 48981 
Maquiné UFRGS 11793/TEC842 A Maquiné, RS -50.2933 -29.5906 1823115 1510955 46622 
Maquiné UFRGS 11793/TEC842 B Maquiné, RS -50.2933 -29.5906 1267088 1087900 34763 
Maquiné UFRGS 11793/TEC842 C Maquiné, RS -50.2933 -29.5906 2054826 1733752 49519 
Maquiné UFRGS 11793/TEC842 D Maquiné, RS -50.2933 -29.5906 1922076 1692089 49124 
Maquiné UFRGS 11793/TEC842 E Maquiné, RS -50.2933 -29.5906 2375671 2065855 48407 
Maquiné UFRGS 11793/TEC842 F Maquiné, RS -50.2933 -29.5906 2542248 1678713 39745 
Maquiné UFRGS 11793/TEC842 G Maquiné, RS -50.2933 -29.5906 1976228 1683519 52671 
Maquiné UFRGS 11793/TEC842 H Maquiné, RS -50.2933 -29.5906 2039575 1780893 51597 
Maquiné UFRGS 11793/TEC842 I Maquiné, RS -50.2933 -29.5906 2178200 1941389 29609 
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Table C.2. Population genetic summary statistics for each of the 23 sampled populations, which are listed 
in order of the northern most populations (PAR) to the southern most population (MAQ)(see Figure 1). 
Different paleodrainages are demarcated sequentially by white and grey shading. The number of 
individuals retained per population (NR) after processing of genomic data and which were used to calculate 
the reported summary statistics are given, as well as the number of individuals used in STRUCTURE 
analyses based on a maximum of 25% missing data (N25). Summary statistics are presented only for 
polymorphic sites, and include average nucleotide diversity, π, average observed heterozygosity per locus, 
HOBS, and average expected heterozygosity per locus, HEXP. See Table S1 for complete list of samples and 




Code Populations NR 
 
N25 Private π HOBS HEXP 
1 PAR Paraty 10 7 1069 0.013 0.013 0.012 
2 TB Toca do Boi 10 10 1660 0.021 0.020 0.020 
3 UB1 Ubatuba 1 2 2 1001 0.038 0.034 0.028 
 
UB2 Ubatuba 2 3 3 1152 0.037 0.034 0.031 
4 IB Ilhabela 7 5 958 0.025 0.022 0.023 
 
SS1 São Sebastião 1 10 7 980 0.039 0.036 0.037 
5 SS2 São Sebastião 2 5 3 549 0.032 0.028 0.028 
 
BER Bertioga 7 6 2653 0.057 0.052 0.052 
6 SAN Santos 10 9 2295 0.053 0.049 0.050 
 
UT Upper Tietê 10 6 638 0.039 0.037 0.037 
7 PER Peruíbe 8 6 1535 0.028 0.025 0.026 
8 RI Ribeira de Iguape 5 5 5272 0.084 0.073 0.075 
9 GUA Guaratuba 2 2 1946 0.067 0.060 0.050 
 
BAB Babitonga 2 2 1403 0.070 0.057 0.053 
 
SFS S. Francisco do Sul 9 7 3241 0.069 0.059 0.065 
10 FL1 Florianópolis 1 4 3 2130 0.057 0.047 0.049 
 
FL2 Florianópolis 2 3 1 558 0.048 0.045 0.040 
 
FL3 Florianópolis 3 3 3 822 0.009 0.009 0.008 
 
GAR Garopaba 8 2 813 0.015 0.015 0.014 
11 ARA Araranguá 3 3 982 0.016 0.016 0.013 
 
MAM Mampituba 10 10 1362 0.019 0.016 0.018 
 
TF Três Forquilhas 8 5 439 0.014 0.014 0.013 
 
MAQ Maquiné 10 9 551 0.008 0.008 0.007 
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Table C.3. Pairwise FST-values between populations with comparisons between the southern and northern regions shown in grey. Bold numbers mark 
statistically significant values at an α = 0.05 (below the diagonal) and at an α = 0.0002 (above the diagonal) after correcting for multiple comparisons using a 
Bonferroni correction.  
    NORTH SOUTH 







PAR - 0.67 0.64 0.58 0.67 0.74 0.76 0.70 0.70 0.77 0.84 0.67 0.88 0.87 0.77 0.93 0.85 0.83 0.92 0.93 0.92 0.92 0.95 
TB 0.67 - 0.53 0.47 0.58 0.71 0.67 0.68 0.69 0.74 0.81 0.65 0.84 0.83 0.76 0.90 0.83 0.78 0.89 0.90 0.90 0.89 0.93 
UB1 0.64 0.53 - 0.02 0.32 0.61 0.59 0.50 0.54 0.64 0.75 0.42 0.70 0.67 0.64 0.89 0.71 0.68 0.90 0.87 0.89 0.89 0.93 
UB2 0.58 0.47 0.02 - 0.27 0.57 0.49 0.49 0.53 0.61 0.73 0.43 0.70 0.67 0.63 0.85 0.71 0.64 0.87 0.84 0.88 0.87 0.92 
IB 0.67 0.58 0.32 0.27 - 0.63 0.59 0.58 0.60 0.66 0.76 0.54 0.79 0.77 0.68 0.88 0.77 0.72 0.88 0.87 0.88 0.87 0.92 
SS1 0.74 0.71 0.61 0.57 0.63 - 0.17 0.12 0.38 0.46 0.61 0.34 0.71 0.69 0.62 0.81 0.71 0.63 0.82 0.80 0.83 0.81 0.87 
SS2 0.76 0.67 0.59 0.49 0.59 0.17 - -0.08 0.17 0.33 0.54 0.06 0.63 0.60 0.51 0.85 0.62 0.66 0.85 0.81 0.82 0.83 0.89 
BER 0.70 0.68 0.50 0.49 0.58 0.12 -0.08 - 0.32 0.33 0.54 0.30 0.62 0.59 0.57 0.74 0.64 0.51 0.76 0.74 0.81 0.76 0.84 
SAN 0.70 0.69 0.54 0.53 0.60 0.38 0.17 0.32 - 0.16 0.49 0.31 0.65 0.62 0.59 0.74 0.66 0.54 0.75 0.74 0.80 0.75 0.83 
UT 0.77 0.74 0.64 0.61 0.66 0.46 0.33 0.33 0.16 - 0.58 0.31 0.71 0.68 0.60 0.81 0.71 0.65 0.81 0.80 0.83 0.81 0.87 
PER 0.84 0.81 0.75 0.73 0.76 0.61 0.54 0.54 0.49 0.58 - 0.42 0.78 0.75 0.67 0.87 0.77 0.72 0.87 0.86 0.88 0.86 0.91 






GUA 0.88 0.84 0.70 0.70 0.79 0.71 0.63 0.62 0.65 0.71 0.78 0.51 - 0.09 0.08 0.69 0.37 0.21 0.72 0.69 0.77 0.75 0.85 
BAB 0.87 0.83 0.67 0.67 0.77 0.69 0.60 0.59 0.62 0.68 0.75 0.48 0.09 - -0.10 0.65 0.30 0.16 0.69 0.65 0.75 0.73 0.83 
SFS 0.77 0.76 0.64 0.63 0.68 0.62 0.51 0.57 0.59 0.60 0.67 0.50 0.08 -0.10 - 0.53 0.28 0.06 0.51 0.55 0.64 0.57 0.70 
FL1 0.93 0.90 0.89 0.85 0.88 0.81 0.85 0.74 0.74 0.81 0.87 0.66 0.69 0.65 0.53 - 0.57 0.60 0.82 0.88 0.85 0.88 0.92 
FL2 0.85 0.83 0.71 0.71 0.77 0.71 0.62 0.64 0.66 0.71 0.77 0.56 0.37 0.30 0.28 0.57 - 0.12 0.57 0.66 0.74 0.70 0.81 
FL3 0.83 0.78 0.68 0.64 0.72 0.63 0.66 0.51 0.54 0.65 0.72 0.39 0.21 0.16 0.06 0.60 0.12 - 0.59 0.65 0.68 0.68 0.80 
GAR 0.92 0.89 0.90 0.87 0.88 0.82 0.85 0.76 0.75 0.81 0.87 0.71 0.72 0.69 0.51 0.82 0.57 0.59 - 0.86 0.84 0.86 0.90 
ARA 0.93 0.90 0.87 0.84 0.87 0.80 0.81 0.74 0.74 0.80 0.86 0.67 0.69 0.65 0.55 0.88 0.66 0.65 0.86 - 0.74 0.76 0.85 
MAM 0.92 0.90 0.89 0.88 0.88 0.83 0.82 0.81 0.80 0.83 0.88 0.77 0.77 0.75 0.64 0.85 0.74 0.68 0.84 0.74 - 0.44 0.62 
TF 0.92 0.89 0.89 0.87 0.87 0.81 0.83 0.76 0.75 0.81 0.86 0.71 0.75 0.73 0.57 0.88 0.70 0.68 0.86 0.76 0.44 - 0.57 
MAQ 0.95 0.93 0.93 0.92 0.92 0.87 0.89 0.84 0.83 0.87 0.91 0.81 0.85 0.83 0.70 0.92 0.81 0.80 0.90 0.85 0.62 0.57 - 
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Table C.4. Point estimate of demographic parameters estimated across 40 runs of FASTSIMCOAL2 from 
divergence models for each geographically proximate pair of paleodrainages, with the 95% confidence 
interval for TDIV and N2 shown in parentheses. Note that the population size of the first population listed in 
each paleodrainage pair (N1) was not estimated under a divergence model, but instead was calculated 
directly from the empirical data (i.e., it is a fixed parameter in the model) to improve the accuracy of the 
other parameters estimated from the SFS (following the recommendations for the program; see Excoffier 
and Foll, 2011). Also shown are number of loci used to calculate the SFSs and the paleodrainage pair in 




(fixed) TDIV NANC N2 
1 - 2 4077 1 = 15625 22804 (22741-25107) 76807 2 = 21494 (20014-22657) 
2 - 3 5280 2 = 22321 27440 (27333-29874) 81899 3 = 104191 (94039-112579) 
3 - 4 9209 3 = 36830 23573 (23645-25861) 209577 4 = 67786 (63811-72052) 
4 -5 14038 4 = 34598 12169 (12166-13264) 69108 5 = 36736 (34557-38767) 
5 - 6 13512 5 = 43527 25932 (26129-27921) 106179 6 = 57688 (54163-60800) 
6 - 7 7893 6 = 47991 24391 (24231-27443) 122119 7 = 16887 (16123-18516) 
7 - 8 5988 7 = 29018 44871 (44901-48553) 209764 8 = 286465 (238814-319669) 
8 - 9 11431 8 = 78125 80560 (51225-88149) 102297 9 = 84645 (80039-89770) 
9 - 10 16049 9 = 63244 17989 (17897-1915) 55460 10 = 26707 (25442-28488) 
10 - 11 14407 10 = 31250 23539 (24104-25920) 73143 11 = 14692 (14334-15552) 
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Table C.5. Physical properties and population genetic summary statistics for each paleodrainage that were 
used in linear regression analyses to test for an association between the physical properties of 
paleodrainages and patterns of genetic variation of constituent populations. Paleodrainages are listed from 
the most northern to the southern most paleodrainage (see Figure IV.1). Hydrological maps were used to 
calculate the currently exposed area and the entire area of a paleodrainage (i.e., the exposed and submerged 
area), as well as the number of rivers of the present area of each paleodrainage (see methods for details). 
Population genetic summary statistics were calculated as the average over all sampled populations from a 






(Km2) # rivers π HEXP 
1 4901 8385 3 0.013 0.012 
2 97 2754 1 0.021 0.02 
3 898 4837 1 0.037 (±0) 0.03 (±0.002) 
4 1084 3728 2 0.032 (±0.01) 0.03 (±0.01) 
5 618 4962 1 0.044 (±0.018) 0.04 (±0.017) 
6 1381 9072 2 0.046 (±0.01) 0.044 (±0.009) 
7 1514 5599 2 0.028 0.026 
8 25259 31546 3 0.084 0.075 
9 23507 30924 5 0.069 (±0.002) 0.056 (±0.008) 
10 5673 12743 4 0.033 (±0.024) 0.028 (±0.02) 

















































Figure C.1. Summary of the frequency of segregating sites for each base-pair position of a locus (A), and 
the distribution of theta, θ, per loci (B), with the red line marking the θ-values in the 95 percentile that were 

























































Figure C.2. Correlation between the total area and the currently exposed area of each paleodrainage (A; R2 
= 0.97; p-value <0.001) and between the currently exposed area and the number of rivers in each 
paleodrainage (B; R2 = 0.39, p-value = 0.04). The colored dots correspond to the paleodrainages presented 






































Figure C.3. The two most probable genetic clusters, K = 2, based on analyses with the full dataset, which 
corresponds to a northern group (shown in dark red) and a southern group (shown in purple). Thick black 
lines and numbers in circles demarcate paleodrainages and dashed lines the populations within a 
paleodrainage, whose names are listed on the left, arranged from north (PAR) to south (MAQ) (see Figure 
IV.1). The posterior probabilities of the ancestry of each individual are shown (i.e., the relative proportion 






















































Figure C.4. General linear model fit between paleodrainage properties (i.e., area and number of rivers) and 
nucleotide diversity (HEXP; R2 = 0.79, p-value <0.01). The colored dots correspond to the individual 




Spatial and temporal congruence of regional genomic structure  
across a Brazilian coastal fish community 
 
Andréa T. Thomaz and L. Lacey Knowles 
 
Abstract 
Biological, geological and climatic processes may act in concert, determining how 
barriers structure biodiversity. Genetic data can identify possible geographic barriers, as well as 
regional divergence patterns, to test the extent to which different taxa are affected similarly. Such 
comparative analyses can highlight the possible interaction between historical events and 
species-specific responses through the detection of discordant genetic structure in taxa. For 
dynamic environments, such as coastal areas, identifying regional barriers is challenging as they 
were dramatically affected by geological and climatic events over time. Here, we use SNPs to 
test for concordant genetic structure among four co-distributed species of tetras (Teleostei: 
Characidae) along the Brazilian Atlantic coast. Based on estimated population relationships and 
hierarchical analyses of genetic structure we identify a geographic barrier that is common to all 
four taxa, as well as geographic regions for which corresponding genetic differentiation is 
apparent in only a subset of taxa. In addition to spatial concordance, we test the extent to which 
the effects of the barriers have a common origin – that is, we test for temporal concordance of 
divergence. Model-based estimates of divergence times indicate that all divergences date to the 
Pleistocene; however, simultaneous divergence times across taxa for any given barrier across 
species is not supported. We discuss how our findings, and in particular the different degrees of 
spatial and temporal concordance among species, relate to the turnover driven by sea-level 






Spatial congruence in the distribution of species or in the structure of populations 
between co-occurring taxa has long been recognized as a signal of shared evolutionary history 
(Bermingham and Avise, 1986; Edwards and Beerli, 2000; Donoghue and Moore, 2003). Such 
congruence has helped to identify geographical areas that act as barriers to the biological 
community, especially in cases where a physical barrier is not readily evident, such as 
ephemeral, climatic and ecological barriers (Carnaval et al., 2009; Edwards et al., 2012; 
Papadopoulou and Knowles, 2016) or even when genetic discontinuities do not result from a 
complete barrier but are a function of dispersal and demographic traits (Irwin, 2002). The 
identification of these barriers also provides insights into diversification and speciation processes 
(e.g., allopatry; Coyne 1994; Barraclough and Vogler 2000), especially in taxa with constrained 
dispersal routes, such as freshwater fishes. For example, with the exception of classical cases of 
speciation in lakes, diversification and speciation between isolated drainages is the main process 
invoked to explain the majority of freshwater fish species, especially in riverine environments 
(Seehausen and Wagner, 2014).  
 The role of barriers as dispersal constraints is not limited to just a single taxon, but also is 
thought to apply to entire communities of freshwater fishes (Burridge et al., 2006; Albert and 
Carvalho, 2011; Chakona et al., 2013). However, for coastal regions that are constantly affected 
by changes in their environment, their impact on the survival, dispersal rates, and population 
dynamics of constituent taxa raises the question of the extent to which these communities would 
show congruent divergence patterns (Dias et al., 2014). For example, as a consequence of these 
repeated population reconnection cycles, coastal areas may be subject to a high spatial and/or 
temporal species turnover. Furthermore, identifying congruent geographic barriers in coastal 
areas can give insights into the general patterns of spatial connectivity across a geographic 
region. However, spatial congruence in patterns of genetic divergence might not be accompanied 
by corresponding temporal congruence in divergence times as a consequence of cyclical 
processes, species ecology and demographic factors. Considering the relative timing of 
divergence associated with geographic barriers in a comparative framework can clarify if a 
congruent spatial barrier between species is the result of a single event or not (i.e., 
pseudocongruency; Cunningham and Collins, 1994; Donoghue and Moore, 2003).  
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Here we apply a coalescent-based framework using SNP data to test for spatially and 
temporally congruence genetic structure in co-distributed fish from the eastern Atlantic coast of 
Brazil. This region has been directly impacted by numerous geological and climatic events. For 
example, studies of terrestrial organisms have identified how geographic barriers along the coast 
that predate the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) have structured communities of the Brazilian 
Atlantic Forest, as species were displaced into refuges during the Pleistocene (Carnaval et al., 
2009; Thomé et al., 2014). Similarly, for freshwater fishes, two lines of evidence suggest 
diversification processes may be tied to the geographic barriers associated with geological and 
climatic changes. This includes a pre-Pleistocene diversification of the ichthyofauna with a 
colonization of Brazilian coastal basins based on phylogenetic analyses that show relationships 
between inland and coastal basins lineages indicative of river captures (Ribeiro 2006; Roxo et 
al., 2012). Following colonization of the coastal basins, sea level fluctuations (which occurred 
throughout the Pleistocene; Miller et al., 2011) facilitated dispersal along the coast by uniting 
currently isolated coastal drainages during periods of low sea levels, which then subsequently 
became isolated as rising sea levels reinstated the barriers among drainages. These connections 
were ephemeral, but nonetheless they have left a detectable signature in patterns of genetic 
structure (Weiztman et al., 1988; Thomaz et al., 2015). However, the extent to which fish 
communities respond similarly to these cyclical changes has not been tested. As noted, the 
repeated and frequent shifts in sea level may give rise to high species and/or population turnover, 
such that even if geographic barriers were shared among taxa, there may not be a general 
temporal concordance in divergence times. Likewise, because fish communities exhibit species-
specific ecologies associated with different habitats (Waters and Burridge, 2016) or inherent 
dispersal tendencies (Radinger and Wolter, 2014), the degree of spatial and temporal congruence 
may vary among drainages in these dynamic coastal regions, especially if differences in 
bathymetric data imply different periods of connectivity (see Papadopoulou and Knowles 2015, 
2016).  
To examine if lineages diversification and genetic divergence is spatially and temporally 
congruent among freshwater taxa inhabiting the coastal basins, we studied four characid taxa 
(Ostariophysi: Characiformes), commonly known as tetras. Specifically, we selected four co-
distributed lineages that are endemic to the Brazilian coastal basins (rarely distributed in inland 
basins; Figure V.1): Mimagoniates microlepis, Hyphessobrycon boulengeri (with a putative new 
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species; Carvalho 2006), Hollandichthys (encompassing two valid species: H. multifasciatus and 
the recently described H. taramandahy; Bertaco and Malabarba, 2013) and the coastal 
Bryconamericus group (and hereafter referred as Bryconamericus; encompassing several closely 
related species of this genus with a coastal distribution, such as: B. microcephalus, B. ornaticeps, 
B. tenuis and B. lethostigmus; Pezzi da Silva, 1998; Hirschman et al., 2017). Based on the 
matches and mismatches observed between spatial and temporal breaks across species we are 
able to identify the effects of historical events on the freshwater fish community in the study 
area, and we discuss the relative contribution of different processes shaping genetic diversity in 
coastal communities in general.  
 
Figure V.1. Distributional map and a specimen photo of (A) M. microlepis (38 mm Standard Lengh - SL), (B) H. 
boulengeri (47.8 mm SL), (C) Hollandichthys (H. multifasciatus; 99.5 mm SL), and (D) Bryconamericus (B. 
microcephalus; 57 mm SL) with sampled populations for genomic analyses labeled as colored dots; see small inset 
of South America for area of study. Different colors depict clusters of genetic differentiation obtained with 
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Material and Methods 
Sampling and genomic library preparation and processing 
 Specimens for each of the four species were collected across their entire distributions and 
tissue samples were extracted from body muscle and preserved in ethanol; vouchers and tissues 
for this study were catalogued in the ichthyology collection at the Universidade Federal do Rio 
Grande do Sul (UFRGS), Brazil. Additional tissues (approximately 10% of the samples) were 
obtained from the Museu the Ciências e Tecnologia, Pontifícia Universidade Católica do Rio 
Grande do Sul (MCP) and Museu the História Natural Capão da Imbuia (MHNCI) (see complete 
list in Supporting Table V.1). Genomic DNA was extracted using Qiagen DNeasy kits. 
Eight double digest Restriction Associated DNA (ddRAD) libraries were constructed: 
three libraries for Mimagoniates microlepis (118 individuals for this study, out of the 240 total 
individuals that sequenced across these libraries, which include samples not targeted in this 
study), two libraries for Hyphessobrycon boulengeri (136 individuals), two libraries for 
Hollandichthys (182 individuals), and one library for Bryconamericus (87 individuals). We 
followed the protocol of Peterson et al. (2012), except for the two Hollandichthys libraries (see 
Thomaz et al., 2017 for preparation details that followed Parchman et al. 2012). Between 300 
and 400ng of each DNA sample was double digested with two restriction enzymes (EcoRI and 
MseI), followed by a ligation step to add unique barcodes. Samples for each library were pooled 
and fragments between 350-450bp were selected using a PippinPrep machine. A PCR with 10 
cycles was used to add Illumina flowcell adapters. All steps described above were followed by a 
clean-up step using AMPure beads (1.6x ratio; except after Pippin Prep) to remove small DNA 
fragments such as primers, and by a high sensitivity Qubit quantification assay. Each library was 
sequenced in one lane of an Illumina HiSeq2500 to generate single-end 150bp reads (100bp for 
Hollandichthys) at The Centre for Applied Genomics, Toronto, Canada. 
Genomic data were demultiplexed and processed separately for each species with the 
STACKS version 1.41 pipeline (Catchen et al., 2013). For quality filtering, reads with more than 
one mismatch in the adapter sequence or a barcode distance greater than two (as specified in 
process radtags) were removed, and individuals with less than 300K reads were excluded. To 
create stacks within each sample, USTACKS was run with a minimum depth of coverage of five 
and an error bound of ε = 0.1, followed by CSTACKS with a maximum of two mismatches 
between sequences within a given stack in order to build a catalog of all loci. The stacks of 
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individual samples were matched against the catalog using SSTACKS with default options. To 
obtain a vcf output file containing all variable sites from STACKS, we ran the POPULATIONS 
module with “loose” parameters (i.e., -r 0 -p 2 -m 5 --min_maf 0 --max_obs_het 0.5). We 
processed this output file in R version 3.3.1 (R Core Team, 2016) to create a whitelist that 
excluded highly variable positions at the 3’ end of all loci and loci with θ-values above the 95th 
percentile of this distribution, to avoid errors associated with sequencing and assembly (see 
Figure D.1 and D.2). Then, based on this whitelist, we re-ran the POPULATIONS module. All 
bioinformatics processing with STACKS was performed in the Advanced Research Computing 
Technology Services at the University of Michigan. 
Because of the various requirements of different analyses used to characterize the 
geographic structuring of genomic variation, such as sensitivity to missing data (Huang and 
Knowles, 2016) and computational feasibility, three datasets were generated varying the amount 
of missing data and the numbers of individuals. One dataset was comprised of unlinked SNPs 
with maximum of 50% missing data, and hereafter referred to as the SNP dataset (i.e., one 
random SNP per locus; see Supporting Table D.2 for details), which it was used for estimates of 
population trees. The other dataset included linked or unlinked SNPs with maximum 25% 
missing data (except for M. microlepis, for which we allowed 35% missing), and hereafter 
referred to simply as the genomic dataset, and was used in most of the analyses including 
summary statistics and STRUCTURE analysis. The last dataset, hereafter referred as the reduced 
dataset, was used to run FASTSIMCOAL2 analysis for each identified geographic break. To 
generate this dataset, we selected the 20 individuals per species and per identified geographic 
break (see below) with the smallest amount of missing data from each side of the geographic 
break (40 individuals in total), using only SNPs with less than 10% missing data (see details 
below). For all these datasets, individuals with considerably fewer SNPs in comparison to other 
individuals of the same population were also excluded. All filtering steps were performed using 
the toolset PLINK v.1.90 (Purcell et al., 2007) in association with R scripts (available in GitHub: 
https://github.com/deathomaz).  
 
Characterizations of genetic diversity and population structure 
A population is defined here as all the samples from the same river basin/drainage or 
island (e.g., FLO and IB populations). Population genetic summary statistics were calculated 
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from the genomic dataset for each population or between each pair of populations per taxa. This 
included calculations of π and HOBS using the POPULATION module from STACKS based on a 
whitelist created after the filtering with PLINK. FST-values and their statistical significance were 
calculated in Arlequin 3.5.2.2 (Excoffier and Lisher, 2010) with 10,000 replicates and a 
Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons. 
To examine how evolutionary relationships correspond to spatial configuration of 
drainages along the Brazilian coast, we estimated a population tree (Knowles and Cartens, 2007) 
accounting for the coalescent variation associated with random sorting of gene lineages among 
loci, and incomplete lineage sorting for any given locus using the program SVDquartets 
(Chifman and Kubatko, 2014), as implemented in PAUP* 4.0 (Swofford, 2003) under the 
multispecies coalescent model with all possible quartets evaluated. Branch support was assessed 
with 1,000 bootstrap replicates and midpoint rooting was used given the absence of outgroups in 
our datasets. 
Hierarchical STRUCTURE analyses (Pritchard et al., 2000) were used to evaluate if the 
probabilistic assignment of individuals in each species to clusters is species specific or if there is 
a general pattern between species along the Brazilian coast. To access substructure, we 
performed analyses with the full distribution of each species and then, followed by sequential 
analyses for each of the data subsets identified as distinct genetic clusters (except for H. 
boulengeri – see results below). The genomic datasets with unlinked SNPs were used, and 
individuals were not conditioned on any population membership (i.e., no populations were used 
as priors). Each dataset was analyzed with K-values ranging from 1 to 5 or 10 (see Table V.1 for 
specific information for each species). We performed ten independent runs under the 
“Admixture” and “Allele Frequencies Correlated” models for 500,000 MCMC iterations 
following a burn-in period of 200,000 iterations for each analysis. The ΔK of Evanno et al. 
(2005) implemented in STRUCTURE HARVESTER (Earl et al., 2012) was used to identify for 
each species the most probable number of genetic clusters for each species, with the graphical 
probabilistic assignment of individuals to clusters performed using the CLUMPAK pipeline 





Divergence time estimates 
Focusing on the major spatial breaks identified among the different species based on the 
phylogenetic tree and STRUCTURE analyses, we estimated divergence times of these breaks in 
each species separately using the composite-likelihood method FASTSIMCOAL2 (Excoffier and 
Foll, 2011; Excoffier et al., 2013) based on the folded joint Site Frequency Spectrum (SFS; i.e., 
for the minor allele since we do not have information from outgroups to obtain the derived state). 
In Bryconamericus the divergence time for one geographic break was also estimated after 
removing some individuals that showed evidence of gene flow based on the STRUCTURE 
analyses to check for potential biases in the divergence estimated (see results below). To avoid 
over-parameterization, and because in all other cases there was no obvious evidence of gene 
flow, we chose not to use a more complex model with additional migration parameters.  
To maximize the number of loci with no missing data per locus, a subset of 15 
individuals per locus was sampled from the reduced dataset using a custom script since SFS 
calculations require no missing data per locus; the script is available on GitHub: 
https://github.com/deathomaz and is modified from Papadopoulou and Knowles (2015). To 
improve the performance of parameter estimates from the SFS (following recommendations of 
the program; see Excoffier and Foll, 2011), we calculated an effective population size of one of 
the two populations (specifically, N1) directly from empirical data (i.e., specifically, from the 
nucleotide diversity (π) of fixed and variable sites). The remaining parameters (i.e., N2, ancestral 
population size NANC and divergence time TDIV) were estimated based on the SFS, with a 
mutation rate, µ, estimated from the size of a genome (see formula in Lynch, 2010), where a 
close relative to each species was used (see Table D.6 for details). A generation time of one year 
was used for all species, which is the common generation time in characids (Azevedo, 2010). 
FASTSIMCOAL2 runs were performed with 40 replicates for each group pair with 100,000 to 
250,000 simulations per likelihood estimation based upon a stopping criterion of 0.001, and 10 to 
40 expectation-conditional cycles (ECM). We performed 100 parametric bootstrap iterations by 
simulating SFS with the same characteristics from the best maximum likelihood estimate and re-
estimating the parameters with 40 runs for each one of the 100 simulated SFS, reporting here the 





Genetic diversity and population structure 
We obtained a total of 165 million to 325 million reads per species. After applying filters 
for missing data, genotyping rates ranged from 0.67 to 0.72 for the SNP dataset and from 0.85 to 
0.92 for the genomic dataset across species (see Table D.1 and D.2 for information per species 
and individuals). A total of 47 drainages (populations) were sampled across the four species, 
with an average of 23 drainages sampled per species (Table D.3). Species showed similar levels 
of genetic diversity (see Table D.4), with Bryconamericus showing the highest genetic diversities 
compared with somewhat lower diversities within M. microlepis and H. boulengeri. Genetic 
differentiation as measured by FST (Table D.5) tended to be high among drainages in all four 
species, ranging on average from 0.65 in M. microlepis to 0.7 in H. boulengeri. 
 There is a strong correspondence between geography and genetic differentiation in all 
four species. Specifically, a latitudinal pattern of relatedness is evident from the phylogenetic 
analyses (Figure V.2), except for a few geographically distant drainages in Bryconamericus that 
were closely related genetically. 
 Analyses of the full dataset in STRUCTURE identified K = 2 as the most probable value 
of K based on ΔK (Evanno et al., 2005) in three species (M. microlepis, Hollandichthys and 
Bryconamericus), and a K = 4 for H. boulengeri (Table V.1). These results, as with estimated 
phylogenetic trees, identified a geographic break in the center of the species distributions at the 
Paranaguá estuary (hereafter referred to as the central break). This central break is apparent in all 
four species, separating a northern and southern region in each species. This barrier seems to be 
permeable with some gene flow occurring between geographically distant populations of 
Bryconamericus, but not in the other species.  
 Subsequent STRUCTURE analyses performed in the northern and southern subgroups 
(except for H. boulengeri) to account for the hierarchical structure within populations identified 
K=2 as the most probable value of K for all subgroups in each species. In the northern portion of 
the distribution, two species have smaller distributional ranges (Hollandichthys and 
Bryconamericus). These results suggest that the geographic breaks for these species are unique 
(i.e., not shared among other species). For the two broadly distributed species M. microlepis and 
H. boulengeri, a common geographic break is observed above the mouth of the Paraíba do Sul 
River (hereafter referred to as the north break), suggesting isolation of the very northern 
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populations that is further supported by the absence of the other two taxa in this area. In the 
south sub-break (hereafter referred to as the south break), a common structure is identified 
between three out of the four species. While for H. boulengeri there is a major geographic break 
between the island population of Florianópolis (population 9) and the inland Itajaí (population 
12) basin, for all other species there is a sub-break between Araranguá (population 6) and D’Una 
(population 7) river basins - but for Bryconamericus it could be related to a sampling gap (Figure 
V.1). All these clusters are in agreement with the clades proposed in the phylogenetic trees. For 
H. boulengeri, we did not perform hierarchical STRUCTURE analysis because K = 4 was 
identified as the most probable value of K based on ΔK (Evanno et al., 2005). 
 
 
Figure V.2. Estimates of population relationships and genetic clusters in (A) M. microlepis, (B) H. boulengeri, (C) 
Hollandichthys, and (D) Bryconamericus, from SVDquartets and STRUCTURE analyses. Congruent patterns of 
divergence are emphasized by black circles with the letter corresponding to the geographic break (N = North, C = 
Central Paranaguá, S = South), which are also highlighted on the distributional maps (see colored dots in Figure 









































































































Table V.1. Results of hierarchical STRUCTURE analyses, with the full dataset (All) and the population subsets 
(North and South) for each species. For each analysis (i.e., row), the first and second most probable K-values 
identified using Evanno method are reported along with the correspondent ΔK. The total number of loci and 
individuals analyzed are given, as well as the total individual genotyping rate (Gen. rate). 
Taxa Level Loci Inds. Gen. rate K tested 1st K ΔK 2nd K ΔK 
M. microlepis All 1,800 113 0.79 10 2 9,054.0 4 20.0 
 
North 1,042 59 0.87 5 2 5,780.7 4 1,155.1 
 
South 1,441 54 0.88 5 2 2,110.3 3 2,078.7 
H. boulengeri All 6,129 134 0.86 10 4 34.3 2 3.0 
Hollandichthys All 6,902 142 0.87 5 2 19,511.8 3 5.9 
  South 6,335 59 0.87 5 2 12,095.1 3 885.9 
Bryconamericus  All 4,276 69 0.95 10 2 10,261.1 3 144.3 
 
South 4,180 28 0.95 5 2 3,331.4 3 998.2 
 
 
Divergence time estimates 
In order to determine if the same process was responsible for the spatial agreement 
between species for each one of the barriers identified above, divergence time estimates around 
each break were estimated for each species. Most point estimates among species and breaks were 
positioned in the Upper Pleistocene (<126 kya; Figure V.3 and Table D.6). However, there is 
high diversity between species divergence time estimations across each break. In general, it is 
possible to infer that each spatial break had processes that shaped the genetic structure of species 
in at least two different temporal events (Figure V.3) based on the distribution of the divergence 
time point estimates and the confidence intervals. In the central break of Paranaguá, 
Hollandichthys and Bryconamericus diverged at older times (>60 kya) while M. microlepis and 
H. boulengeri have much recent point estimates around the LGM (20-30 kya). We want to 
highlight that two divergence times were calculated for Bryconamericus given the possibility of 
gene flow demonstrated in the phylogeny and in the STRUCTURE analysis (e.g., population 12 
from the south is genetically related to the northern clade; Figure V.2). We ran one analysis with 
all populations and another (here called “No admixture”) removing individuals with a signal of 
admixture. Results from these two runs showed a difference in point estimates of 15 kya; 
however, this difference did not change qualitative interpretation about spatial congruence (see 
Figure V.3 and Table D.6). That is, despite the difference in divergence times including and 
excluding individuals that might be indicative of admixture, the estimated time is still in the 
distant past, indicating that there was no recent admixture event between northern and southern 
groups in this taxon. 
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 The northern break 
corresponds to two different 
divergence times for the two 
species whose distributions 
extend across the northern 
region. Specifically, an older 
divergence is observed in H. 
boulengeri (~135 kya), which 
is the oldest estimation 
among all comparisons, while 
for M. microlepis a more 
recent divergence was 
estimated (~25 kya), 
corresponding to the LGM. 
The south break presents the 
most recent divergence time 
estimates among all 
comparisons, which are ~7 
and 10 kya for M. microlepis 
and Hollandichthys, 
respectively. This geographic 
break has a deeper 
divergence in 
Bryconamericus (~75 kya; Figure V.3).  
 
Discussion 
Congruent genetic divergence patterns demonstrate that the effects of geographic barriers 
are not taxon-specific, but have a common effect across coastal freshwater fishes of Brazil. This 
finding indicates that regional patterns caused by Pleistocene climatic changes are not restricted, 
or unique, to terrestrial communities, even though this has received most of the attention in the 
area (Carnaval et al., 2009; Leite et al., 2016). Nevertheless, despite the spatial congruency 
Figure V.3. Divergence times and 95% confidence interval estimated 
with FASTSIMCOAL2 per species for each geographic break (i.e., 
North, Central and South) along the Brazilian coast with the estimation 
of sea level for the same time period (Miller et al., 2011). 
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observed among taxa that identify common geographic barriers structuring regional divergence 
patterns in the freshwater fishes, temporal congruence patterns varied across barriers. 
Specifically, divergence times dating mostly to the Upper Pleistocene implies there is high 
population turnover such that the older divergences may have been lost. Here we discuss the 
impacts of these findings in understanding divergence processes in coastal regions. In particular, 
we refer to the hypothesized role of paleodrainages themselves, and how our comparative data 
raises questions about the generalizability of this hypothesis. This includes a more nuanced 
approach for understand the role of barriers in structuring ichthyofauna communities.  
 
Divergence processes in coastal basins 
The ephemerality associated with coastal regions during the Pleistocene has been 
demonstrated mostly in terrestrial organisms and islands environments (Edwards et al., 2012; Ali 
and Aitchison, 2014; Papadopoulou and Knowles, 2015; Leite et al., 2016). However, the 
constraints imposed by riverine systems on their fauna (Thomaz et al., 2016) make freshwater 
fishes ideal organisms to evaluate the effect that dynamic environments, in this case coastal 
regions, have on genetic patterns.  
The strong spatial congruency at the regional level is observed in the entire community 
despite differential dispersal capabilities that each lineage present based on differences in their 
ecology. For example, among the set of taxa sampled here, M. microlepis is the most generalist 
species, being widely distributed in small to large streams and frequently associated with 
vegetation (Menezes and Weitzman, 2009), H. boulengeri lives in lowland areas (e.g., slow 
flowing streams and lakes; Carvalho, 2006), Hollandichthys is associated with small streams, 
slow flowing waters, and dense riparian vegetation (Bertaco and Malabarba, 2013), and 
Bryconamericus inhabits upper sections of fast flowing water of river and streams running over 
rocky substrate (Hirschmann et al., 2017). The lack of taxon-specific differences in the spatial 
pattern observed in genetic data reinforces the commonalities associated with riverine species 
such as strong genetic structure and relatively small population sizes (Tedesco et al., 2012) as a 
consequence of the constraint imposed by riverine environments.  
The strong spatial congruence in divergence patterns across species suggests that abiotic 
factors supersede any taxon-specific differences in their ecologies that might make some barriers 
more or less effective. However, caution is warranted given the scale of the barriers studied here. 
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Specifically, congruence in this case was observed at the regional level. We cannot rule out that 
connectivity patterns might vary in a species-specific manner at a more local scale (see 
Papadopoulou et al., 2015; Massatti and Knowles, 2016; Papadopoulou and Knowles, 2016). 
Moreover, for riverine fishes, there is contrasting evidence regarding the structuring of genetic 
divergence at smaller scales, such as between paleodrainages, which might be indicative of 
taxon-specific effects of barriers (Chakona et al., 2013; de Bruyn et al., 2013; Tscha et al., 2017; 
although see Thomaz et al. 2015; Thomaz et al., in review). 
Moreover, with at least three different divergences times estimated for the geographic 
breaks, the hypothesis of paleodrainages driving regional divergence through sea-level changes 
is not clear (Thomaz et al., 2015). The older (~135ka) and younger divergences (<25ka) match 
mostly with periods of sea level uplift, while the 60-70ka divergences, mostly in the central 
break, occurred in a period of several fluctuations (Figure V.3). Although sea level changes 
during Pleistocene may have structured some of these groups, we cannot clearly assign all events 
to a vicariant model that establishes formation of genetic breaks during transgression periods. 
Based on this evidence it is possible that paleodrainages structure genetic patterns to a subset of 
taxa (i.e., Hollandichthys; Thomaz et al., in review), but not for the entire community. This 
conclusion is general robust to errors in divergence time estimates (e.g., those associated with 
biases related to mutation rate) given that the timing of divergence differed among barriers 
within a species, in addition to across species for any specific barrier (Fig. V.3). 
There some partial temporal congruence observed here across taxa and barriers. This 
agrees with previous reports in a handful of comparative studies with a diverse set of animals in 
island-like environments that have been suggested to reflect differences in temporal co-
diversification as a function of environmental stability (e.g., unstable coastal areas or stable 
inland; Papadopoulou and Knowles, 2016; Shaw and Gillespie 2017). For example, the species 
that inhabits the lower portion of rivers, H. boulengeri, and the habitat generalist, M. microlepis, 
are in environments that may promote higher dispersal opportunities and are also the species 
with wider distributions (Figure V.1). Both species have relatively young divergence times 
(except by H. boulengeri at the north break), whereas the species inhabiting the upper river 
portions and/or are habitat specialists (i.e., Hollandichthys) are characterized primarily by older 
divergence times of 60-70 ky. Whether these ecological differences may be linked causally to the 
postulated high lineage turnover that would result in recent (as opposed to older) divergence time 
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estimates is intriguing, but will require further work. Specifically, it may be suggestive of 
differences in temporal stability of populations. Alternatively, it might reflect general difference 
in connectivity as a function of dispersal propensities. For example, the generalist species M. 
microlepis, as well as taxa in the lower portion of rivers like H. boulengeri, may move readily 
among temporally accessible connections among drainages, and hence exhibit relatively recent 
divergence times dating to around the LGM. In contrast, these temporary coastal connections 
may be less accessible to the taxa inhabiting upper river portions or have more restrictive 
movement as a function of habitat specialization. 
The high levels of endemism observed in the area (up to 94% according to Bizerril, 
1994), along with several species with small and disjunct distribution and some areas presenting 
depauperate ichthyofauna (Ribeiro, 2006) give support for the spatial species/populations 
turnover in this coastal area, to the extent that diversification processes are tied to the cycles of 
isolation and connection that characterizes the coastal region. The high levels of genetic 
differentiation observed within taxa support such a mechanism (Knowles and Alvarado-Serrano, 
2010). Moreover, the timing of divergences estimated here suggests that these recent 
demographic processes could play a role in promoting differentiation in the coastal region. This 
contrasts with previous studies that have proposed diversification as result of geographic events 
during Miocene-Pliocene time period in this region (Roxo et al., 2012; Roxo et al., 2014). 
Hence, this evidence indicates a complex history of the ichthyofauna in the region is likely 
framed by processes that occurred millions of years ago, but it may also be impacted by the 
Pleistocene climatic changes.  
 
Relationship to diversity patterns of ichthyofauna along the Brazilian coastal basins 
Previous evaluations of scenarios and population genetics studies provide supporting 
evidence for some of common geographic breaks found for fishes in the Brazilian coastal basins 
(Pereira et al., 2013; Thomaz et a., 2015; Tschá et al, 2017). For example, the north break 
matches with the transition between haplogroups for a widespread species (Hoplias malabaricus; 
Pereira et al., 2013), indicating that this geographic break may be recovered in other species 
besides the ones studied here. Furthermore, the south and north breaks correspond to the 
boundary between freshwater ecoregions (Abell et al., 2008) providing evidence that genetic 
differentiation within widespread species may be associated with faunal turnover. Hence, 23 
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species are reported to be endemic to the southern portion of this south geographic break (e.g., 
Diapoma itaimbe, Mimagoniates rheocharis, Pareiorhaphis nudulus, Jenynsia unitaenia and 
Ituglanis boitata; Ferrer et al., 2015), including Hollandichthys taramandahy and 
Bryconamericus lethostigmus sampled here. This southern break is congruent with the limit 
between two paleodrainages reconstructed in Thomaz et al. (2015). Northern and southern 
breaks are located at previously suggested geographic barriers promoting divergence associated 
with geological structures on the Brazilian coast, such as the Serra do Tabuleiro that is a 
prominent mountain chain that extends eastward (south break), and the Cabo Frio Magmatic 
Lineament, which is a region characterized by mountainous relief of granite-gneiss crystalline 
basement (north Break; Villwock et al., 2005; Pereira et al., 2013). In contrast with these two 
geographic breaks, the central (Paranaguá) break, has received less attention. This could be an 
artifact of the few population level studies we have available for the area. For example recent 
study, has also found evidence of this central break based on high FST-values for three freshwater 
species of fishes (Tschá et al., 2017), indicating recent genetic differentiation in populations 
around the Paranaguá estuary, despite shared mtDNA haplotypes.  
Besides geographic breaks along the coast, river captures between coastal and inland 
drainages are known to have occurred during the Oligocene and Neogene (i.e., Paraíba do Sul 
with Upper Tietê river capture; Malabarba, 1998) and are largely used to explain species 
presence in both areas (Ribeiro, 2006; Ribeiro et al., 2006; Menezes et al., 2008, but see Buckup 
2011). Here, three of the four groups (all except Bryconamericus) are present in at least one 
inland basin. The inland basins are Iguaçu (population 20), Paranapanema (population 21) and 
Upper Tietê (population 28). In all cases, these inland populations are closely related to coastal 
drainages, indicating extremely recent events of river captures. These recent stream capture 
events are thought to be result of recent tectonic activity on geological faults and generally 
hypothesized to have a direction from inland towards coastal basins, in favor of altitudinal 
gradient (Ribeiro 2006; Ribeiro et al., 2006; Torres and Ribeiro, 2009). Our results suggest an 
opposite migration direction from coastal to inland basin, against an altitudinal gradient. 
Since we have the presence of populations and species within the taxonomic groups 
studied here, it allows us to comment on the agreement between morphological species 
assignment and genetic data (Huang and Knowles, 2016). To demonstrate, the older and one of 
the youngest divergence estimates (i.e., H. boulengeri at the north break and Hollandichthys in 
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the south break, respectively; Figure V.3) matches with the limits of putative new species 
(Carvalho, 2006; Bertaco et al., 2013). On the contrary, in the central Paranaguá break all 
divergences are currently between populations. These results indicate the lack of an agreement 
between taxonomic status and genetic divergence. Two potential reasons may contribute to this 
mismatch: (i) some degree of arbitrariness associated with the taxonomic level designation, 
which is often based on morphology only (Huang and Knowles, 2016), or (ii) that the taxa 
sampled here are a good example of the diversification mosaic, with different lineages presenting 
distinguish speciation duration and conversion rates (Dynesius and Jansson, 2013). The latter is 
especially true given the recency of our divergence estimations, with divergence processes 
resulting in population structure or speciation (Sukumaran and Knowles, 2017), and 
demonstrates that Pleistocene divergence is not solely responsible for population diversification 
but is also responsible for species richness in this area. 
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Supplementary material from chapter V 
 
Table D.1. Sampling and genomic sequences pre- and post-processing in STACKS per species for each individual: 
(a) M. microlepis, (B) H. boulengeri, (c) Hollandichthys and (d) Bryconamericus. Populations are organized from 
the southern most to the northern most population. * marks individuals removed from the analysis because of poor 
sequence quality or large numbers of missing loci. 
 
(a) M. microlepis 





Maquiné UFRGS 20507/TEC 5765F -50.20956 -29.65217 2859537 2825580 76.5 (±218.6) 
Maquiné UFRGS 20508/TEC 5766C -50.28592 -29.56717 2995427 2958723 63.1 (±249) 
Maquiné UFRGS 20508/TEC 5766F -50.28592 -29.56717 2910662 2880899 68.5 (±247) 
Maquiné UFRGS 20509/TEC 5767C -50.24617 -29.53839 3219550 3179406 59.1 (±188) 
Maquiné UFRGS 20509/TEC 5767D -50.24617 -29.53839 2842865 2816537 66.1 (±166.2) 
Três Forquilhas UFRGS 16544/TEC 2877C -50.12278 -29.45500 2697645 2656104 59 (±185.6) 
Três Forquilhas UFRGS 20511/TEC 5769H -50.11389 -29.53925 2670490 2641787 54.9 (±172.5) 
Três Forquilhas UFRGS 20514/TEC 5772C -50.09222 -29.51208 2357245 2317969 47.7 (±142.9) 
Três Forquilhas UFRGS 20514/TEC 5772E -50.09222 -29.51208 2549843 2519964 56 (±243.7) 
Três Forquilhas UFRGS 20514/TEC 5772F -50.09222 -29.51208 2470543 2444984 53.9 (±167.2) 
Mampituba UFRGS 20518/TEC 5776D -49.93492 -29.31067 2173708 2146723 58.2 (±283.8) 
Mampituba UFRGS 20518/TEC 5776E -49.93492 -29.31067 2152717 2130222 55.3 (±163.4) 
Mampituba UFRGS 20520/TEC 5778E -50.01664 -29.23361 1976335 1957299 54.7 (±161.6) 
Mampituba UFRGS 20520/TEC 5778G -50.01664 -29.23361 3283563 3254724 75.8 (±457.8) 
Mampituba UFRGS 20522/TEC 5780D -49.81936 -29.07864 1898043 1873146 48.5 (±170.2) 
Ararangua UFRGS 16613/TEC 2941A -49.26544 -28.84219 2032225 1973088 42.8 (±150) 
Ararangua UFRGS 16613/TEC 2941B -49.26544 -28.84219 2730519 2698593 57.8 (±198.5) 
Ararangua UFRGS 20521/TEC 5779A -49.77783 -28.99994 3274240 3240545 64.6 (±215.7) 
Ararangua UFRGS 20521/TEC 5779B -49.77783 -28.99994 2564370 2539369 60.7 (±247.2) 
D'Una MCP 28743/A -48.78861 -28.19972 1433083 1411758 44.6 (±90.1) 
D'Una MCP 28743/B -48.78861 -28.19972 1408790 1391503 45 (±91.8) 
D'Una UFRGS 20500/TEC 5758A -48.76217 -28.20914 700228 691552 23.7 (±89.4) 
D'Una UFRGS 20500/TEC 5758B -48.76217 -28.20914 372905 366915 14.8 (±64) 
Cubatão Sul UFRGS 20444/TEC 5703A -48.72703 -27.69833 985484 969321 30 (±86.5) 
Cubatão Sul UFRGS 20444/TEC 5703B -48.72703 -27.69833 1264009 1253165 38.1 (±124.9) 
Cubatão Sul UFRGS 20444/TEC 5703C -48.72703 -27.69833 1266391 1251242 38.4 (±127.7) 
Cubatão Sul UFRGS 20444/TEC 5703D -48.72703 -27.69833 1077564 1063978 35 (±122.1) 
Biguaçu UFRGS 20451/TEC 5709A -48.78250 -27.49544 726571 714905 25.1 (±65.2) 
Biguaçu UFRGS 20451/TEC 5709B -48.78250 -27.49544 1535032 1515730 41.4 (±107.4) 
Biguaçu UFRGS 20453/TEC 5711A -48.78639 -27.49250 2002923 1980246 52.7 (±180) 
Biguaçu UFRGS 20453/TEC 5711B -48.78639 -27.49250 1748684 1726628 46.6 (±154.1) 
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Tijucas UFRGS 20456/TEC 5714 -48.72239 -27.28267 1883904 1859687 57.9 (±163.5) 
Tijucas UFRGS 20457/TEC 5715 -48.98083 -27.43361 450039 442053 16.9 (±44.4) 
Tijucas UFRGS 20458/TEC 5716 -48.97417 -27.29444 1488172 1470200 42 (±137.2) 
Tijucas UFRGS 18498/TEC 3879 -48.82083 -27.26667 1155380 1138042 34.2 (±188.8) 
Itajaí UFRGS 18598/TEC 3891 -48.94769 -27.19461 2059760 2035570 46.9 (±149.9) 
Itajaí* UFRGS 20464/TEC 5722 -48.71486 -26.99508 2342550 1230770 33.9 (±68.1) 
Itajaí UFRGS 18601/TEC 3894A -48.71444 -27.00694 1315012 1277632 33.5 (±176.4) 
Itajaí UFRGS 18601/TEC 3894B -48.71444 -27.00694 2708215 2675608 55.3 (±155.2) 
São Francisco do Sul MCP 31800/A -48.65111 -26.32667 1518743 1500492 42.5 (±65.8) 
São Francisco do Sul MCP 31800/B -48.65111 -26.32667 1341107 1323749 40 (±64) 
São Francisco do Sul UFRGS 10697/TEC 134 -48.58917 -26.29306 1948766 1904294 46.3 (±104.7) 
Saí-Mirim UFRGS 20473/TEC 5731A -48.63267 -26.08328 1320046 1304121 28.6 (±62) 
Saí-Mirim UFRGS 20473/TEC 5731B -48.63267 -26.08328 2375129 2341127 50.8 (±124.8) 
Guaratuba UFRGS 14580/TEC 476A -48.70000 -25.95944 2452671 2425735 68.6 (±123.1) 
Guaratuba UFRGS 14580/TEC 476B -48.70000 -25.95944 1606961 1585520 51.7 (±83.8) 
Guaratuba UFRGS 18638/TEC 3944 -48.83589 -25.97833 2391122 2363516 47.5 (±115.3) 
Guaratuba UFRGS 18650/TEC 3956 -48.83472 -25.97472 2422777 2389807 56.8 (±326.9) 
Guaraguaçu UFRGS 18592/TEC 3874 -48.59361 -25.72639 1849381 1827440 59.8 (±152.0) 
Guaraguaçu UFRGS 18506/TEC 3968 -48.59028 -25.73917 3230690 3197946 35.4 (±61.8) 
Iguaçu* UFRGS 12859/TEC 1569 -49.79194 -25.69944 120845 99782 7.1 (±13.2) 
Iguaçu UFRGS 12872/TEC 1582 -49.77139 -25.72361 1504811 1484685 45.5 (±72.5) 
Iguaçu* UFRGS 12874/TEC 1584 -50.07333 -26.33722 4895 3371 7.3 (±5) 
Iguaçu UFRGS 12878/TEC 1588 -49.88639 -25.54389 1167724 1151084 32 (±98.6) 
Paranapanema UFRGS 12862/TEC 1572A -50.38639 -25.07333 880308 872109 26.4 (±45.4) 
Paranapanema UFRGS 12862/TEC 1572B -50.38639 -25.07333 1308867 1282801 32.7 (±76.2) 
Paranapanema UFRGS 12862/TEC 1572C -50.38639 -25.07333 1434937 1414982 36 (±72.9) 
Paranaguá UFRGS 18663/TEC 3979 -48.83472 -25.45806 1541078 1523201 35.4 (±61.8) 
Paranaguá* MCP 31816 -48.77472 -25.34139 1377439 1361490 38.7 (±63.1) 
Paranaguá MCP 31813 -48.87472 -25.42222 1925707 1895774 42.3 (±94.6) 
Paranaguá UFRGS 14708/TEC 780 -48.74503 -25.30958 1564502 1539504 36.4 (±56) 
Guaraqueçaba UFRGS 14698/TEC 757A -48.45008 -25.22019 1746477 1730928 50.4 (±113.7) 
Guaraqueçaba UFRGS 14698/TEC 757B -48.45008 -25.22019 1909453 1888327 50.6 (±131.1) 
Guaraqueçaba UFRGS 14702/TEC 767A -48.40778 -25.18111 2077321 2051600 44.6 (±68.5) 
Guaraqueçaba UFRGS 14702/TEC 767B -48.40778 -25.18111 2179690 1387017 32.8 (±49.6) 
Ribeira de Iguape MCP 31804 -48.61083 -24.60306 1363858 813391 22.5 (±46) 
Ribeira de Iguape UFRGS 18680/TEC 4320 -48.29333 -24.64306 1939279 1917803 43.9 (±108.9) 
Ribeira de Iguape MCP 31836 -48.09639 -24.54861 1239882 1225970 34.1 (±116.2) 
Ribeira de Iguape UFRGS 20481/TEC 5739 -47.89050 -24.69406 2187236 2153954 54.1 (±212.5) 
Ribeira de Iguape UFRGS 12422/TEC 807 -47.42639 -24.66139 3036692 3005245 62.6 (±291.2) 
Ribeira de Iguape UFRGS 18681/TEC 4324 -47.85361 -24.31611 1011939 997781 25.4 (±46.9) 
Ribeira de Iguape UFRGS 20483/TEC 5741 -47.62014 -24.25333 1762463 1738957 39.7 (±72.1) 
Ribeira de Iguape UFRGS 20485/TEC 5743 -47.61583 -24.33361 1993479 1969625 49.3 (±162.4) 
Guarau UFRGS 18716/TEC 4366A -47.06722 -24.37472 2263364 2237431 51.3 (±120.7) 
Guarau UFRGS 18716/TEC 4366B -47.06722 -24.37472 1799823 1780539 45.9 (±104.2) 
Itanhaém UFRGS 18711/TEC 4361 -46.99111 -24.24167 1045456 1031341 27.4 (±57.9) 
Itanhaém UFRGS 18703/TEC 4353 -47.00500 -24.18333 1272908 1252251 31.5 (±59.1) 
Itanhaém UFRGS 20490/TEC 5748 -46.72389 -24.11036 2657668 2623908 57.8 (±173) 
Santos MCP 31806/A -46.33528 -23.85139 1276996 1253657 30 (±71.6) 
Santos MCP 31806/B -46.33528 -23.85139 953269 935027 30.1 (±60) 
Santos UFRGS 20492/TEC 5750A -46.19472 -23.88000 1487001 1465111 36.7 (±65.1) 
Santos UFRGS 20492/TEC 5750B -46.19472 -23.88000 1101112 1073421 28.4 (±45.6) 
Bertioga UFRGS 20494/TEC 5752A -45.81733 -23.74300 1518547 1497150 36.2 (±125.4) 
Bertioga UFRGS 20494/TEC 5752B -45.81733 -23.74300 1743256 1724231 39.5 (±64.5) 
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Bertioga UFRGS 20494/TEC 5752C -45.81733 -23.74300 2199766 2172383 46.1 (±72.2) 
Bertioga UFRGS 20494/TEC 5752D -45.81733 -23.74300 1277157 1264328 30.7 (±46.9) 
Ubatuba UFRGS 18770/TEC 4412A -45.11333 -23.41333 1664401 1645904 39.1 (±84.3) 
Ubatuba UFRGS 18770/TEC 4412B -45.11333 -23.41333 559203 550934 51.9 (±140) 
Ubatuba UFRGS 14770/TEC 862A -45.05917 -23.40917 1379008 1343594 38.7 (±74.4) 
Ubatuba UFRGS 14770/TEC 862B -45.05917 -23.40917 2524168 2489353 17.2 (±28.7) 
Picinguaba UFRGS 18776/TEC 4418 -44.88056 -23.31250 909183 899293 25.6 (±45.2) 
Picinguaba* UFRGS 12895/TEC 902 -44.87000 -23.35000 1681322 1665167 53.4 (±231.3) 
Picinguaba UFRGS 14775/TEC 869 -44.85333 -23.35222 2276504 2249902 50.6 (±111.2) 
Picinguaba UFRGS 18779/TEC 4421 -44.85122 -23.35014 844079 823133 24 (±34.4) 
Jaceruba UFRGS 18808/TEC 4444 -43.56889 -22.60889 980957 961999 25.4 (±44.8) 
Guapimirim UFRGS 18850/TEC 4480 -42.89861 -22.51778 1288668 1276028 31.7 (±48.9) 
Macacu UFRGS 18833/TEC 4464 -42.64850 -22.45106 639440 632018 18.4 (±28.7) 
Macacu UFRGS 18846/TEC 4476 -42.65722 -22.47889 1709758 1687195 39.3 (±65.2) 
Paraíba do Sul UFRGS 18818/TEC 4453A -42.86997 -22.30334 1121087 1107832 30.9 (±56.7) 
Paraíba do Sul UFRGS 18818/TEC 4453B -42.86997 -22.30334 946412 929782 26.9 (±54.3) 
Paraíba do Sul UFRGS 18818/TEC 4453C -42.86997 -22.30334 1649489 1621937 34.6 (±71.1) 
Paraíba do Sul UFRGS 18818/TEC 4453D -42.86997 -22.30334 559019 548959 18 (±32.3) 
Barra do Riacho UFRGS 18968/TEC 4575A -40.16550 -19.78003 1752270 1730773 47 (±76) 
Barra do Riacho UFRGS 18968/TEC 4575B -40.16550 -19.78003 1254498 1228029 32 (±50.7) 
Barra do Riacho UFRGS 18968/TEC 4575C -40.16550 -19.78003 1926531 1897578 47 (±80.4) 
Barra do Riacho UFRGS 18968/TEC 4575D -40.16550 -19.78003 1805245 1786162 46.5 (±79.4) 
Barra Seca UFRGS 14813/TEC 926A -39.84083 -18.93694 1626063 1600532 45.9 (±86.8) 
Barra Seca UFRGS 14813/TEC 926B -39.84083 -18.93694 1624248 1606357 46.2 (±89) 
Barra Seca UFRGS 11102/TEC 931A -39.89806 -18.89750 1982433 1959121 46.5 (±88.4) 
Barra Seca UFRGS 11102/TEC 931B -39.89806 -18.89750 1319481 1294005 35.2 (±62.7) 
Itaunas UFRGS 19022/TEC 4622A -39.79444 -18.29639 1089820 1075159 31.3 (±53.8) 
Itaunas UFRGS 19022/TEC 4622B -39.79444 -18.29639 1817530 1796595 44.2 (±90.3) 
Itaunas UFRGS 19028/TEC 4626A -39.91917 -18.30778 1163679 1144700 34.7 (±60.8) 
Itaunas UFRGS 19028/TEC 4626B -39.91917 -18.30778 1846484 1823780 47.6 (±80.8) 
Caravelas UFRGS 14823/TEC 941A -39.44833 -17.67889 2226359 2200474 54.9 (±110) 
Caravelas UFRGS 14823/TEC 941B -39.44833 -17.67889 1661928 1639185 39.7 (±70.7) 
Caravelas UFRGS 14823/TEC 941C -39.44833 -17.67889 1333590 1319162 36.5 (±63.3) 
Caravelas UFRGS 14823/TEC 941D -39.44833 -17.67889 2545746 2499483 54.3 (±107.5) 
 
(b) H. boulengeri 






Patos UFRGS 12518/TEC 1336A -51.295556 -31.603333 1847673 1788023 42 (±41.3) 
Patos UFRGS 12518/TEC 1336B -51.295556 -31.603333 1277945 1238633 34.2 (±33.1) 
Patos UFRGS 12518/TEC 1336C -51.295556 -31.603333 3683342 3527546 64.2 (±86.7) 
Patos UFRGS 12527/TEC 1345A -52.133056 -31.382500 1165996 1131511 31 (±29.4) 
Patos UFRGS 12527/TEC 1345B -52.133056 -31.382500 3261960 3193781 57.8 (±70.6) 
Patos UFRGS 12527/TEC 1345C -52.133056 -31.382500 2673491 2625853 57.4 (±67) 
Patos UFRGS 12528/TEC 1346A -51.513889 -30.556389 1584103 1538907 36.8 (±39.6) 
Patos UFRGS 12528/TEC 1346B -51.513889 -30.556389 2987324 2928618 42.7 (±60.3) 
Patos UFRGS 15546/TEC 1950A -50.849889 -30.095694 1082592 1044864 28.9 (±25) 
Patos UFRGS 15546/TEC 1950B -50.849889 -30.095694 1068606 1036985 30.5 (±29.1) 
Patos UFRGS 15546/TEC 1950C -50.849889 -30.095694 1389194 1358850 35.1 (±35) 
Patos UFRGS 15546/TEC 1950D -50.849889 -30.095694 1848274 1810718 47.8 (±52.2) 
Patos UFRGS 12454/TEC 698 -52.536333 -30.211944 1918460 1852380 42.7 (±46.3) 
Tramandaí UFRGS 19203/TEC 4898 -50.442494 -30.535433 886449 857102 25.3 (±21.4) 
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Tramandaí UFRGS 19201/TEC 4896A -50.294433 -30.213375 1525371 1475527 35.1 (±37.9) 
Tramandaí UFRGS 19201/TEC 4896B -50.294433 -30.213375 1364819 1321166 34.4 (±36.3) 
Tramandaí UFRGS 19201/TEC 4896C -50.294433 -30.213375 1895721 1833593 40.7 (±49.8) 
Tramandaí UFRGS 19201/TEC 4896D -50.294433 -30.213375 558082 547335 19.8 (±18) 
Tramandaí UFRGS 19201/TEC 4896E -50.294433 -30.213375 3426471 3339351 65.4 (±88.4) 
Tramandaí UFRGS 19201/TEC 4896F -50.294433 -30.213375 1470285 1437608 39.7 (±44.2) 
Três Forquilhas UFRGS 19131/TEC 4850A -49.968041 -29.613938 1833999 1772018 39.6 (±45.9) 
Três Forquilhas UFRGS 19131/TEC 4850B -49.968041 -29.613938 1287638 1261596 33.9 (±37.9) 
Três Forquilhas UFRGS 19131/TEC 4850C -49.968041 -29.613938 2382929 2333741 53.4 (±71.9) 
D'Una MCP 28748/- -48.679167 -28.080833 1195766 1158358 32 (±29.6) 
Cubatão Sul UFRGS 20443/TEC 5702 -48.727028 -27.698333 1907120 1879187 18.5 (±25.9) 
Florianópolis UFRGS 20498/TEC 5756A -48.518750 -27.685250 1240256 1197094 33.4 (±32.6) 
Florianópolis UFRGS 20498/TEC 5756B -48.518750 -27.685250 542035 522700 18.2 (±13.8) 
Florianópolis UFRGS 20498/TEC 5756C -48.518750 -27.685250 567089 548360 19.4 (±15.8) 
Florianópolis UFRGS 20498/TEC 5756D -48.518750 -27.685250 644879 624246 21.2 (±17.5) 
Florianópolis UFRGS 20498/TEC 5756E -48.518750 -27.685250 1970387 1935240 54.2 (±57.3) 
Florianópolis UFRGS 20498/TEC 5756F -48.518750 -27.685250 1842212 1803438 48.5 (±51.8) 
Florianópolis UFRGS 20498/TEC 5756G -48.518750 -27.685250 1210673 1184078 38.7 (±37.9) 
Florianópolis UFRGS 20498/TEC 5756H -48.518750 -27.685250 2147120 2104987 55.8 (±63) 
Itajaí UFRGS 18609/TEC 3902 -48.714444 -27.006944 690013 667119 20.3 (±15.1) 
Itapocu UFRGS 18616/TEC 3909A -48.848611 -26.443056 880315 853196 23.9 (±20.9) 
Itapocu UFRGS 18616/TEC 3909B -48.848611 -26.443056 957989 929415 25.1 (±22) 
Itapocu UFRGS 18616/TEC 3909C -48.848611 -26.443056 1116077 1073124 28 (±23.9) 
Itapocu UFRGS 18616/TEC 3909D -48.848611 -26.443056 747371 723963 20.8 (±16.7) 
Itapocu UFRGS 18616/TEC 3909E -48.848611 -26.443056 1065569 1042031 27.4 (±24.6) 
Itapocu UFRGS 18616/TEC 3909F -48.848611 -26.443056 802157 783185 23.6 (±18.3) 
Itapocu UFRGS 18616/TEC 3909G -48.848611 -26.443056 1380793 1356729 38 (±33.6) 
Itapocu UFRGS 18616/TEC 3909H -48.848611 -26.443056 830935 812535 24.4 (±19.9) 
Itapocu UFRGS 18613/TEC 3906A -48.726500 -26.383139 907116 882078 24 (±20.5) 
Itapocu UFRGS 18613/TEC 3906B -48.726500 -26.383139 423667 415579 15.3 (±10.7) 
Sao Francisco do Sul UFRGS 10571/TEC 0126A -48.589167 -26.293056 890002 864059 25.3 (±19.9) 
Sao Francisco do Sul UFRGS 10571/TEC 0126B -48.589167 -26.293056 1349021 1305196 32.2 (±28.5) 
Sao Francisco do Sul UFRGS 10571/TEC 0126C -48.589167 -26.293056 989664 973667 28.6 (±24.6) 
Sao Francisco do Sul UFRGS 10571/TEC 0126D -48.589167 -26.293056 3678677 3625315 76.4 (±95) 
Sao Francisco do Sul UFRGS 10563/TEC 0120A -48.588611 -26.286667 1232286 1195594 31 (±28.5) 
Sao Francisco do Sul UFRGS 10563/TEC 0120B -48.588611 -26.286667 1156274 1120625 30.3 (±25.8) 
Sao Francisco do Sul UFRGS 10563/TEC 0120C -48.588611 -26.286667 2060354 2017742 49.7 (±50.5) 
Sao Francisco do Sul UFRGS 10563/TEC 0120D -48.588611 -26.286667 1931096 1894277 49.9 (±50.1) 
Saí-Mirim UFRGS 20472/TEC 5730A -48.632667 -26.083278 928179 901751 26.4 (±22.9) 
Saí-Mirim UFRGS 20472/TEC 5730B -48.632667 -26.083278 1057938 1016252 27.8 (±24.6) 
Saí-Mirim UFRGS 20472/TEC 5730C -48.632667 -26.083278 550306 533183 18.3 (±13.6) 
Saí-Mirim UFRGS 20472/TEC 5730D -48.632667 -26.083278 1491290 1442995 36.8 (±35.7) 
Saí-Mirim UFRGS 20472/TEC 5730E -48.632667 -26.083278 2205001 2175225 59.5 (±60.9) 
Saí-Mirim UFRGS 20472/TEC 5730F -48.632667 -26.083278 1638328 1618616 48.2 (±47.1) 
Saí-Mirim UFRGS 20472/TEC 5730G -48.632667 -26.083278 1363790 1341654 41.1 (±38.9) 
Saí-Mirim UFRGS 20472/TEC 5730H -48.632667 -26.083278 1092912 1071841 34.4 (±28.2) 
Sai-Guaçu UFRGS 20529/TEC 5787A -48.604333 -25.963167 1416489 1363476 35.8 (±34.9) 
Sai-Guaçu UFRGS 20529/TEC 5787C -48.604333 -25.963167 1631849 1580518 39.2 (±37.6) 
Sai-Guaçu UFRGS 20529/TEC 5787D -48.604333 -25.963167 1808793 1750390 42.1 (±43.3) 
Sai-Guaçu UFRGS 20529/TEC 5787E -48.604333 -25.963167 2222668 2177970 52.7 (±59.3) 
Sai-Guaçu UFRGS 20529/TEC 5787F -48.604333 -25.963167 2043184 2000026 53.3 (±56.9) 
Sai-Guaçu UFRGS 20529/TEC 5787G -48.604333 -25.963167 2349755 2299787 56.7 (±63.7) 
Sai-Guaçu UFRGS 20529/TEC 5787H -48.604333 -25.963167 2229059 2181937 53.6 (±59.6) 
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Sai-Guaçu UFRGS 20529/TEC 5787J -48.604333 -25.963167 2242437 2166865 45.7 (±51.4) 
Guaratuba UFRGS 18643/TEC 3949 -48.834722 -25.974722 1721277 1669595 40.8 (±40.3) 
Guaratuba UFRGS 13825/TEC 108 -48.728056 -25.923889 590609 576956 20.8 (±16.1) 
Guaratuba UFRGS 10562/TEC 0110 -48.586111 -25.906667 1855602 1798195 40.4 (±40.6) 
Iguaçu UFRGS 12875/TEC 1585A -50.073333 -26.337222 1239601 1203290 30.3 (±25.7) 
Iguaçu UFRGS 12875/TEC 1585B -50.073333 -26.337222 689033 670158 20.2 (±15.4) 
Iguaçu UFRGS 12875/TEC 1585C -50.073333 -26.337222 1043123 1013865 27.4 (±23.7) 
Iguaçu UFRGS 12875/TEC 1585D -50.073333 -26.337222 590078 573422 20 (±14.4) 
Iguaçu UFRGS 12875/TEC 1585E -50.073333 -26.337222 1139137 1112616 32.9 (±26.6) 
Iguaçu UFRGS 12875/TEC 1585F -50.073333 -26.337222 1411411 1384906 37 (±32.8) 
Iguaçu UFRGS 12875/TEC 1585G -50.073333 -26.337222 2057434 2017790 49.9 (±49.9) 
Paranaguá UFRGS 12444/TEC 719A -48.659778 -25.314806 1479810 1434631 36.5 (±32.1) 
Paranaguá UFRGS 12444/TEC 719B -48.659778 -25.314806 901025 880570 28.6 (±21.6) 
Paranaguá UFRGS 12444/TEC 719C -48.659778 -25.314806 1859826 1823965 49.7 (±44.9) 
Ribeira de Iguape UFRGS 14713/TEC 796A -47.780750 -24.789500 1311412 1268394 31.4 (±28.6) 
Ribeira de Iguape UFRGS 14713/TEC 796B -47.780750 -24.789500 2772614 2722505 60.8 (±72.5) 
Ribeira de Iguape UFRGS 12378/TEC 798 -47.598611 -24.730000 599369 578393 17.7 (±14.4) 
Ribeira de Iguape* UFRGS 12420/TEC 792 -47.890278 -24.694167 216428 210442 9.9 (±6.9) 
Ribeira de Iguape UFRGS 20480/TEC 5738 -47.890500 -24.694056 1536032 1480825 33.2 (±34.7) 
Ribeira de Iguape UFRGS 14724/TEC 814 -47.426389 -24.661389 1874361 1827227 44.8 (±48.4) 
Ribeira de Iguape UFRGS 12397/TEC 735 -47.532833 -24.078028 1422585 1378170 34.1 (±32.9) 
Ribeira de Iguape UFRGS 18690/TEC 4334A -47.744167 -24.283611 1406567 1360579 34.1 (±32.6) 
Ribeira de Iguape UFRGS 18690/TEC 4334B -47.744167 -24.283611 2104860 2047396 48 (±53.8) 
Ribeira de Iguape UFRGS 18690/TEC 4334C -47.744167 -24.283611 1308497 1277420 35.2 (±33.9) 
Itanhaém UFRGS 18712/TEC 4362A -46.991111 -24.241667 899229 870778 24.3 (±18.6) 
Itanhaém UFRGS 18712/TEC 4362B -46.991111 -24.241667 1233645 1194107 30.4 (±26.4) 
Itanhaém UFRGS 18712/TEC 4362C -46.991111 -24.241667 892012 871549 27.6 (±23.2) 
Itanhaém UFRGS 20487/TEC 5745A -46.923611 -24.177472 1469953 1423861 34.7 (±31.1) 
Itanhaém UFRGS 20487/TEC 5745B -46.923611 -24.177472 3345766 3274386 62.2 (±81.9) 
Itanhaém UFRGS 20487/TEC 5745C -46.923611 -24.177472 3223135 3153918 60.9 (±78.3) 
Itanhaém* MCP 31741/- -46.732778 -24.116944 1093267 626572 12.7 (±48.8) 
Itanhaém UFRGS 20489/TEC 5747A -46.723889 -24.110361 1307613 1264536 32.5 (±28.2) 
Itanhaém UFRGS 20489/TEC 5747B -46.723889 -24.110361 1393500 1347426 34.2 (±30.6) 
Itanhaém UFRGS 20489/TEC 5747C -46.723889 -24.110361 4076021 3989460 69.1 (±103.5) 
Upper Tietê UFRGS 12432/TEC 829 -46.313750 -23.772528 1647062 1595317 40.1 (±39.1) 
Upper Tietê UFRGS 12427/TEC 825A -46.334722 -23.766389 1331282 1289472 36.3 (±32.6) 
Upper Tietê UFRGS 12427/TEC 825B -46.334722 -23.766389 469645 453753 15.2 (±11.4) 
Upper Tietê UFRGS 12427/TEC 825C -46.334722 -23.766389 612485 595898 19 (±14.7) 
Upper Tietê UFRGS 12427/TEC 825D -46.334722 -23.766389 2755277 2694254 56.1 (±68.2) 
Upper Tietê UFRGS 12427/TEC 825E -46.334722 -23.766389 2146580 2105405 35.4 (±45.1) 
Upper Tietê UFRGS 12427/TEC 825F -46.334722 -23.766389 1396475 1363107 39.4 (±36.4) 
Upper Tietê UFRGS 12427/TEC 825G -46.334722 -23.766389 1763142 1726593 47.8 (±47.4) 
Bertioga UFRGS 12408/TEC 752A -46.003153 -23.779469 1046977 1008794 25.9 (±20.7) 
Bertioga UFRGS 12408/TEC 752B -46.003153 -23.779469 1093755 1060987 27.9 (±22.7) 
Bertioga UFRGS 12408/TEC 752C -46.003153 -23.779469 2348598 2279306 46.4 (±47.9) 
Bertioga UFRGS 12408/TEC 752D -46.003153 -23.779469 1504611 1449840 31.2 (±30.3) 
Bertioga UFRGS 12408/TEC 752E -46.003153 -23.779469 1563612 1522542 40 (±36.2) 
Bertioga UFRGS 12408/TEC 752F -46.003153 -23.779469 2659199 2600009 54.3 (±59.2) 
Bertioga UFRGS 12408/TEC 752G -46.003153 -23.779469 1721657 1691182 46.4 (±40.7) 
Bertioga UFRGS 12408/TEC 752H -46.003153 -23.779469 3538443 3467198 64.8 (±77.5) 
Guapimirim UFRGS 18866/TEC 4493A -42.898611 -22.517778 1339187 1297980 31.7 (±28.2) 
Guapimirim UFRGS 18866/TEC 4493B -42.898611 -22.517778 1105006 1085422 32 (±25) 
Guapimirim UFRGS 18866/TEC 4493C -42.898611 -22.517778 1365621 1341490 38.1 (±31.8) 
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Barra do Riacho UFRGS 18971/TEC 4578A -40.165500 -19.780028 1177801 1139150 32.4 (±25.8) 
Barra do Riacho UFRGS 18971/TEC 4578B -40.165500 -19.780028 489321 473156 16.4 (±10.8) 
Barra do Riacho UFRGS 18971/TEC 4578C -40.165500 -19.780028 666778 645884 21.1 (±15.2) 
Barra do Riacho UFRGS 18971/TEC 4578D -40.165500 -19.780028 671894 655108 23.5 (±19) 
Barra do Riacho UFRGS 18971/TEC 4578E -40.165500 -19.780028 510501 499673 18.2 (±13.3) 
Barra do Riacho UFRGS 18971/TEC 4578F -40.165500 -19.780028 597704 585393 22.5 (±17.4) 
Barra do Riacho UFRGS 18971/TEC 4578G -40.165500 -19.780028 2271118 2227180 53.7 (±58.4) 
Barra Seca UFRGS 11106/TEC 935A -39.81083333 -18.63083333 1064153 1030541 29.9 (±23.4) 
Barra Seca UFRGS 11106/TEC 935B -39.81083333 -18.63083333 1282813 1245387 35.8 (±29.1) 
Barra Seca UFRGS 11106/TEC 935C -39.81083333 -18.63083333 1846537 1816357 53.8 (±53.4) 
Barra Seca UFRGS 11106/TEC 935D -39.81083333 -18.63083333 2344462 2289974 55.3 (±61.8) 
Barra Seca UFRGS 11106/TEC 935E -39.81083333 -18.63083333 2130634 2088276 57 (±58.4) 
Barra Seca UFRGS 19005/TEC 4609 -39.793889 -18.543333 1764047 1706487 41.4 (±38.5) 
Itaunas UFRGS 19017/TEC 4617A -39.794444 -18.296389 1201344 1163117 31.7 (±25.9) 
Itaunas UFRGS 19017/TEC 4617B -39.794444 -18.296389 2657271 2592633 57.5 (±67.6) 
Caravelas UFRGS 14820/TEC 938 -39.44833333 -17.67888889 1949737 1902617 52 (±56.2) 
 
(c) Hollandichthys 






Maquiné UFRGS 11793/TEC842 A -50.2933 -29.5906 1823115 1510955 15.1 (±45.8) 
Maquiné UFRGS 11793/TEC842 B -50.2933 -29.5906 1267088 1087900 13 (±32.4) 
Maquiné UFRGS 11793/TEC842 C -50.2933 -29.5906 2054826 1733752 16.2 (±45.5) 
Maquiné UFRGS 11793/TEC842 D -50.2933 -29.5906 1922076 1692089 15.8 (±46.7) 
Maquiné UFRGS 11793/TEC842 E -50.2933 -29.5906 2375671 2065855 18.3 (±63.1) 
Maquiné UFRGS 11793/TEC842 F -50.2933 -29.5906 2542248 1678713 17.8 (±50.9) 
Maquiné UFRGS 11793/TEC842 G -50.2933 -29.5906 1976228 1683519 14.9 (±41.2) 
Maquiné UFRGS 11793/TEC842 H -50.2933 -29.5906 2039575 1780893 15.9 (±45.4) 
Maquiné UFRGS 11793/TEC842 I -50.2933 -29.5906 2178200 1941389 23.3 (±60.9) 
Maquiné MCP26969 -50.2833 -29.5833 1196972 854115 7.7 (±69.4) 
Três Forquilhas* UFRGS 16513/TEC2841 A -50.1789 -29.4267 1128460 966580 17.9 (±57) 
Três Forquilhas UFRGS 16513/TEC2841 B -50.1789 -29.4267 1234567 931387 9.1 (±18) 
Três Forquilhas UFRGS 16513/TEC2841 C -50.1789 -29.4267 1272236 1070280 14.9 (±40.6) 
Três Forquilhas UFRGS 16513/TEC2841 D -50.1789 -29.4267 1019104 815821 10.6 (±21.3) 
Três Forquilhas UFRGS 16513/TEC2841 E -50.1789 -29.4267 974598 707924 7.4 (±17.7) 
Três Forquilhas UFRGS 16513/TEC2841F -50.1789 -29.4267 1121395 894136 9.8 (±18.8) 
Três Forquilhas UFRGS 16513/TEC2841 G -50.1789 -29.4267 1352268 1025133 9.9 (±27.5) 
Três Forquilhas* UFRGS 16513/TEC2841 H -50.1789 -29.4267 1286903 1050800 13 (±29.3) 
Mampituba UFRGS 11792/TEC841 A -50.1167 -29.2528 2271189 2019993 18 (±56.5) 
Mampituba UFRGS 11792/TEC841 B -50.1167 -29.2528 2993304 2662523 19.1 (±57.8) 
Mampituba UFRGS 11792/TEC841 C -50.1167 -29.2528 1701233 1480050 14.9 (±42.2) 
Mampituba UFRGS 11792/TEC841 D -50.1167 -29.2528 1385623 1156003 12 (±30.7) 
Mampituba UFRGS 11792/TEC841 E -50.1167 -29.2528 1814810 1516244 13.9 (±36.8) 
Mampituba UFRGS 11792/TEC841 F -50.1167 -29.2528 1749054 1464074 13.8 (±36.8) 
Mampituba UFRGS 11792/TEC841 G -50.1167 -29.2528 1405917 1095388 11.9 (±30.7) 
Mampituba UFRGS 11792/TEC841 H -50.1167 -29.2528 908667 709308 9 (±19.9) 
Mampituba MCP23625 -49.9969 -29.1703 1688056 1300026 11.6 (±562.5) 
Mampituba UFRGS 11790/TEC839 -49.9822 -29.1692 1628963 1381686 14 (±52.1) 
Araranguá* UFRGS 11791/TEC840 A -49.9289 -28.7908 407508 227797 - 
Araranguá UFRGS 11791/TEC840 B -49.9289 -28.7908 1170918 964684 12 (±34.6) 
Araranguá UFRGS 11791/TEC840 C -49.9289 -28.7908 1466012 1256026 12.2 (±44.5) 
Araranguá UFRGS 11791/TEC840 D -49.9289 -28.7908 1463739 1159837 13 (±39.2) 
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D'Una UFRGS 16587/TEC2919 A -48.7005 -28.0715 2783833 2469992 20.1 (±91.6) 
D'Una UFRGS 16587/TEC2919 B -48.7005 -28.0715 1774893 1545472 18.2 (±55.2) 
D'Una UFRGS 16587/TEC2919 C -48.7005 -28.0715 1489435 1230239 12.8 (±41.1) 
D'Una* UFRGS 16587/TEC2919 D -48.7005 -28.0715 2483493 2231984 26.6 (±81.8) 
D'Una UFRGS 16587/TEC2919 E -48.7005 -28.0715 2135018 1850607 18.3 (±52.3) 
D'Una* UFRGS 16587/TEC2919 F -48.7005 -28.0715 1296886 1108358 14.4 (±36.4) 
D'Una UFRGS 16587/TEC2919 G -48.7005 -28.0715 1062519 836586 7.6 (±57) 
D'Una* UFRGS 16587/TEC2919 H -48.7005 -28.0715 1101909 929652 13.6 (±31.4) 
Florianópolis MCP28737 -48.4775 -27.5881 1571100 1155499 10 (±408.6) 
Florianópolis MCP28737 -48.4775 -27.5881 1500857 1148858 13.1 (±955.2) 
Florianópolis MCP28737 -48.4775 -27.5881 1128815 909977 10.6 (±203.6) 
Florianópolis MCP28732 -48.4864 -27.5111 1839766 1628125 8.8 (±105.6) 
Florianópolis MCP28732 -48.4864 -27.5111 1438780 1085898 12.2 (±53.7) 
Florianópolis MCP28747 -48.4925 -27.5086 1353998 965540 9.8 (±188.5) 
Florianópolis MCP38317 -48.4372 -27.4831 1355850 962147 9 (±74) 
Florianópolis* MCP37635/100 -48.4231 -27.4831 812468 604630 9 (±99.5) 
Florianópolis* MCP37635/101 -48.4231 -27.4831 851942 507815 7.3 (±61.8) 
Florianópolis MCP37635/102 -48.4231 -27.4831 1098851 871131 9.5 (±75.1) 
Itapocu MCP30552 -48.7258 -26.3828 1209118 946763 10 (±396.1) 
São Francisco do Sul MCP30553 -48.6511 -26.3267 1358622 1041275 10.4 (±314.8) 
São Francisco do Sul* UFRGS 10579/TEC105 -48.6511 -26.3267 455531 247839 - 
São Francisco do Sul UFRGS 9359/TEC345 -48.58916667 -26.29305556 1484971 1257981 12.8 (±57.2) 
São Francisco do Sul UFRGS 10570/TEC106 A -48.58916667 -26.29305556 2738799 2506161 21.2 (±59.7) 
São Francisco do Sul UFRGS 10570/TEC106 B -48.58916667 -26.29305556 3186947 2892456 21.8 (±62) 
São Francisco do Sul* UFRGS 10570/TEC106 C -48.58916667 -26.29305556 1525797 1326424 16.9 (±37) 
São Francisco do Sul UFRGS 10570/TEC106 D -48.58916667 -26.29305556 2686698 2495012 17.5 (±48.6) 
São Francisco do Sul UFRGS 10570/TEC106 E -48.58916667 -26.29305556 2700678 2429372 21 (±57.6) 
São Francisco do Sul UFRGS 10570/TEC106 F -48.58916667 -26.29305556 2708515 2440012 23 (±62.1) 
São Francisco do Sul UFRGS 10570/TEC106 G -48.58916667 -26.29305556 2541149 2313342 18.7 (±53.7) 
Cubatão Norte MCP30667 -48.9289 -26.1919 1272942 994028 9.9 (±60.9) 
Guaratuba UFRGS 10578/TEC109 -48.5833 -25.8833 2158302 1857011 16.4 (±128.7) 
Guaratuba UFRGS 9358/TEC346 -48.5833 -25.8833 1267302 956980 8.8 (±74.1) 
Paranaguá MHNCI ncat -48.7000 -25.4333 1278109 935893 9.2 (±33) 
Paranaguá MHNCI ncat -48.7000 -25.4333 1021488 706960 8.1 (±21) 
Paranaguá MHNCI ncat -48.7000 -25.4333 1235019 906103 9.4 (±46.4) 
Paranaguá MHNCI ncat -48.7000 -25.4333 1200292 807300 8.2 (±79.1) 
Paranaguá MHNCI ncat -48.7000 -25.4333 1339796 923487 7.8 (±134.4) 
Guaraqueçaba UFRGS 11778/TEC755 A -48.4500 -25.2200 1365569 1097390 13.1 (±29.2) 
Guaraqueçaba UFRGS 11778/TEC755 B -48.4500 -25.2200 1541716 1171014 9.1 (±19.6) 
Guaraqueçaba* UFRGS 11778/TEC755 C -48.4500 -25.2200 713284 392307 - 
Guaraqueçaba UFRGS 11778/TEC755 D -48.4500 -25.2200 1306469 977174 9.3 (±19.7) 
Guaraqueçaba UFRGS 11778/TEC755 E -48.4500 -25.2200 1301434 985575 9.3 (±24.4) 
Guaraqueçaba MCP30558 -48.4336 -25.2092 1570277 1277232 12.9 (±34.4) 
Guaraqueçaba UFRGS 11779/TEC763 A -48.4203 -25.1739 1331361 938170 8.9 (±19.6) 
Guaraqueçaba UFRGS 11779/TEC763 B -48.4203 -25.1739 1343074 995952 8.5 (±17.3) 
Guaraqueçaba UFRGS 11779/TEC763 C -48.4203 -25.1739 1833265 1494428 13.5 (±31.9) 
Guaraqueçaba UFRGS 11779/TEC763 D -48.4203 -25.1739 1841856 1578082 14 (±36.1) 
Ribeira de Iguape UFRGS 11781/TEC806 A -47.4931 -24.6614 2077778 1583210 11.9 (±26.5) 
Ribeira de Iguape UFRGS 11781/TEC806 B -47.4931 -24.6614 1570785 1305293 12.8 (±30.2) 
Ribeira de Iguape UFRGS 11781/TEC806 C -47.4931 -24.6614 1514447 1226833 12.6 (±30.3) 
Ribeira de Iguape* UFRGS 11781/TEC806 D -47.4931 -24.6614 673196 449983 8.4 (±16.2) 
Ribeira de Iguape UFRGS 11782/TEC739 A -47.4836 -24.6500 1644564 1264159 11.9 (±28) 
Ribeira de Iguape UFRGS 11782/TEC739 B -47.4836 -24.6500 1572629 1234041 12 (±29) 
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Guarau* UFRGS 11784/TEC722 A -47.0550 -24.3683 4449 2478 - 
Guarau UFRGS 11784/TEC722 B -47.0550 -24.3683 1556261 1114347 9 (±15.6) 
Guarau UFRGS 11784/TEC722 D -47.0550 -24.3683 1530139 1145238 10.3 (±20.8) 
Guarau UFRGS 11784/TEC722 E -47.0550 -24.3683 1598988 1256610 8.1 (±15.7) 
Guarau MCP30555 -47.0547 -24.3681 1291554 940643 8 (±12.7) 
Guarau* UFRGS 11783/TEC817 A -47.0372 -24.3600 1289234 1028955 10.3 (±19.5) 
Guarau UFRGS 11783/TEC817 C -47.0372 -24.3600 1219687 859228 7.7 (±14) 
Guarau* UFRGS 11783/TEC817 E -47.0372 -24.3600 10481 2863 - 
Guarau MCP30554 -47.0372 -24.3597 1519051 1159490 9.8 (±91.4) 
Guarau MCP30561 -47.0361 -24.3586 1912939 1559830 14.9 (±34.9) 
Santos UFRGS 11785/TEC820 A -46.3489 -23.8569 1428856 1050598 10 (±21.5) 
Santos UFRGS 11785/TEC820 B -46.3489 -23.8569 1473939 1090577 10 (±20.6) 
Santos* UFRGS 11785/TEC820 C -46.3489 -23.8569 2490488 2222585 20.2 (±79.2) 
Santos UFRGS 11785/TEC820 D -46.3489 -23.8569 1379889 1059057 10.3 (±21.9) 
Santos UFRGS 11785/TEC820 E -46.3489 -23.8569 1670347 1282315 11 (±22.5) 
Santos UFRGS 11785/TEC820 F -46.3489 -23.8569 1606014 1219205 10.7 (±22.7) 
Santos MCP30559 -46.3483 -23.8564 1410664 1125864 10 (±19.4) 
Santos MCP30559 -46.3483 -23.8564 1569792 1233696 10.1 (±20.4) 
Santos MCP30560 -46.3281 -23.8425 1652764 1358598 12.4 (±28.7) 
Santos MCP30560 -46.3281 -23.8425 934064 760014 8.9 (±17) 
Upper Tietê UFRGS 11787/TEC827 A -46.3136 -23.7725 1721145 1281748 8.9 (±16.8) 
Upper Tietê* UFRGS 11787/TEC827 B -46.3136 -23.7725 2209345 2032282 16.4 (±52.7) 
Upper Tietê UFRGS 11787/TEC827 C -46.3136 -23.7725 1340661 943311 7.7 (±15.6) 
Upper Tietê* UFRGS 11787/TEC827 D -46.3136 -23.7725 2512031 2432574 32.1 (±84.9) 
Upper Tietê UFRGS 11787/TEC827 E -46.3136 -23.7725 1651191 1233524 10.3 (±20.6) 
Upper Tietê UFRGS 11786/TEC826 A -46.3347 -23.7664 804503 637740 8.4 (±15) 
Upper Tietê UFRGS 11786/TEC826 B -46.3347 -23.7664 1239103 996612 9.4 (±21.9) 
Upper Tietê UFRGS 11786/TEC826 C -46.3347 -23.7664 1312201 937231 8.9 (±17.3) 
Upper Tietê UFRGS 11786/TEC826 D -46.3347 -23.7664 1816278 1383835 11.6 (±23) 
Upper Tietê UFRGS 11786/TEC826 E -46.3347 -23.7664 1317731 939323 7.8 (±13.8) 
Bertioga* UFRGS 11771/TEC888 C -46.0031 -23.7794 199120 186254 - 
Bertioga UFRGS 11771/TEC888 D -46.0031 -23.7794 1702483 1340406 14.2 (±35.2) 
Bertioga UFRGS 11771/TEC888 E -46.0031 -23.7794 3797857 3466754 32 (±109.1) 
Bertioga UFRGS 11771/TEC888 F -46.0031 -23.7794 2530946 2115001 19.3 (±77.3) 
Bertioga* UFRGS 11771/TEC888 G -46.0031 -23.7794 66882 6311 - 
Bertioga UFRGS 11777/TEC980 B -46.0031 -23.7794 2935697 2550960 20.7 (±58.8) 
Bertioga UFRGS 11777/TEC980 C -46.0031 -23.7794 1770554 1410510 15.4 (±40.3) 
Bertioga UFRGS 11777/TEC980 D -46.0031 -23.7794 1856994 1445558 13.9 (±34.6) 
Bertioga UFRGS 11777/TEC980 E -46.0031 -23.7794 2460277 1934988 16.8 (±44.1) 
Bertioga* UFRGS 11777/TEC980 G -46.0031 -23.7794 23591 10754 - 
Juquehy* UFRGS 11772/TEC891 A -45.7203 -23.7628 2300416 2131299 45.5 (±92.5) 
Juquehy UFRGS 11772/TEC891 B -45.7203 -23.7628 2585949 2107327 19 (±53.2) 
Juquehy* UFRGS 11772/TEC891 C -45.7203 -23.7628 224285 193786 - 
Juquehy* UFRGS 11772/TEC891 D -45.7203 -23.7628 490259 421046 - 
Juquehy* UFRGS 11772/TEC891 E -45.7203 -23.7628 21494 10027 - 
Juquehy UFRGS 11772/TEC891 G -45.7203 -23.7628 3404274 3089411 25.3 (±83) 
Juquehy UFRGS 11772/TEC891 H -45.7203 -23.7628 2675823 2351809 19.4 (±50.3) 
Juquehy* UFRGS 11772/TEC891 I -45.7203 -23.7628 2901160 2660446 31 (±72.1) 
Juquehy* MCP30658 -45.7144 -23.7617 8339 4351 - 
Boiçucanga UFRGS 11795/TEC1229 A -45.6064 -23.7733 1998679 1729076 18.7 (±48.6) 
Boiçucanga UFRGS 11795/TEC1229 B -45.6064 -23.7733 2850510 2373213 20.3 (±63.3) 
Boiçucanga UFRGS 11795/TEC1229 C -45.6064 -23.7733 3256867 2953768 23.7 (±78.2) 
Boiçucanga UFRGS 11795/TEC1229 D -45.6064 -23.7733 2501502 2161569 19.3 (±66) 
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Boiçucanga UFRGS 11795/TEC1229 E -45.6064 -23.7733 3023378 2681668 22.1 (±67.5) 
Boiçucanga* UFRGS 11795/TEC1229 F -45.6064 -23.7733 3416573 3185316 26.1 (±181) 
Boiçucanga UFRGS 11795/TEC1229 G -45.6064 -23.7733 1479360 1176663 12.6 (±26.1) 
Boiçucanga UFRGS 11795/TEC1229 H -45.6064 -23.7733 1109731 867293 10.5 (±20.7) 
Boiçucanga* UFRGS 11795/TEC1229 I -45.6064 -23.7733 1909069 1689597 16.7 (±31.6) 
Boiçucanga* UFRGS 11795/TEC1229 J -45.6064 -23.7733 2352458 2146528 26.4 (±61.7) 
Sao Sebastiao* UFRGS 11788/TEC859 A -45.4522 -23.8239 1165919 603275 8.3 (±14) 
Sao Sebastiao* UFRGS 11788/TEC859 B -45.4522 -23.8239 1201194 599398 6.6 (±9.6) 
Sao Sebastiao* MCP30660 -45.5519 -23.7894 1219213 864402 7.9 (±16.4) 
Ilhabela MCP30661 -45.3633 -23.8250 1318964 1074290 11.3 (±23.8) 
Ilhabela MCP30661 -45.3633 -23.8250 3161748 2944413 15.7 (±48.8) 
Ilhabela* UFRGS 11773/TEC897 C -45.3536 -23.8214 190840 170846 - 
Ilhabela UFRGS 11773/TEC897 D -45.3536 -23.8214 1095256 778180 11.4 (±22.6) 
Ilhabela UFRGS 11773/TEC897 E -45.3536 -23.8214 1894348 1618334 12.4 (±27.4) 
Ilhabela* UFRGS 11773/TEC897 F -45.3536 -23.8214 775095 504082 7.6 (±12.5) 
Ilhabela* UFRGS 11773/TEC897 G -45.3536 -23.8214 604004 52725 - 
Ilhabela MCP30662 -45.3589 -23.8200 1880301 1595523 14.1 (±37.5) 
Ilhabela MCP30662 -45.3589 -23.8200 1732334 1455896 13.1 (±31.2) 
Ubatuba MCP30663 -45.1286 -23.4278 1480671 1083984 9.6 (±18.9) 
Ubatuba UFRGS 11774/TEC900 A -45.1144 -23.4125 1321716 935442 10.3 (±20.2) 
Ubatuba UFRGS 11774/TEC900 B -45.1144 -23.4125 2151002 1915290 15.5 (±38.9) 
Picinguaba UFRGS 11789/TEC866 A -44.8706 -23.3467 2429300 1984838 15.6 (±44.2) 
Picinguaba UFRGS 11789/TEC866 B -44.8706 -23.3467 1074156 793710 10.2 (±19.3) 
Toca do Boi UFRGS 11775/TEC908 A -44.6819 -23.3292 1453427 1185664 13.4 (±36.7) 
Toca do Boi UFRGS 11775/TEC908 B -44.6819 -23.3292 1574027 1333708 13.4 (±31) 
Toca do Boi UFRGS 11775/TEC908 C -44.6819 -23.3292 1666329 1443786 15.7 (±42.8) 
Toca do Boi UFRGS 11775/TEC908 D -44.6819 -23.3292 1132355 882935 11 (±26) 
Toca do Boi UFRGS 11775/TEC908 E -44.6819 -23.3292 1682263 1366221 13.4 (±33) 
Toca do Boi UFRGS 11775/TEC908 F -44.6819 -23.3292 1361996 1107613 12.1 (±28.3) 
Toca do Boi UFRGS 11775/TEC908 G -44.6819 -23.3292 1434266 1118482 11.6 (±24.2) 
Toca do Boi UFRGS 11775/TEC908 H -44.6819 -23.3292 2040740 1742324 13.7 (±44.1) 
Toca do Boi MCP30664 -44.6819 -23.3292 1484778 1165930 12 (±29.6) 
Toca do Boi MCP30664 -44.6819 -23.3292 1572158 1206032 11 (±28.9) 
Tarituba UFRGS 11776/TEC909 A -44.5950 -23.0419 1098168 900046 10.5 (±23.9) 
Tarituba* UFRGS 11776/TEC909 B -44.5950 -23.0419 726529 618667 10.1 (±19.7) 
Tarituba UFRGS 11776/TEC909 C -44.5950 -23.0419 2868700 2542999 20.6 (±60.5) 
Tarituba* UFRGS 11776/TEC909 D -44.5950 -23.0419 620526 449556 7.3 (±13.7) 
Tarituba UFRGS 11776/TEC909 E -44.5950 -23.0419 1310075 1110254 12.2 (±28.6) 
Tarituba UFRGS 11776/TEC909 F -44.5950 -23.0419 2099253 1827632 16.2 (±39.9) 
Tarituba UFRGS 11776/TEC909 G -44.5950 -23.0419 1389264 1078034 11.6 (±27.6) 
Tarituba UFRGS 11776/TEC909 H -44.5950 -23.0419 1464882 1206051 13.4 (±36.9) 
Tarituba* UFRGS 11776/TEC909 I -44.5950 -23.0419 2409686 2221319 27.8 (±69.3) 
Tarituba UFRGS 11776/TEC909 J -44.5950 -23.0419 2496914 2229227 19.3 (±51.2) 
Paraty* MCP30665 -44.6975 -23.0764 970498 703921 8.7 (±17.1) 
 
(d) Bryconamericus  





Três Forquilhas UFRGS 16209/TEC 2357 -50.09161111 -29.509 1279122 1239762 23.3 (±52.9) 
Três Forquilhas UFRGS 16209/TEC 2358 -50.09161111 -29.509 2119729 2054087 33.4 (±78.3) 
Três Forquilhas UFRGS 16209/TEC 2359 -50.09161111 -29.509 2928005 2840748 41.6 (±113.4) 
Três Forquilhas* UFRGS 16209/TEC 2360 -50.09161111 -29.509 40524 38406 11.5 (±19.2) 
Araranguá UFRGS 16211/TEC 2376 -49.67361111 -28.97875 2918015 2846728 41.8 (±109.7) 
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Araranguá UFRGS 16211/TEC 2377 -49.67361111 -28.97875 2280681 2213314 34 (±85.9) 
Araranguá UFRGS 16211/TEC 2378 -49.67361111 -28.97875 3248149 3171295 45.3 (±113.5) 
Araranguá UFRGS 16211/TEC 2379 -49.67361111 -28.97875 2706494 2633775 39.7 (±105) 
Itajaí UFRGS 18476/TEC 3884A -49.161194 -27.224417 392158 379261 11 (±21) 
Itajaí UFRGS 18476/TEC 3884B -49.161194 -27.224417 466689 452890 10.2 (±19.1) 
Itajaí UFRGS 18476/TEC 3884C -49.161194 -27.224417 802105 770570 18 (±35.2) 
Itajai UFRGS 20461/TEC 5719 -48.7225 -27.015 1292849 1261528 26.8 (±52.2) 
Itajaí* UFRGS 18600/TEC 3893A -48.714444 -27.006944 56007 52150 10 (±16.7) 
Itajaí* UFRGS 18600/TEC 3893B -48.714444 -27.006944 34129 31681 14.2 (±20.5) 
Itajaí UFRGS 18600/TEC 3893C -48.714444 -27.006944 1095984 1064556 21.4 (±44.4) 
Itajai UFRGS 20463/TEC 5721 -48.712556 -26.994972 1988499 1934159 33.1 (±72.3) 
Itapocu UFRGS 18485/TEC 3923 -49.178333 -26.419444 2433769 2369823 39.8 (±118.7) 
Itapocu UFRGS 18485/TEC 4670 -49.178333 -26.419444 2158778 2105481 28.9 (±82.9) 
Itapocu UFRGS 18485/TEC 4671 -49.178333 -26.419444 1599110 1558982 32.4 (±85) 
Itapocu UFRGS 18485/TEC 4672 -49.178333 -26.419444 712644 691911 17.6 (±37.9) 
Itapocu* UFRGS 18485/TEC 4673 -49.178333 -26.419444 1157 109 - 
Itapocu UFRGS 18485 -49.178333 -26.419444 2718259 2652589 45.1 (±129.5) 
Itapocu UFRGS 18485 -49.178333 -26.419444 2246814 2191791 40.8 (±115.3) 
Itapocu UFRGS 18485 -49.178333 -26.419444 2991530 2917900 45.3 (±143.8) 
Cubatão Norte* UFRGS 20467/TEC 5725A -48.922222 -26.197111 79835 53398 8.9 (±9.8) 
Cubatão Norte UFRGS 20467/TEC 5725B -48.922222 -26.197111 754078 732134 18.6 (±36.2) 
Cubatão Norte UFRGS 20467/TEC 5725C -48.922222 -26.197111 1476060 1430276 28.5 (±74.7) 
Cubatão Norte UFRGS 18631/TEC 3937A -48.954083 -26.176611 1447902 1398341 28.2 (±61) 
Cubatão Norte UFRGS 18631/TEC 3937B -48.954083 -26.176611 2379986 2309263 38.8 (±88.6) 
Cubatão Norte UFRGS 18511/TEC 3931 -48.999764 -26.175833 1826251 1767902 32.4 (±76.4) 
Cubatão Norte UFRGS 18511/TEC 4675 -48.999764 -26.175833 920988 888339 20 (±41.3) 
Cubatão Norte* UFRGS 18511/TEC 4676 -48.999764 -26.175833 117985 110651 8.7 (±15.4) 
Guaratuba UFRGS 18651/TEC 3957A -48.856111 -26.007778 1856046 1794705 34.6 (±130.1) 
Guaratuba UFRGS 18651/TEC 3957B -48.856111 -26.007778 1569911 1516407 30.7 (±80.8) 
Guaratuba UFRGS 18651/TEC 3957C -48.856111 -26.007778 1444455 1387134 27.9 (±78.7) 
Guaratuba* UFRGS 18651/TEC 3957D -48.856111 -26.007778 3952 1701 - 
Guaratuba UFRGS 18651/TEC 3957E -48.856111 -26.007778 1294115 1255443 27.2 (±63.3) 
Guaratuba UFRGS 18651/TEC 3957F -48.856111 -26.007778 2859614 2766823 43.1 (±142.1) 
Guaratuba UFRGS 18651/TEC 3957G -48.856111 -26.007778 879030 843185 20.3 (±48.2) 
Guaratuba* UFRGS 18651/TEC 3957H -48.856111 -26.007778 3584 281 - 
Paranaguá UFRGS 18510/TEC 3977A -48.834722 -25.458056 1243022 1205489 26.2 (±64.6) 
Paranaguá UFRGS 18510/TEC 3977B -48.834722 -25.458056 2401229 2330032 39.4 (±78.8) 
Paranaguá UFRGS 18510/TEC 3977E -48.834722 -25.458056 662219 640463 16.6 (±36.9) 
Paranaguá* UFRGS 18510/TEC 3977F -48.834722 -25.458056 5225 113 - 
Paranaguá* UFRGS 18510/TEC 3977G -48.834722 -25.458056 4029 84 - 
Paranaguá UFRGS 18510/TEC 3977H -48.834722 -25.458056 403240 388617 12.3 (±27.2) 
Ribeira de Iguape UFRGS 12417/TEC 778 -48.551389 -25.072222 1160027 1092998 18.6 (±89.1) 
Ribeira de Iguape UFRGS 18536/TEC 4319A -48.293333 -24.643056 1594720 1558011 29.6 (±71.8) 
Ribeira de Iguape UFRGS 18536/TEC 4319B -48.293333 -24.643056 1362004 1321566 26.3 (±56.1) 
Ribeira de Iguape UFRGS 18517/TEC 4304A -48.591389 -24.580000 1489355 1453023 28.6 (±56.7) 
Ribeira de Iguape UFRGS 18517/TEC 4309B -48.591389 -24.580000 1352136 1323030 26.1 (±54.6) 
Ribeira de Iguape UFRGS 18515/TEC 4683 -48.673056 -24.558333 2904870 2844880 44.4 (±96.2) 
Ribeira de Iguape UFRGS 18515/TEC 4684 -48.673056 -24.558333 2866453 2800335 43.5 (±89.5) 
Ribeira de Iguape* UFRGS 18524/TEC 4346A -47.653056 -24.104167 322268 311254 11.7 (±25.8) 
Ribeira de Iguape* UFRGS 18524/TEC 4346B -47.653056 -24.104167 304445 295462 9.8 (±17.3) 
Ribeira de Iguape UFRGS 18524/TEC 4346C -47.653056 -24.104167 2724659 2655741 41.6 (±83) 
Ribeira de Iguape UFRGS 18524/TEC 4346D -47.653056 -24.104167 2057572 2011391 33.7 (±78.3) 
Perequê-açu UFRGS 18789/TEC 4429A -44.788611 -23.215278 1790684 1737918 32.7 (±89.2) 
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Perequê-açu UFRGS 18789/TEC 4429B -44.788611 -23.215278 720890 699474 17.4 (±32.6) 
Perequê-açu* UFRGS 18789/TEC 4429C -44.788611 -23.215278 257228 246347 8.4 (±16.3) 
Perequê-açu UFRGS 18789/TEC 4429D -44.788611 -23.215278 1592620 1546938 30 (±64.4) 
Perequê-açu UFRGS 18789/TEC 4429E -44.788611 -23.215278 2387374 2325328 40.2 (±88.7) 
Perequê-açu UFRGS 18789/TEC 4429F -44.788611 -23.215278 1343369 1307901 28.4 (±73) 
Perequê-açu UFRGS 18789/TEC 4429G -44.788611 -23.215278 216700 208781 8.5 (±14.3) 
Perequê-açu* UFRGS 18789/TEC 4429H -44.788611 -23.215278 8562 269 - 
Taquari UFRGS 18791/TEC 4431A -44.692500 -23.041389 1386365 1356730 29.6 (±66.9) 
Taquari UFRGS 18791/TEC 4431B -44.692500 -23.041389 1849566 1805769 32.8 (±64.1) 
Taquari UFRGS 18791/TEC 4431C -44.692500 -23.041389 2272186 2180744 36.3 (±72.5) 
Taquari UFRGS 18791/TEC 4431D -44.692500 -23.041389 2693680 2622928 42.8 (±103.2) 
Taquari UFRGS 18791/TEC 4431E -44.692500 -23.041389 2861613 2783414 44.6 (±89.7) 
Taquari UFRGS 18791/TEC 4431F -44.692500 -23.041389 1809723 1765553 19.5 (±37.7) 
Taquari UFRGS 18791/TEC 4431G -44.692500 -23.041389 1493358 1449232 27.4 (±49.9) 
Taquari UFRGS 18791/TEC 4431H -44.692500 -23.041389 1904893 1832935 30.5 (±63.2) 
Guapimirim UFRGS 18848/TEC 4478A -42.898611 -22.517778 1463128 1412646 32 (±131) 
Guapimirim UFRGS 18848/TEC 4478B -42.898611 -22.517778 1749975 1686892 33.8 (±152.4) 
Guapimirim UFRGS 18848/TEC 4478C -42.898611 -22.517778 2067482 1997891 32.3 (±89.1) 
Macacu UFRGS 18843/TEC 4473 -42.657222 -22.478889 1880337 1802560 32.4 (±89.5) 
Macacu* UFRGS 18834/TEC 4465 -42.648500 -22.451056 136370 125997 32.5 (±89.9) 
Macacu UFRGS 18834/TEC 4747 -42.648500 -22.451056 2405931 2350649 32.5 (±90.3) 
Macacu UFRGS 18834/TEC 4749 -42.648500 -22.451056 2913533 2846707 32.6 (±90.6) 
Macacu UFRGS 18828/TEC 4459 -42.621667 -22.418889 1101578 1060097 32.7 (±91) 
Macacu UFRGS 18828/TEC 4744 -42.621667 -22.418889 1649697 1608699 32.8 (±91.4) 
Macacu UFRGS 18828/TEC 4746 -42.621667 -22.418889 527327 514733 32.9 (±91.8) 
São João UFRGS 18873/TEC 4500 -42.574722 -22.582778 1860924 1808838 34.9 (±93.9) 
São João UFRGS 18892/TEC 4516 -42.465278 -22.545833 3132383 3062687 50.9 (±189.1) 
São João UFRGS 18892/TEC 4754 -42.465278 -22.545833 2124948 2070053 39.7 (±119) 
São João UFRGS 18892/TEC 4756 -42.465278 -22.545833 3458041 3353169 47.4 (±174.3) 
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Table D.2. Per species libraries and STACKS processing information, with number of individuals and loci in each step of data processing. 
 
  Mimagoniates microlepis 
Hyphessobrycon 
boulengeri Hollandichthys  Bryconamericus  
Total of libraries 3 2 2 1 
Total individuals 118* 136 182 87 
Total reads (millions) 203625424 241441086 325578791 164516577 
Retained reads after proccess radtags 198540198 203388694 232013863 136913642 
Mean coverage 44.2 (±13.5) 37.1 (±13.6) 13.8 (±5.8) 28.4 (±11.7) 
Number base pairs eliminated at 3' end 15 20 5 15 
Final sequence length 120 115 80 120 
Θ upper 95% quantile 0.02 0.0145 0.024 0.018 
Number of individuals after STACKS 116 136 167 83 
Number of loci after STACKS 182,799 90,487 204,924 126,378 
Number of SNPs after STACKS 508,333 209,853 568,347 379,422 
Maximum number of SNP's in one locus 13 9 10 11 
Number of individuals used for analyses 113** 134 142 74 
Number of populations 32 23 24 13 
Number of loci/SNPs with 50% missing 
data 3,515/30,032 13,881/57,183 26,077/122,762 11,436/75,552 
Genotyping rate 50% missing 0.67 0.72 0.66 0.68 
Number of loci/SNPs with 25% missing 
data 1,802/15,896 6,129/27,103 6,902/33,780 4,293/30,686 
Genotyping rate 25% missing 0.79 0.87 0.85 0.92 
*118 are a subset of 240 individuals that were sequenced in three libraries for this species as part of a larger project. 
**35% missing for M. microlepis 
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Table D.3. Species present at each sampled population. Populations are ordered from the southern most (1 









boulengeri Hollandichthys Bryconamericus 
1 Patos 1 
 
X 
  2 Tramandaí 1 
 
X 
  3 Maquiné 2 X 
 
X 
 4 Três Forquilhas 4 X X X X 
5 Mampituba 2 X 
 
X 
 6 Araranguá 3 X 
 
X X 
7 D'Una 3 X X X 
 8 Cubatão Sul 2 X X 
  9 Florianópolis 2 
 
X X 
 10 Biguaçu 1 X 
   11 Tijucas 1 X 
   12 Itajaí 3 X X 
 
X 
13 Itapocu 3 
 
X X X 
14 São Francisco do Sul 3 X X X 
 15 Cubatão Norte 2 
  
X X 
16 Saí-Mirim 2 X X 
  17 Saí-Guaçu 1 
 
X 
  18 Guaratuba 4 X X X X 
19 Guaraguaçu 1 X 
   20 Iguaçu 2 X X 
  21 Paranapanema 1 X 
   22 Paranaguá 4 X X X X 
23 Guaraqueçaba 2 X 
 
X 
 24 Ribeira de Iguape 4 X X X X 
25 Guarau 2 X 
 
X 
 26 Itanhaém 2 X X 
  27 Santos 2 X 
 
X 
 28 Upper Tietê 2 
 
X X 
 29 Bertioga 3 X X X 
 30 Juquehy 1 
  
X 
 31 Boiçucanga 1 
  
X 
 32 Ilhabela 1 
  
X 
 33 Ubatuba 1 X 
 
X 
 34 Picinguaba 1 X 
 
X 
 35 Toca do Boi 1 
  
X 
 36 Pereque-Açu 1 
   
X 
37 Taquari 1 
   
X 
38 Tarituba 1 
  
X 
 39 Jaceruba 1 X 
   40 Guapimirim 3 X X 
 
X 
41 Macacu 2 X 
  
X 
42 São João 1 
   
X 
43 Paraíba do Sul 1 X 
   44 Barra do Riacho 2 X X 
  45 Barra Seca 2 X X 
  46 Itaunas 2 X X 
  47 Caravelas 2 X X     
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Table D.4. Population genetic summary statistics for each species per population: (a) M. microlepis, (b) H. 
boulengeri, (c) Hollandichthys and (d) Bryconamericus. Populations are listed in order of the southern most 
populations (1 - Patos) to the northern most population (47 - Caravelas)(see Figure 1). The number of 
individuals retained per population after processing of genomic data for the 25% missing data (N25), which 
were used to calculate the reported summary statistics are given. Summary statistics are presented only for 
polymorphic sites, and include average nucleotide diversity, π, average observed heterozygosity per locus, 
HOBS, and average expected heterozygosity per locus, HEXP. See Table S1 for complete list of samples and 
summary of genomic data collected for each individual. 
(a) M. microlepis 
Pop. 




Loci Private π HOBS HEXP Fis 
3 Maquiné 5 463 0.1925 85 0.013 0.011 0.011 0.003 
4 Três Forquilhas 5 496 0.2034 104 0.011 0.010 0.010 0.002 
5 Mampituba 5 430 0.1794 159 0.010 0.009 0.009 0.002 
6 Araranguá 4 544 0.2222 256 0.016 0.010 0.014 0.012 
7 D'Una 4 415 0.1727 269 0.013 0.011 0.010 0.003 
8 Cubatão Sul 4 394 0.1665 219 0.011 0.011 0.010 0.001 
10 Biguaçu 4 476 0.198 240 0.013 0.012 0.011 0.003 
11 Tijucas 4 516 0.2142 163 0.015 0.012 0.013 0.005 
12 Itajaí 3 1286 0.5172 404 0.041 0.021 0.033 0.035 
14 São Francisco do Sul 3 828 0.3427 288 0.030 0.024 0.022 0.010 
16 Saí-Mirim 2 858 0.353 277 0.033 0.030 0.024 0.006 
18 Guaratuba 4 1011 0.4119 255 0.030 0.021 0.025 0.018 
17 Guaraguaçu 2 919 0.3753 217 0.035 0.030 0.025 0.008 
20 Iguaçu 2 467 0.1983 40 0.022 0.020 0.014 0.003 
21 Paranapanema 3 843 0.3503 108 0.027 0.022 0.022 0.008 
22 Paranaguá 3 1265 0.529 465 0.040 0.031 0.032 0.017 
23 Guaraqueçaba 4 1232 0.5152 464 0.038 0.028 0.031 0.018 
24 Ribeira de Iguape 8 2339 0.9657 1319 0.047 0.028 0.042 0.046 
25 Guarau 2 433 0.1934 93 0.018 0.017 0.013 0.001 
26 Itanhaém 3 1100 0.4584 240 0.037 0.027 0.029 0.018 
27 Santos 4 1107 0.4587 182 0.036 0.015 0.030 0.037 
29 Bertioga 4 1431 0.6023 364 0.041 0.029 0.034 0.022 
33 Ubatuba 4 948 0.3995 276 0.030 0.022 0.025 0.015 
32 Picinguaba 3 986 0.417 272 0.035 0.022 0.027 0.021 
39 Jaceruba* 1 417 0.2024 180 0.032 0.032 0.016 0.000 
40 Guapimirim* 1 408 0.1948 156 0.031 0.031 0.016 0.000 
41 Macacu 2 924 0.4191 368 0.040 0.034 0.028 0.009 
43 Paraíba do Sul 4 828 0.358 380 0.026 0.021 0.022 0.009 
44 Barra do Riacho 4 577 0.271 238 0.018 0.015 0.015 0.006 
45 Barra Seca 4 554 0.25 208 0.018 0.015 0.015 0.005 
46 Itaunas 4 647 0.2901 259 0.019 0.016 0.016 0.006 





(b) H. boulengeri 
Pop. 




Loci Private π HOBS HEXP Fis 
1 Patos 13 3292 0.3852 872 0.032 0.024 0.030 0.022 
2 Tramandaí 7 2272 0.2663 267 0.030 0.025 0.027 0.010 
4 Três Forquilhas 3 1382 0.1635 101 0.024 0.023 0.020 0.003 
7 D'Una* 1 239 0.0332 289 0.011 0.011 0.005 0.000 
8 Cubatão Sul* 1 223 0.0344 80 0.011 0.011 0.006 0.000 
9 Florianópolis 8 411 0.0497 156 0.006 0.006 0.005 0.000 
12 Itajaí* 1 867 0.1163 115 0.037 0.037 0.019 0.000 
13 Itapocu 10 5829 0.6802 1311 0.063 0.053 0.060 0.027 
14 São Francisco do Sul 8 2900 0.3393 263 0.040 0.035 0.037 0.011 
16 Saí-Mirim 8 2097 0.2455 45 0.024 0.022 0.022 0.005 
17 Saí-Guaçu 8 1199 0.1411 25 0.017 0.015 0.015 0.003 
18 Guaratuba 3 1236 0.1457 17 0.022 0.018 0.018 0.008 
20 Iguaçu 7 3389 0.3955 330 0.047 0.042 0.043 0.011 
22 Paranaguá 3 1362 0.1653 65 0.026 0.023 0.021 0.004 
24 Ribeira de Iguape 9 4103 0.4901 2923 0.044 0.037 0.041 0.017 
26 Itanhaém 9 2837 0.3364 615 0.038 0.033 0.035 0.012 
28 Upper Tietê 8 1413 0.1705 72 0.020 0.018 0.018 0.002 
29 Bertioga 8 2817 0.3342 644 0.038 0.034 0.035 0.009 
40 Guapimirim 3 2474 0.3475 3095 0.052 0.047 0.042 0.009 
44 Barra do Riacho 7 1608 0.2743 600 0.024 0.022 0.022 0.004 
45 Barra Seca 6 1626 0.2799 619 0.026 0.023 0.024 0.007 
46 Itaunas 2 587 0.1028 184 0.018 0.017 0.013 0.001 









Loci Private π HOBS HEXP Fis 
3 Maquiné 10 641 0.1103 170 0.006 0.006 0.006 0.001 
4 Três Forquilhas 6 964 0.1703 204 0.013 0.012 0.011 0.000 
5 Mampituba 10 1566 0.2681 531 0.015 0.013 0.014 0.007 
6 Araranguá 3 854 0.1505 496 0.013 0.013 0.010 0.001 
7 D'Una 5 958 0.1681 513 0.013 0.012 0.011 0.002 
9 Florianópolis 8 4990 0.8544 1488 0.055 0.024 0.051 0.071 
13 Itapocu* 1 1196 0.2361 214 0.043 0.043 0.021 0.000 
14 São Francisco do Sul 8 5700 0.9747 1632 0.058 0.047 0.052 0.024 
15 Cubatão Norte* 1 1194 0.2371 211 0.043 0.043 0.021 0.000 
18 Guaratuba 2 2610 0.4538 580 0.048 0.045 0.034 0.004 
22 Paranaguá 5 3844 0.6649 1165 0.049 0.038 0.042 0.022 
23 Guaraqueçaba 9 4811 0.8232 1886 0.050 0.040 0.047 0.026 
24 Ribeira de Iguape 5 5460 0.9353 2056 0.063 0.056 0.055 0.014 
25 Guarau 7 1806 0.3114 666 0.021 0.018 0.019 0.008 
27 Santos 9 4007 0.6848 847 0.043 0.039 0.040 0.009 
28 Upper Tietê 8 2827 0.4838 413 0.032 0.030 0.029 0.004 
29 Bertioga 7 4263 0.7289 1147 0.045 0.041 0.041 0.009 
30 Juquehy 3 1605 0.2793 309 0.025 0.024 0.020 0.002 
31 Boiçucanga 7 2748 0.4708 579 0.032 0.028 0.029 0.007 
32 Ilhabela 6 1812 0.3108 638 0.021 0.019 0.019 0.006 
33 Ubatuba 3 1992 0.3422 580 0.030 0.028 0.024 0.003 
34 Picinguaba 2 1394 0.2464 400 0.028 0.026 0.019 0.003 
35 Toca do Boi 10 1587 0.2724 676 0.017 0.016 0.016 0.002 








Loci Private π HOBS HEXP Fis 
4 Três Forquilhas 3 2559 0.4472 1233 0.044 0.036 0.036 0.014 
6 Araranguá 4 2671 0.4706 1316 0.040 0.034 0.035 0.013 
12 Itajaí 6 1692 0.3024 1050 0.026 0.024 0.023 0.004 
13 Itapocu 7 4987 0.8688 1324 0.056 0.020 0.052 0.128 
15 Cubatão Norte 6 2458 0.4286 1328 0.029 0.026 0.026 0.007 
18 Guaratuba 6 1594 0.2784 674 0.021 0.019 0.019 0.003 
22 Paranaguá 4 4957 0.8649 1785 0.086 0.023 0.073 0.133 
24 Ribeira de Iguape 11 7790 1.3568 3655 0.082 0.027 0.077 0.180 
36 Pereque-Açu 6 697 0.1229 312 0.011 0.011 0.010 0.001 
37 Taquari 8 1529 0.2668 632 0.022 0.020 0.020 0.004 
40 Guapimirim 3 570 0.1095 1113 0.012 0.012 0.010 0.000 
41 Macacu 6 821 0.1442 483 0.013 0.012 0.012 0.002 




Table D.5. Pairwise FST-values between populations per species: (a) M. microlepis, (B) H. boulengeri, (c) Hollandichthys and (d) Bryconamericus. Bold 
numbers mark statistically significant values at an α = 0.05 (below the diagonal) and at an α after correcting for multiple comparisons using a Bonferroni 
correction (above the diagonal; α  = 0.0001, 0.0003, 0.0002 and 0.0006, respectively). 




















Table D.6. Point estimate of demographic parameters for divergence models per species for each one of the three common identified geographic breaks 
estimated across 40 runs of FASTSIMCOAL2. Specifically, divergence time, TDIV, ancestral population size, NANC, and the population size for the northern 
population of the break, N2, as well as the number of loci used to calculate the site frequency spectrum (SFS). The 95% confidence intervals are shown between 
parentheses. Note that the population size of the southern population per breaks (N1) was not estimated under a divergence model, but instead was calculated 
directly from the empirical data (i.e., it is a fixed parameter in the model) to improve the accuracy of the other parameters estimated from the SFS (following the 




Ind.  Loci 
Genome Size         
(C-value)* μ NANC N1 N2 TDIV 
North M. microlepis 12 1035 
1.53 







  H. boulengeri 15 2083 
1.15 







Middle M. microlepis 15 1235 
1.53 








H. boulengeri 15 4385 
1.15 








Hollandichthys 15 5533 
1.5 








Bryconamericus 15 4142 
1.64 








Bryconamericus - No 
admixture 15 4102 
1.64 







South M. microlepis 15 3004 
1.53 








Hollandichthys 15 5785 
1.5 







  Bryconamericus 7 6133 
1.64 







* Carvalho, M. L., Oliveira, C., Navarrete, M. C., Froehlich, O., & Foresti, F. (2002). Nuclear DNA content determination in Characiformes fish 




Figure D.1. Summary of the frequency of segregating sites for each base-pair position of a locus per 





Figure D.2. Distribution of theta, θ, per loci, with the red line marking the θ-values in the 95 percentile that 
were excluded from analyses to avoid including variation likely reflective of sequencing and/or assembly 
errors in each species: M. microlepis (A), H. boulengeri (B), Hollandichthys (C), Bryconamericus (D). 
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(a) M. microlepis 
 
(b) H. boulengeri 
 
  
Figure D.3. Phylogenetic trees estimated with SVDquartets at the population level for each species (A = M. microlepis, B = H. boulengeri, C 











Conclusions and Future Directions
The work presented here advances our knowledge on the evolution of freshwater fishes, 
with special focus on the diverse Neotropical ichthyofauna. Overall, by exploring relevant 
hypotheses to identify processes that structure genetic variation within and between basins, and 
across species, I was able to distinguish among evolutionary processes operating at different 
spatial and temporal scales in freshwater fishes along coastal Brazilian basins.  
After almost 30 years of the first preposition that sea level changes may have influenced 
speciation and diversification processes of freshwater fishes along the Brazilian coastal basins 
(Weitzman et al., 1988), this dissertation presented an extensive test of the effects of Pleistocene 
glacial cycles in promoting divergence in the study area. The findings indicate that 
diversification during Pleistocene is more conspicuous than originally thought and unveil the 
strong genetic structure observed within species. These results will impact the way researchers 
perceive the ichthyofauna in the area.  
The system of drainages along the Brazilian coast is demonstrated here to be a model 
region to study evolution of the diverse Neotropical fishes given its isolation, and a general good 
understanding of the geological and climatic history. Likewise, freshwater fishes are ideal 
organisms to study evolutionary consequences of climatic changes during the Pleistocene given 
the strong constraint imposed by the environment they inhabit, as opposed to the terrestrial 
fauna. The coastal region has been largely studied and receives large conservation efforts for 
terrestrial organisms because it is considered one of the hotspots of diversity – the Atlantic 
Rainforest biome. Freshwater fishes, on the other hand, still lack genetic studies. The strong 
latitudinal structure assessed in this dissertation, along with several species being considered by 
taxonomists as a species complex, demonstrate that the diversity of freshwater fishes may still be 
underestimated in the area, suggesting even higher levels of endemism in the region. This region 
is also highly urbanized, which means the ichthyofauna is very much at risk. By proposing a 
foundational scenario of diversification for this area, my work advocates for the expansion of 
conservation measures and biodiversity sensing to include bodies of water and their organisms, 
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which unfortunately have received considerably less attention than terrestrial organisms. 
Joining the knowledge available for the region with newly developed techniques that 
combine simulations and empirical data allowed me to create scenarios (i.e., GIS and 
simulations) and estimate parameters (i.e., divergence estimates and population sizes) that 
wouldn’t have been possible a few years ago. This approach can generally inform conservation 
measures in riverine environments and how strategies might be effective in the long term. 
Furthermore, with further developments of the approach, such as the incorporation of a more 
expansive suite of riverine properties and ecological information, one of my future goals is to 
expand its utility as a general tool (i.e., it can be applied to more taxa or other ecosystems than 
studied in this dissertation). For example, I would like to expand the analysis performed here to 
be broadly applicable to riverine environments in other world regions (and especially in the 
Neotropics), providing insights into the reasons there is a large number of freshwater fish species 
on the planet and understand which rivers and/or parts of rivers are critical to species and genetic 
diversity because of their impact on population persistence and movement patterns of organisms 
living in these environments. By filling this knowledge gap I believe researchers and the general 
scientific community (i.e., government and environmental institutions) will be able to think more 
strategically for a sustainable path forward. 
The project developed here started to be built ten years ago, towards the end of my 
undergraduate studies. Then, when I started my Ph.D. back in 2011, I naively expected that the 
Ph.D. would be the last step as a student. Today, as I arrive in the end, I realize that this is just 
the beginning of a much longer journey. Most of the work I envisioned in the beginning is still 
under development, many new questions arose and different directions were taken. From today, 
many years of learning, researching and dedication will still come until a more complete picture 
of the processes driving the diversification of Neotropical freshwater organisms can be 
developed. I am eager and enthusiastic to discover the path that this research will take. As a 
scientist in a delicate time for scientific advances and sustainable efforts over the world, I am 
committed to diversity and the variety of life. 
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